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ABSTRACT  
This research explores the technical feasibility of developing a knowledge-based 
apparel style recommendation system through investigations on apparel 
communication theory, data construction and machine learning techniques. It intends 
to improve the poor user experiences of online clothes shopping caused by the 
unpractical style searching, recommendation and personal styling engines.  
This study started with building up the theoretical foundation of apparel data and 
recommendation system. Then, an apparel data coding method and two apparel 
datasets are developed based on the apparel communication system and semiotics 
theory. ATTRIBUTE dataset captures natural and design features while MEANING 
dataset labels communicative meanings on style and body. Thirdly, the technical 
feasibility is investigated by statistics analytical methods to evaluate data relations 
and machine-learning methods to learn from the training data and predict apparel 
MEANINGs.  
The author found that the proposed data might exist non-linear relations, which 
restricts statistics analytical methods. Instead, machine-learning based methods are 
applicable as evidenced by three apparel MEANING prediction models. The three 
models also prove that the new apparel data coding method and ATTRIBUTE dataset 
could enhance the learning model since it captures more accurate apparel features. 
Additionally, the most useful data learning method is identified when it firstly learns 
ATTRIBUTEs from images via CNN model, and then determines MEANINGs from 
predicted ATTRIBUTEs by LKF classifier. The conclusion from this research is that 
it is technically feasible to develop an apparel style recommendation system.  
This research contributes a new method to the field of apparel recommendation 
system study. It fills the gap of lacking deep understandings of apparel knowledge. 
The proposed approach made three improvements: (1) a profound theory of apparel as 
a foundation, (2) a new apparel dataset construction method capturing design features 
and connotative meanings, and (3) the image-attribute collaborated data training 
model, which can effectively recognise in-depth design features and make precise 
predictions on connotative meanings.  
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CHAPTER 
( 1 ) 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Background of study and application 
This study pays attention to apparel online shopping systems and customer 
experiences. To compare with store shopping, a significant character in Internet-
based shopping is the tens of thousands of online clothes database for customers 
to make selections. For example, results of searching style categories at 
shopstyle.co.uk are Blazers & Sports jacket (10,000+ Products), Dress Shirt (7030 
Products) and Tie (10,000+ Products). Even though more style options are offered, 
but to find the right pieces from ten thousand items could be a genuinely time-
consuming process, which could degrade overall experiences of online apparel 
shopping. Only few classification options are deficient to filter the customer 
wanted clothes, such as through colours, brands and price ranges that have been 
commonly applied to the current searching engine.  
An alternative way of selecting online clothes is to seek style recommendation 
that is supposed to be more efficient. Computer and real clothing experts are the 
two main bodies giving recommendations. There are three existing business 
models in current apparel recommendation services in the UK market. The first is 
general product recommendation system such as Amazon. Clothes as similar to 
other products are recommended to customers based on purchase or browse 
history for after sale promotions. The second type is the free human-picked 
recommendations such as online stylist consultancy service and fashion blogger 
suggestions through social media. The up to date mode intends to satisfy 
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customers with intelligent machine recommendation to match clothes with 
individual customers such as an online ‘personal wardrobe’.  
In fact, the general product recommender system could not play an effective role 
in apparel area. The automatic recommender system for online shopping was early 
developed by Amazon in 1996, with main function of suggesting new products 
based on previous purchase or browse history (Aggarwal, 2016, Amazon, 1996). 
It has been applied for searching books, DVDs, movies, music, online videos and 
so on. While, clothing products are changing rapidly by the time, season and year 
because of fashion trends. People buying clothes are not for copying the past but 
seeking for style improvements, changes, or even revamp in order to express self 
(Entwistle, 2007, Rouse, 2007) through the way of dressing. Nick Landia (Landia, 
2017), a Chief Data Scientist at Dressipi also argued that Fashion 
recommendations must satisfy the objectives of giving advice on what changes to 
their style would make them look better, not only identifying the user's personal 
preference from their past behaviour. 
Human expert-based online recommendations tend to be more trustworthy, but it 
is still not a successful model. Fashion bloggers, celebrities, stylists and others 
with good taste have led to a new trend of social shopping through social media 
(e.g. Pinterest and Instagram) and social fashion sites (Polyvore.com and 
Chicisimo.com). There is no doubt that apparel recommendation needs 
professional knowledge (e.g. fashion coordination, personal styling) to support. 
However, these social shopping sites are just right for style inspirations. It cannot 
assist shopping since the individual’s needs have not been taken into account. The 
traditional service of personal accompanying shopping could produce high-quality 
recommendations but only attracts wealthy people or celebrity due to its high cost.  
 The latest service is the smart apparel recommendation system which mimics 
human experts of offering professional style suggestions based on an intelligent 
machine learning model. Google launched boutiques.com in 2010, a personalised 
visual shopping site that uses computer vision and machine learning technology to 
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visually predict your taste and give expert recommendations (Google, 2010). 
However, it was shut down with dramatic reduction of its web traffic (Widhadh, 
2012). The reviews of Google boutiques.com stated that it was more like fashion 
inspirations. It did not close to real purchase due to lack of engagements with the 
user needs, wearing occasions and other practical needs of dress (Emerson, 2010, 
Dishman, 2010). There were more unsuccessful startups, such as Thestyleup and 
Style Seek.  
In comparison, Dressipi (dressipi, 2011) developed a better machine 
recommendation model, with data scientists, machine learning developers and 
style directors working together. It recently has been adopted by a couple of 
online retailers in UK markets, such as John Lewis, Topshop, Wallis, Very and so 
on. There are still lots of space for improvements as the intelligent apparel 
learning model currently has low impacts on applied online retailers. Even for the 
relatively mature model, Dressipi suffered small size of web visits (SimilarWeb, 
2017). In a word, apparel recommendation system study has excellent application 
value. The smarter, knowledgeable, and practical machine recommendation model 
is just in demand to help improve customers’ online experiences and increase 
sales.   
1.2 Research context  
The rapid growing new technologies brought enormous opportunities but also 
significant challenges for apparel recommendation system research. On the one 
hand, developing knowledge-based apparel recommendation system with data and 
machine learning driven technology is an innovative research area. Meantime, it is 
much needed for apparel retailing with improved online shopping experiences to 
outpace other competitors. On the other hand, it has severe research dilemmas. 
The developments of many startups failed because there exists a big challenge of 
balancing technologies, apparel domain knowledge and individual needs.  
Developing new technology supported apparel systems has attracted research 
attention, with the purpose of designing new user experiences to benefit apparel 
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online shopping, such as the virtual try-on system supported by 3D garment CAD 
(Computer-Aided Design) software (Sayem et al., 2010). Intelligent apparel 
recommendation system is another application of smart technology that intends to 
assist customers search, select and match clothes as a robotic stylist. It is a new 
research area growing in recent years with the development of artificial 
intelligence and market demand. 
The dominant method is driven by data and machine learning algorithms. The 
development involves automatic apparel recognition and feature extraction based 
on computer vision, and apparel classification based on extracted apparel attribute 
data and class labels with machine learning algorithms. The function of intelligent 
apparel recommendation largely depends on where the apparel data is learned. It 
is, in fact, an apparel knowledge-learning model. Without deeper understandings 
of apparel knowledge and users’ need, the great learning algorithm is valueless. 
As apparel researchers have stated, the issue of wearing clothes is theoretically 
supported by an interdisciplinary subject which combines the science of beauty, 
social psychology, human anthropometrics, sociology, technology and 
importantly, fashion and textile design (Fan et al., 2004).  
The difficulty for a machine-based recommendation system is how to learn 
apparel knowledge and automatically make suggestions for clothes to meet the 
individual need of dressing. Since apparel is a kind of unique online product, the 
development of apparel-oriented recommendation system is also distinctive from 
general product recommendation technology. Unfortunately, current research 
targeted explicitly on apparel recommendation is immature, desultory and 
fragmentary. It is because the apparel knowledge, apparel data and learning model 
can be varying. The research challenge is the integration of three-part systems 
with new methods and eventually to achieve a practicable recommendation model.   
1.3 Research Focus  
This study is approaching a feasibility study through prototyping a smart apparel 
recommendation system that combines apparel domain knowledge and theory 
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with intelligent learning models. The apparel here presents the online product of 
clothes. The study of clothing and its theory puts a particular view on the clothes 
for wear not the concept of fashion and trend. The recommendation system 
development targets on specific apparel knowledge regarding visual design and 
mix-and-matches, dress for the body, style expression and social purposes.  
The Apparel  
This study pays attention to the object of ‘Clothes’ which is distinctive with the 
concept of ‘Fashion’. Gabrielle Teare, as a personal stylist, said that people only 
wear 20% of the clothes in the wardrobe, as ‘fashion’ is the items may not be 
suitable for wear. However, the ‘clothes’ are what people actually wear 90% of 
the time (Teare, 2008). Fashion is a popular or the latest style of clothing. Fashion 
designers are usually artists who bring their visions to life through art as clothing, 
but clothes designers are typically employed by a clothing manufacturer to make 
clothes that are suitable for everyday wear (Carlson, 2017). The concept of clothes 
applies to the scenario of looking for something to dress for ordinary people with 
varieties of body figures. 
‘Apparel’ is the formal expression of clothing derived from ‘apareillier’ (meaning 
furnishings, equipment) in old French. It commonly appears as a word group 
followed by industry, market, shopping etc. In the history of apparel, it referred to 
personal outfit or attire in the early 14th century (dictionary.com). Another formal 
expression, ‘Garment’ is preferred in the field of clothes and textile engineering 
research and particularly indicates functional clothes (e.g. waterproof garments). 
In order to fit the context of this research, ‘apparel’ has been adopted and 
displayed as a group in the title ‘apparel recommendation system’.  
The Recommendation System 
 The development of apparel-oriented recommendation system focuses on three 
apparel keywords: mix-and-match, dress and style. Mix-and-match is to select and 
combine items of clothes to form a coordinated set of an outfit. The dress is to put 
the clothes or outfit on the body. Style in the clothing field refers to a particular 
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design genre. The knowledge of apparel in supporting data development and 
machine learning model is identified based on these key features, including the 
visual design of clothes and mix-and-matches, the criteria of dress outfits for body 
enhancements, and the creation of style to convey meanings in apparel 
communication.  
1.4 Research Scope 
This section gives a precise definition of the scope of study object (Clothes) and 
study group (Users) through the categories of clothes and the demographics of 
users. The reasons for conducting a feasibility study are also explained through 
the limitations of capturing dynamic features of physical apparel and the 
complexity of human thoughts on wearing clothes.  
The categories of study object (clothes) 
Apparel has a vast range of product categories divided by the gender of wearers 
and product types. Through a review of apparel categories in existing study, the 
result found that some studies are inclusive such as Womenswear, Menswear or 
the combination, some targets on specific category such as Men’s Suit or 
Women’s Jacket. Table 1-1 shows that most have been focusing on the 
Womenswear (17 research articles) and secondly the combination (7 research 
articles). The research interest on Menswear was scarce so that this study is filling 
the gap. Michael Londrigan from a business standpoint summarised four main 
areas of Menswear: tailored clothing, furnishings, formal wear and sportswear 
(Londrigan, 2008).  This study currently targets on the formal wear attached into 
four categories: suit jackets or blazers, shirts, neckties and pocket squares.  
Table 1-1 Distributions of apparel categories in existing research  
Apparel category Related research  
Womenswear  (Liu et al., 2012a, Masuko and Hayashi, 2013, Dai, 2015, Lin, 2007b, Iwata 
et al., 2011, Akabane et al., 2011, Lin, 2007a, Jagadeesh et al., 2014, 
Vuruskan et al., 2015, Dong et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2012b, Tsujita et al., 
2010, Cheng and Liu, 2008b, Yu-Chu et al., 2012, Tu and Dong, 2010, 
Sekozawa et al., 2011, Tokumaru et al., 2003)  
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Menswear  (Kim, 2009, Nagao et al., 2008, Shen et al., 2007, Kim et al., 2013b) 
Womenswear and 
Menswear  
(Miura et al., 2013, Dai, 2011, Kalantidis et al., 2013, Limaksornkul et al., 
2014, Yamada and Takami, 2012, Zhang et al., 2008, Vogiatzis et al., 
2012) 
Men’s suit  (Hong Lu, 2013, Zeng et al., 2013) 
Women’s Jacket  (Li and Li, 2012, Jung et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2008) 
 
The demographics of study group (users) 
People with different backgrounds have different opinions on clothes, therefore, 
affecting their way of dress. In The Language of Clothes, Alison Lurie (1981) has 
explained the relationships between clothes and age, time (history), place (region 
and culture), status (occasion wear), opinion (personal style taste), colour and 
pattern, as well as sex. Knowing that the demographics may affect the research 
outcomes, therefore this study gives a precise definition of target group and 
context.  
Regarding age, Menswear retailing divides the market of male customers into five 
age ranges: 12-18 years, 19-25years, 26-35 years, 36-55 years and 55 years plus 
(Londrigan, 2008). Males in 19-25 years are mostly from university students and 
graduates who are at the beginning of trying formal wear. And then, 26-35 years 
are in the improving stage as the increasing needs of formal wear for jobs, 
conferences and business etc. The proposed recommendation system has more 
potential to cover the two groups. As this project is conducted in the UK, only UK 
residences are included currently. In short, the user group (wearers) of apparel in 
this study particularly focuses on the UK residences of males at the age of 19-25 
and 26-35.  
A technical feasibility study  
This study is designed to evaluate the technical potential and practicability of a 
novel system, which is defined as a technical feasibility study. It is conducted by 
extensive investigations with challenges and difficulties. First, apparel has 
dynamic deformations caused by material and movements, which is hard to 
capture its full visual features. To compare with automobiles, smartphones and 
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other solid products, the unique feature of apparel products is that it appears in 
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional spaces. An article of clothing is 
formulated by assembling flat pattern blocks. The darts on pattern blocks help to 
create the volume of clothing. Finished clothing products presented in 2D (figure 
1-1a) are commonly used as a set of still life items in fashion coordination by 
magazines and fashion communication sites, such as Polyvore.com.  
Clothes are being transformed to 3D objects while wearing it on one’s body. It 
may look different within 2D as the physical property of materials could cause 
dynamic deformation of clothes on the body which is called drape in the clothing 
area. Changing body movements and body shapes could affect the drape of a same 
piece of clothing and change the whole look. Such flexibility in clothing form 
causes the problem of capturing the dynamic features that change the visual 
appearance of clothes and affect human perceptions. Most importantly, those 
undrawn visual features may highly discriminative to apparel learning model but 
it is excluded in apparel data and model development. 
    
                                                            (a)                         (b)                       (c)                       (d) 
Figure 1-1 Pattern blocks of apparel and displays of finished product in 2D and 3D view 
(zara, 2017) 
The other difficulty is to understand the complex system of visual apparel and 
meanings communication, particularly the connotation level of meanings. Apparel 
is not only a commodity that is bought and sold but is also a visual language of 
sign, a nonverbal communication medium existed between the wearers and 
viewers in a community (Barnard, 2002). Apparel as a communicator is used for 
people to express personality, style taste, body beauty and other social identities to 
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the third persons who can be friends, peers and other audiences. Due to the 
differentiation of individual backgrounds and fashion involvements, the 
perception and judgment of apparel meanings may not result in consistency, so 
that it is hard to be measured and effectively learned in machine learning model. 
In addition to visual perception, the touch feeling may affect apparel 
communications.   
1.5 Research Aim and Objectives 
This study is an exploratory study. The aim is to investigate the feasibility of 
applying specific apparel knowledge for apparel-oriented recommendation system 
evolution. The theoretical route is to interpret an essential function of apparel 
which is as the visual language to communicate meanings and its potential effect 
on apparel recommendation systems. The technical path is to develop a rich 
knowledge-encoded apparel data and a new method for apparel learning model 
which mimics visual communication networks and human experts’ experiences. 
To achieve these thoughts, the author identified three-phased objectives for 
answering the research questions. 
Objectives: 
• For answering the question ‘What is the unique function of clothing as a 
consumable product?’ 
The first objective is to understand the characteristics of apparel from its visual 
forms such as line, shape, fabric-colour, pattern, material, drape, clothes 
coordination to its functions such as protection, decoration, modesty, attraction 
and most importantly as a visual language for clothing communication.   
• For answering the question ‘How clothes are used to communicate meanings 
as visual signs?’ 
The second objective is to identify, construct and collect apparel data according to 
apparel visual communication system and semiotics theory, and then to interpret 
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the relationships of apparel signs and connotation meanings using explicit 
statistics regression models.  
• For answering the question ‘Can the automatic apparel recommendation be 
achieved through the learning model of visual design and style meanings?’ 
The third objective is to develop an apparel learning model that could effectively 
predict apparel connotation meanings by learning visual design and image 
features through the conventional machine learning methods and deep learning 
methods. The developed model should be applicable to form a knowledge-based 
apparel recommendation prototype. Based on this prototype, its feasibility 
evaluation is conducted and concluded.  
1.6 Contributions of this study 
Apparel has unique characters and functions to compare with other online 
products, but these crucial features have not been well addressed in current 
apparel recommendation system studies as it should be. This study investigated 
the profound clothing and dressing theories, developed new data, methods and 
apparel learning models and finally achieved a knowledge-based apparel style 
recommendation system. The research outcomes make contributions to a wide 
knowledge field regarding apparel communication theory, data developments, 
apparel learning model and recommendation system developments.  
• The outcome of apparel investigations could enrich the theory of apparel 
language and visual communication. Notably, the statistical interpretations of 
the code in visual communication revealed specific rules of how apparel 
meanings are affected through the internal of apparel such as visual elements 
of line, shape, colour etc.  
 
• A novel apparel data construction approach has been developed which 
enhanced the knowledge acquisition of current apparel data in developing 
recommendation systems. The new method encodes apparel signs and 
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meaning features in ATTRIBUTE and MEANING data developments, with 
highly accurate feature representations regarding literal and design 
characteristics of visual clothes, as well as meaning expressions.  
 
• This study found an effective method for prototyping a challenging apparel 
learning model which predicts the deep semantic attributes and implied 
meanings of apparel, not only the visible attributes，with a relatively smaller 
sample size. This method emphasised the depth of apparel knowledge that an 
intelligent apparel model is able to learn, which could inspire machine 
learning and deep learning researchers in intelligent system developments. 
 
• This study filled some knowledge gaps in apparel recommendation system 
developments. The newly developed system has coherent apparel theory to 
form the foundation, rich knowledge-encoded apparel data to capture 
profound attributes and skilled learning models to support advance style 
searching and recommendation results to support style and body expressions.  
The contributions of this study are supported by following publications. Full 
copies of published materials are attached in Appendix 5. 
• Guan, Congying, Qin, Sheng-feng, Ling, Wessie and Long, Yang (2018) 
Enhancing apparel data based on fashion theory for developing a novel 
apparel style recommendation system. In: WorldCIST'18 2018, AISC 747 
proceedings. Trends and Advances in Information Systems and Technologies, 
Springer, pp. 1–10. ISBN 9783319776996 
 
• Guan, Congying, Qin, Sheng-feng, Ling, Wessie and Ding, Guofu (2016) 
Apparel Recommendation System Evolution: An empirical review. 
International Journal of Clothing Science and Technology, 28 (6). pp. 854-
879. ISSN 0955-6222 
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• Guan, Congying and Qin, Sheng-feng (2015) Robotic Stylist: A design 
oriented apparel recommendation system. In: IASDR2015 INTERPLAY 
Proceedings. The International Association of Societies of Design Research, 
Brisbane, pp. 839-850. ISBN 9780646943183 
 
• Wang, Shuxia, Qin, Sheng-feng and Guan, Congying (2014) Feature-Based 
Human Model for Digital Apparel Design. IEEE Transactions on 
Automation Science and Engineering, 99. pp. 1-7. ISSN 1545-5955 
 
• Guan, Congying, Xu, Bochu, Qin, Sheng-feng and Wang, Shuxia (2012) A 
new apparel design and online shopping framework for mass customization 
and best fit. In: 2012 18th International Conference on Automation and 
Computing (ICAC), 7 - 8 September 2012, Loughborough. 
 
• Guan, Congying and Qin, Sheng-feng (2018) Apparel-based deep learning 
system design for apparel style recommendation. International Journal of 
Clothing Science and Technology. (Under review) 
 
• Guan, Congying and Qin, Sheng-feng (2018) Enhancing apparel data 
construction based on apparel language communication system. Journal of 
Visual Languages and Computing. (Under review) 
 
1.7 Organization of this thesis  
This thesis is composed of seven chapters. Chapter one introduces the research 
briefs. Chapter two reviews academic literature and online apparel markets.  The 
overall research methodology is demonstrated in chapter three. Chapter four, five 
and six expatiate the three stages of research including apparel theory regarding 
visual language and communication, apparel data constructions, and development 
of a novel apparel recommendation system (prototype). The last chapter draws 
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conclusions and discusses the future work. The brief summary of each chapter is 
as follows: 
Chapter one is the introduction of this thesis regarding research background, 
research focus and scope, aim and objectives, as well as the contributions of the 
thesis.  
Chapter two contains a comprehensive literature review of academic research 
around apparel recommendation systems and a market review of apparel 
recommendation system applications and startups. This chapter also discusses the 
pros and cons of current research methods, identifies the research gaps and 
proposes new solutions to fill the gaps.  
Chapter three introduces the entire research methodology. According to a research 
timeline, the applied methods for apparel data definition, construction and 
collection, quality evaluation, analysis and modelling are discussed through three 
research milestones, a profound study of apparel theory, investigation of apparel 
visual communication function and development of apparel recommendation 
system.  
Chapter four focuses on the exploration of apparel and its unique function as a 
non-verbal language of communication. The first section introduces the role of 
apparel theory in formulating apparel recommendation system. Next section 
explains the substance, components and structure of apparel visual 
communication system according to early apparel language and semiotic theories. 
The last section discusses the impact of visual communication on Menswear 
through the visual elements of design.  
Chapter five moves to apparel data constructions based on the understanding of 
apparel communication function. This section reviews existing data collection 
methods, constructs an ATTRIBUTE dataset based on apparel sign system, 
collects a MEANING dataset labelled by clothes professionals, and finally 
examines the quality of data through a series of reliability and validity 
assessments.  
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Chapter six tests four models in developing a smart apparel recommendation 
system. The first model explains the experience of how apparel visual signs cause 
meanings with statistical methods, named Multinomial Logistic regression and 
Canonical Correlation Analysis. The other three models learn apparel meanings 
by visual image and feature attribute data, with separate classifiers, called Support 
Vector Machine and Later Kernel Fusion, as well as in-depth learning methods, 
named Convolutional Neural Networks. The most effective model is used to 
support apparel recommendation system. 
Chapter seven summarises the findings of this study to answer proposed three 
research questions and summarises the contributions to new knowledge and 
understandings in the field of apparel communication theory, knowledge-based 
apparel recommendation system and apparel-oriented machine learning model. 
The future work is proposed to further this research. Last part is to draw ultimate 
conclusions.  
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CHAPTER 
( 2 ) 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Apparel recommendation market overview  
Novel recommendation technology has become an essential part of many online 
retailers’ business models to help drive online sales. Apparel online retailing in 
both womenswear and menswear started to realise that providing a personalised 
recommendation platform is a strategy for improving shopping experiences and 
increasing sales. A list of existing commercial systems is shown in table 2-1. 
Various websites and mobile applications are appearing rapidly since 2011, which 
reflects the high market demands for such a shopping scenario and customer 
experience. Three types of recommendations are identified based on 21 existing 
systems, with 5 machine-based, 14 human-based and 2 intelligent 
recommendation platforms.  
Table 2-1 A list of current apparel recommendation commercial systems  
Platforms  Recommender System Data Source Application  References  
Amazon  System automatic Machine agent User history data Web  (Amazon, 1996) 
Styleup System automatic Machine agent User history data App (Styleup, 2012) 
Nosto System automatic Machine agent User history data App (Nosto, 2011) 
Stylebook  System automatic Machine agent User history data  App  (Stylebook, 2009) 
Mallzee System automatic Machine agent Quiz  App (Mallzee, 2012) 
StyleMatic  Friends  Human agent Social media  App (StyleMatic, 2013) 
Netrobe Friends  Human agent Social media App (Netrobe, 2011) 
Polyvore  Stylists /Celebrities  Human agent Social media Web &App (Polyvore, 2007) 
ASOS stylists Online stylists Human agent Quiz & Skype  Web (ASOS, 2014) 
Dressli  Online stylists  Human agent Mobile chat App (Dressli, 2014) 
Glamour Ask Online stylists Human agent Mobile chat App (Askastylist, 2010) 
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Stylist 
Trunk Club Online stylists  Human agent Quiz &Skype  Mail  (TrunkClub, 2013) 
The Chapar  Online stylists Human agent Call   Mail (Thechapar, 2013) 
Stitch Fix Online stylists Human agent Quiz Mail  (StitchFix, 2011) 
Baukjen  Online stylists Human agent Quiz &Skype  Web (BAUKJEN, 2014) 
Like To Know  Bloggers/Celebrities Human agent None  App (LikeToKnow, 
2016) 
Be Styled UK  Live stylists Human agent Face to face chat Web (Bestyleduk, 2014) 
Style doctor Live stylists Human agent Face to face chat Web  (Styledoctors, 2004) 
John Lewis  Live stylists Human agent Face to face chat Web (JohnLewis, 2001) 
Style Seek System Interactions  Intelligent 
agent 
Quiz  Web (Styleseek, 2015) 
Dressipi  System Interactions  Intelligent 
agent 
Quiz  Web (dressipi, 2011) 
 
Machine recommendations as the earliest emerging systems were developed by 
several recommendation technology vendors and a few startups. For instance, the 
giant retailer, Amazon, offers automatic recommendation functions for general 
online products based on customers’ purchase or browsing history. Nosto, Styleup 
and Stylebook are startups targeted specifically at apparel automatic 
recommendation. Machine agents could contribute to cross-selling, up-selling and 
even customer engagement and loyalty. However, there are several barriers which 
could lead some large retailers shying away from offering automated 
recommendations. First, many developers are struggling by a lack of adequate 
data. Sentient Technologies reported that due to fragmented data/profiles, 
marketers were stuck on basic data for personalisation (eMarketer, 2015). Second, 
the recommendation results that merely track history data without knowing the 
shopping intentions or individual tastes are hard to convince customers. The 
Aaronson Group CEO Jack Aaronson (Grau, 2009) argued that a more in-depth 
understanding is necessary from knowing what the user did buy to why the user 
did buy something.  
In comparison, the word-of-mouth recommendations by peers, friends or fashion 
experts earned more trusts. The eMarketer indicated that the person making the 
judgment is more valuable than the machine tracking user history and profiles 
(Grau, 2009). Peer recommendations are attached to the growing social shopping 
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sites such as StyleMatic (2013), Netrobe (2011) and Polyvore (2007). Peers such 
as friends, mates, or even strangers who share similar lifestyle or experiences 
could understand the user better. However, it is impossible to offer real-time 
instant recommendation results as efficient as machine engines.  
Recommendations by fashion experts are gained from face-to-face, web, mobile 
and email by stylists, fashion bloggers and celebrities, e.g. ASOS (2014), Dressli 
(2014), Glamour Askastylist (2010), TrunkClub (2013), Thechapar (2013) and 
LikeToKnow (2016).  Face to face chat with personal shoppers, such as 
Styledoctors (2004),  is the original mode of personalised recommendation. It 
could offer high-quality recommendations, but its high cost made a very few 
people use it. It also does not meet online shopping scenarios.  
Free services such as the online personal styling advisor provided by ASOS 
(2014), as referring to the users’ feedback (Studio, 2013), the recommendation 
results are not convincing due to the limitation of dealing with a large volume of 
clothing data with real-time feedback. Furthermore, one thing that customers 
doubt about is those professionals may have their intention of promoting sales 
while making suggestions, especially from bloggers and celebrities 
recommendations as indicated in a story about how style bloggers earn sale 
commissions (Holmes, 2015).  
There were novel solutions for combining automatic machine recommendations 
with higher trustworthy word-of-mouth recommendations. An example in the 
existing market is the Style Seek which was born in 2011 created by MIT 
graduates (Styleseek, 2015). Its creators call their sites ‘Pandora for e-commerce 
products’ which predicts users’ shopping preferences without relying on social 
media feeds or tracking users’ previous behaviours. Instead, it introduced a ‘style 
game’ in which the user spends 20 seconds to pick up nine images referring to 
his/her lifestyle in order to define a user’s personal style called ‘Style DNA’. Each 
image is selected from 9 different styles of cars, male magazines, hobbies, music 
types, movies, interiors, watches and wines. StyleSeek have reached 50,000 
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registered users, $ 1 million in the transaction and engaged with 200 apparel 
retailers.  
However, one of the leading fashion magazines GQ, criticised that applying 
analytics to a 9-step profiling quiz does not work out personal styles which are 
filled with intuition, experience and an eye for style (Ferguson, 2013). Regarding 
the web traffic, the up to date analysis from the SimilarWeb showed that Style 
Seek kept 2K visits in January 2016 (SimilarWeb, 2016). It is not a tremendous 
amount, but still acceptable to compare with Boutiques.com by Google which is a 
similar recommendation startup launched in 2011, then closed in 2012 due to less 
traffic according to similarweb data (Widhadh, 2012). 
In summary, the apparel-oriented product recommendation market is booming, 
creative, beneficial, but still immature. Automatic recommendation technologies 
are being tested in apparel retailers though they are still looking for the more in-
depth algorithms to deliver better results. The human-based recommendations still 
occupy the largest markets with higher trustworthy suggestions even though it is 
less efficient facing the substantial online markets and data. Some startups were 
trying to deliver intelligent recommendations, but it is still a work in progress. So 
far, there are no leading retailers or technology developers that have brought 
significant success in developing a smart apparel recommendation model. 
Following sections are going to review academic research on apparel 
recommendation system development.  
2.2 Scope of Literature Review 
This section mainly reviews existing apparel recommendation techniques and 
systems through the academic research, aiming to acquaint apparel 
recommendation context, summarise the pros and cons of research methods, 
identify research gaps, and eventually propose new research directions to 
potentially benefit apparel retailing market.  
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A literature review has been conducted. The resources of literature are from 
journal papers, conference proceedings, PhD/Masters theses, books, fashion 
magazines, fashion web/blogs, and reports. Online Database of Scopus, SCIRUS, 
ScienceDirect, Web of Science, NORA and Northumbria Research Link (from 
Northumbria Library), Google Scholar and DAAI are used as database sources. 
The keywords used to search articles are organised in three descriptor groups with 
rules listed below. In order to do a logical search, Boolean operators ‘AND’ or 
‘OR’ are applied to manage searching rules. R1, R2 and R3 represent the three 
descriptor groups respectively with the rule of ‘OR’. R is the sum of R1 and R2, 
or RI and R2 and R3 with rule ‘AND’. For instance, several words combinations, 
such as ‘clothes’ with ‘coordination’, ‘style’ with ‘recommendation’ and ‘expert 
system’ have been examined.  
✓ R1=keywords ∈ (garments OR apparel OR cloth* OR attire OR outfit OR fashion 
OR style OR dress*)   
✓ R2=keywords ∈ (recommend* OR advisor OR advice OR design OR coordination 
OR matching OR Mix-and-Match OR searching OR retrieval OR evaluation OR 
preference OR prediction OR forecasting)   
✓ R3=keywords ∈ (Intelligent system OR Machine learning OR Deep learning OR 
Expert System OR Neural Networks OR Support Vector Machine OR Image 
Recognition OR Image Feature extraction OR Classification)    
✓ R=keywords ∈ (R1 AND R2, R1 AND R2 AND R3)   
‘*’refer to truncation searching, e.g. 
Recommend*=recommend/recommending/recommendation/recommender 
 
In the searching result, a total number of 149 kinds of literature from 7 categories 
of resources are found, and the distribution is demonstrated in table 2-2. A total 
number of 113 articles derive from journal and conference publications as the 
most valuable sources. Literature from Books gives systematic and theoretical 
knowledge of fashion, style and dressing. For instance, some authors introduced 
how to be well-dressed with style, colour, fabric, gentleman look, occasion, 
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culture and society (Lenius, 1998, Hix, 1981, Simple and Hochswender, 1998, 
Roetzel and Beer, 2009, Eicher and Evenson, 2015). The author also reviewed 
Menswear magazines named GQ, Esquire, Another man, Menswear Style, 
CLIENT, Man of a kind, and Menswear Buyer, as well as Men’s Fashion blogs 
and websites named Tailor made London, The fine young gentleman, A suitable 
Wardrobe, Mensstylepro, Teaching mens fashion, Real men real style, I am 
alpham, Articles of style, and Style girlfriend. These resources contain speciality 
knowledge of men’s style and fashion which could contribute to knowledge-based 
recommendation model.  
                       Table 2-2 Distribution of literature 
Distribution of literature: 
Journal Papers 69 
Conference Papers  44 
PhD/Masters Theses 7 
Books/ Book chapters 10 
Fashion Magazines  7 
Fashion Web/Blogs  9 
Reports  3 
Total  149 
                                        
In academic publications, figure 2-1 and table 2-3 illustrate more distributions by 
year and journal articles. The year distribution shows dramatic increases of 
research articles since 2012, especially, computer intelligence related international 
conferences have attracted 26 out of 44 conference papers. In addition, the journal 
distribution demonstrates a wide scope of research fields in clothing and textile, 
fashion, marketing, design, economics, computer-aided design, computer graphics, 
artificial intelligence, information engineering, and machine learning. The top 3 
journals in reviewed publications are the international journal of clothing science 
and technology, international journal of fashion design, technology and education 
and journal of expert system with applications, with retrieval results of 23, 5 and 4 
papers respectively. Following up this initial data analysis, the research findings 
from the analysis are detailed in the following sections. 
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Figure 2-1 Distribution of literature by Year 
            Table 2-3 Distribution of Journal articles 
Distribution of Journal articles:  
-International Journal of clothing science and technology 23 
-Clothing and textile research journal 2 
-Journal of fashion marketing and management 3 
-International journal of fashion design, technology and education 5 
-Textile research journal 2 
-Journal of textile and apparel, technology and management 2 
-Journal of The Textile Institute 1 
-Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis 1 
-Journal of Consumer Research 1 
-Communication of the Association for Information Systems 1 
-Automation Science and Engineering 1 
-Electronics and Communications in Japan 1 
-Computer Aided Design 2 
-Body Image 1 
-Fashion Theory 2 
-Design studies  1 
-International Journal of production Ergonomics 2 
-Computers in Industry 1 
-Artificial Intelligence 1 
-Computers & Graphics 1 
-Computer graphics and applications  1 
-Graphics Recognition 1 
-Expert system with applications 4 
-Journal of Information Science and Engineering 1 
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-Journal of Applied Science and Engineering 1 
-Mathematical Problems in Engineering 1 
-Research Journal of Applied Sciences, Engineering and Technology 1 
-International Journal of Advanced Operations Management 1 
-Advanced Materials Research  1 
-International Journal of Advanced Computer Science  1 
-International Journal of Applied Business and Economic Research 1 
-Wool Textile Journal  
Total  69 
                  
In order to investigate the research focuses, the Tagcrowd approach was applied to 
extract the keywords distributions of 113 research articles. The obvious keywords 
such as recommend*, cloth*, garment, apparel were excluded. The rest 261 words 
and word groups were collected and analysed. Figure 2-2 illustrates the top 50 
words by the count of frequency. The result shows that top-ranking keywords are 
design, fashion, system, genetic algorithm, modelling, style, coordination, 
decision, e-commerce, knowledge, fuzzy and neural networks. Intelligent methods 
occupied a significant proportion in apparel recommendation system research.  
Keywords regarding apparel style and users rarely appeared. There were 
insufficient research keywords regarding style knowledge, such as how body 
shapes could impact apparel styling and selections.  
 
Figure 2-2 Distributions of literature by Keywords 
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2.3 Research context of smart technology-oriented apparel 
systems  
This section gives an overview of the smart shopping systems which include all 
smart technology-based systems in apparel retailing. The development of apparel 
recommendation systems is based on this research context. Existing smart apparel 
system studies are classified into three branches, apparel virtual try-on system, 
apparel recommendation system and apparel design support system. The research 
directions, applied methods and technologies in three types of apparel systems are 
outlined with key references.  
2.3.1 Introduction of smart shopping context  
In apparel retailing, a new trend of smart shopping is growing with several new 
technologies appearing, such as virtual try-on for clothes display, smart 
recommendation for clothes searching and selection. 3D virtual try-on is one of 
the typical applications based on 3D garment design and simulation technology. It 
could display the style looks on your digital body with your movements in front of 
a camera. Online shopping is an application scenario which people acquires 
dressing looks and fit information without physically trying on clothes, such as 
Metail (Metail, 2012).  
Apparel recommendation system is another state-of-the-art application in a smart 
shopping context. Most of the existing recommendation systems are to predict 
similar products that users may like from buying/like history based on data mining 
technology. The smart systems could recommend new products according to the 
customer body, occasions needs and fashion coordination. Wong et al. (2009c) 
emphasised that providing mix-and-match recommendation is a ‘must’ strategy 
for fashion retailers to enhance customer service and improve sales.  
General recommendation technology has been widely integrated into e-commerce 
website in order to recommend books, music CDs, movies and news articles et al., 
such as amazon.com (Amazon, 1996) and the Netflix DVD-rental (NETFLIX, 
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1997). The main function of the general recommendation system is to predict 
products that potential consumers might want to buy based on their stated 
preferences, online shopping choices, and purchases of people with similar tastes 
or demographics (Leavitt, 2006). It consists of two system types, called content-
based systems and collaborative filtering systems (Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011). 
Content-based systems examine properties of the recommended items by 
conducting a classification of users and products profile data according to the 
features of products. Collaborative filtering systems recommend items based on 
similarity measures between users and/or items through Clustering products based 
on similar users like. These systems recommend products on the basis of 
prediction of users’ preferences by analysing a large scalable database of users’ 
activities recorded through purchase or browse history, click rate, products 
questionnaire and user profiles.   
In apparel products recommendation, there is a distinctive function which is not 
only recommending similar products to meet users’ current style but providing 
preconized styling advice to help improving users’ style. A survey indicated that 
94% of the respondents admitted that their clothing purchasing decisions rely 
upon advice from others, such as friends and family (Yan et al., 2011b). Personal 
style advisor is especially needed for ordinary people with less fashion knowledge 
in dressing. In the UK market, some companies, e.g. John Lewis (JohnLewis, 
2001) and Be Styled UK (Bestyleduk, 2014) offer personal styling services to 
recommend appropriate clothes from in-person stores database. However, these 
services are costly and not applicable to the e-business market. Electronic 
Commerce on the web is thriving, but consumers still have trouble finding 
products that meet their needs and desires (dressipi, 2011). Facing tens of 
thousands of clothes style database in current online stores, it is challenging for 
stylists to find appropriate clothes to match individual needs.  
Instead of traditional styling services, studies on smart apparel recommendation 
systems mostly aimed at recommending appropriate apparel to specific 
individuals based on rules mined from design knowledge and experts’ experiences 
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with computer intelligence methods rather than indirect online data mining. A 
recommendation technology vendor, ExpertMaker’s CEO also indicated that 
some vendors add encoded knowledge into their system to reflect the expertise of 
a skilled salesperson (Leavitt, 2006). This section will review both traditional 
historical data based apparel recommendation technologies and knowledge-based 
intelligent apparel recommendation/ advisor systems.  
2.3.2 Classification of apparel system research 
 
Figure 2-3 Classification of apparel system research on apparel retailing 
Apparel virtual try-on with CAD system 
Apparel virtual try-on system has received significant research attention based on 
3D garment CAD techniques with topics from body measurements and modelling 
to apparel modelling, design and simulation (Mpampa et al., 2010, Daanen and 
Hong, 2008, Chen et al., 2008, Satam et al., 2011). Instead of manual tap 
measurements, 3D body scan techniques (Chan et al., 2005) are applied for 
automatic body measurements and size extractions, such as [TC]2 Body Scanner 
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([TC]², 2011) and 3D-A-PORTER Body Scanner (3D-A-PORTER, 2012). 
Parametric body mannequin modelling is further conducted according to 3D scan 
data (Ashdown et al., 2008, Cho et al., 2005, Cho et al., 2006, Shuxia et al., 2014). 
In terms of apparel modelling, alterations and simulations, research has drawn on 
clothes draping, material dynamics, and body animations (Petrak and Rogale, 
2006, Sul and Kang, 2006, Kim and Park, 2007, Yang et al., 2007, Yunchu and 
Weiyuan, 2007, Jin et al., 2010, Liu et al., 2010). In a word, current research has 
achieved virtually trying on clothes. Nevertheless, the accuracy of simulation 
result needs to be further examined in practice. A virtual try-on software is 
introduced by MIRALab, some visual stores are also developed, while, as a report 
said (e-Tailor, 2002), such a system needs more life-like 3D body and dressing 
results in order to satisfy customers. 
Apparel design support system 
Conducting creative design is a challenge in existing 3D garment CAD system. 
Sketch-based 3D garment design as a solution has been discussed (Turquin et al., 
2007, Robson et al., 2011, Yasseen et al., 2013). To automatically generate 
apparel designs, Guo et al. (2011) have dedicated to developing artificial 
intelligence based CAD systems via neural networks, genetic algorithm, fuzzy 
logic, immune system and expert system. In addition, some personalised style 
design systems (Mok et al., 2013, Kim and Cho, 2000, Zeng et al., 2013) allow 
customers to create their style. A customised fashion design system (Mok et al., 
2013) has a sketch based style design model for users to design their personalised 
style looks with a user-friendly interface. Interactive Genetic Algorithm has been 
applied in his model with three sets (levels) of parameters: silhouette, essential 
style elements and design.  
Apparel recommendation system 
As well as enriching online shopping experience, apparel recommendation system 
is another smart shopping system that could automatically search and select 
apparel items to match individual customers. It is based on the state-of-art 
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computer technologies such as machine learning, visual recognition and data 
mining. The earlier studies applied product recommendation technology to 
apparel, with the methods of content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. 
While these studies suffered from the cold start of customer data, meanwhile, it 
did not meet the unique needs of fashion products. Later, new recommendation 
concepts emerged such as wardrobe recommendation, fashion coordination and 
occasion recommendations, with entirely new methods, such as Kansei 
engineering, expert system, neural networks and image processing methods. All 
mentioned apparel recommendation systems as the main review body will be 
discussed in the following sections.  
 
2.4 Apparel recommendation system research  
Research on apparel recommendation system development is a cross-disciplinary 
study which involves with several knowledge fields, such as machine learning, 
big data analytics, image processing, information retrieval, apparel design, style 
and fashion, as well as marketing and customer study. To compare with virtual 
try-on systems and design support systems, apparel recommendation system has 
more reachable commercial value at apparel retailing market, such as, to develop 
a mobile application, or to combine with existing e-shops. It could also make the 
individual impact which is to boost self-expression and self-confidence with well-
dressed clothes through reliable recommendation results.  
This section initially outlines the structure and components of apparel 
recommendation system regarding the apparel, the user and the criteria of 
recommendation. Next, the author classified four types of systems followed by 
data sources, research methods and key references. The final part includes critical 
analysis of research methods, identification of research gaps and suggestion of 
new solutions. 
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2.4.1 Introduction of apparel recommendation system structure and components  
 
Figure 2-4 Apparel recommendation system structure and components 
Apparel recommendation system contains the apparel, the user and the criteria of 
matching the two objects. As shown in figure 2-4, in apparel side, current research 
addressed apparel features by its categories, colours, lines and shapes, 
pattern/prints and textures. The descriptive methods of the above features 
included feature extraction, matching and image recognition. To the other side, 
user features were involved with facial features, body features, style preferences 
and dressing occasions. A well-described user profile could formulate a more 
personalised recommendation system. The technical challenge is the development 
of matching criteria.  
2.4.2 Classification of existing systems with research methods and key references 
The author classified existing recommendation systems into four categories 
according to their matching criteria (or models), including general product 
recommendation systems, wardrobe recommendation systems and devices, 
fashion coordination systems and intelligent recommendation systems. The first 
two calculated the features similarity between new clothes and query clothes 
items according to purchase, liked, or wearing history, such as to recommend a 
similar suit jacket from what suit jackets you have bought/liked before. The last 
two integrated style knowledge, such as to pair a suit jacket with a shirt in order to 
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create a modern look for business occasions. Since it requires fashion and clothing 
knowledge, intelligent learning and knowledge acquisition was introduced to 
construct system model. As shown in Table 2-4, the corresponding research 
directions, methods and techniques are analysed and clustered with key references. 
Table 2-4 Systems classification  
System types Data sources Methods Key References 
General product 
recommendation 
systems 
Purchase/browse 
history 
Collaborative Filtering  
Feature similarity analysis  
Analytical Hierarchy 
Process 
Interactive Evolutionary 
Algorithm 
Entropy method  
(Vogiatzis et al., 2012, Au et al., 2008, Jung 
et al., 2013, Jagadeesh et al., 2014, Liu et al., 
2012b, Xiao-song et al., 2014, Kalantidis et 
al., 2013, Hidayati et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 
2008, Sekozawa et al., 2011, McAuley et al., 
2015, SHAN and LI, 2016) 
Wardrobe 
recommendation 
systems/devices 
Wardrobe usage 
history 
 
Past statistics learning  
Bayesian Network 
RFID 
Social network  
(Limaksornkul et al., 2014, Dumeljic et al., 
2014, Kim, 2009, Yu-Chu et al., 2012, 
Yamada and Takami, 2012, Nagao et al., 
2008, Yan et al., 2011a) 
Fashion 
Coordination 
systems 
Fashion 
magazines 
Street fashion 
Social sharing 
Image recognition  
Probabilistic topic model 
Genetic Algorithm 
Artificial Neural networks  
 
(Masuko and Hayashi, 2013, Iwata et al., 
2011, Lin, 2007b, Lin, 2007a, Vuruskan et 
al., 2015, Dai, 2015, Miura et al., 2013, Na 
and Agnhage, 2013, Akabane et al., 2011, 
Tsujita et al., 2010, Harada and Shimakawa, 
2012, Hu et al., 2015, Vaccaro et al., 2016, 
Murakami et al., 2015, Jagadeesh et al., 
2014, Kalantidis et al., 2013, Lee and Lee, 
2015) 
Intelligent 
recommendation 
systems 
 
Online products 
Clothes experts 
Crowdsourcers 
Quiz 
Expert System 
Fashion Ontology  
Positive rule reasoning  
Common sense reasoning  
Decision Tree  
Analytical Hierarchy 
Process 
Sensory Engineering 
Fuzzy Mathematics   
Genetic Algorithm  
Neural Networks  
Support Vector Machine 
(Kim et al., 2013b, Tu and Dong, 2010, 
Vogiatzis et al., 2012, Liu et al., 2012a, Lu 
et al., 2013, Dong et al., 2013, Dai, 2011, 
Hong Lu, 2013, Yinggang et al., 2007, Zeng 
et al., 2013, Wong et al., 2009c, Wong et al., 
2009b, Li and Li, 2012, Cheng and Liu, 
2008b, Shen et al., 2007, Liu et al., 2009, 
Tokumaru et al., 2003, Wang et al., 2008, 
Perkinian and Vikkraman, 2015b, Vuruskan 
et al., 2015, Bracher et al., 2016, Hidayati et 
al., 2012, Zempo and Sumita, 2015, 
Plumbaum and Kille, 2015, de Barros Costa 
et al., 2017, Hori et al., 2016, Landia, 2017)  
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General product recommendation systems 
General product recommendation systems were formulated by clustering clothes 
groups through feature similarity and correlation analysis based on individual 
historical data, such as previous sales, clothes purchase records, eye movement 
records and item click rate. A one-to-one Recommendation system (Sekozawa et 
al., 2011) was designed with the key function of suggesting garments to suit the 
user’s tastes using analytical hierarchy process (AHP). Meanwhile, it also 
provides secondary purchase item recommendation based on other consumers’ 
purchase data with the same tastes using market basket analysis. Au et al. (2008) 
proposed a fashion retail forecasting system with evolutionary neural networks 
based on two years’ sales data. Results showed that the proposed ENN model 
could assist fashion retailers to decide sales forecasting. Jung et al. (2013) 
proposed a recommendation system with eye movement analysis which human 
preference can be measured by tracking eye gaze information including fixation 
count and length. They indicated that it is difficult to express the human aesthetics 
or preference in the form of mathematical expression due to individual 
subjectivity and defer of judging from subject to subject, and it may be even 
inconsistent with the same items judgements when compared with other designs. 
Interactive Evolutionary Algorithms (IEAs) have been applied for predicting the 
user’s style preferences, which optimises personal preference in the course of 
evolution by directly interacting with the user instead of predefined functions. To 
tackle the subjectivity and inconsistency during an interactive items scoring 
process, eye tracker method has been employed to reduce errors of preference 
judgements.  
Wardrobe recommendation systems  
Besides of purchase, like or browse data, wardrobe recommendation systems 
searched similar items by wardrobe usage history. It has been mostly applied for 
the daily recommendation in conjunction with weather and temperature conditions. 
Some recommendation devices were also developed, such as, a ubiquitous fashion 
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coordination mirror (Kim, 2009) was designed with a friendly user interface to 
pair clothes based on time, occasion, place and daily schedule.  Limaksornkul et al. 
(2014) also suggested learning from past statistics to build up a smart closet 
system which could suggest appropriate clothes for current conditions of weather 
and special occasions.  Another personalised clothing system recommending from 
the user’s wardrobe was developed based on a Modified Bayesian Network (Yu-
Chu et al., 2012) with the feature of reflecting items usage history. 
Fashion coordination systems 
Fashion coordination aimed to match different categories of clothes according to 
styling knowledge. Some researchers adopted style genre to represent the 
matching rules and knowledge of fashion coordination. For instance, 12 fashion 
categories of Avant-garde, elegant, folk leisurely et al. were employed to measure 
the style combinations (Dai, 2015). It was also measured through impression 
values based on Kansei words, such as boyish vs feminine (Akabane et al., 2011). 
Another approach was to choose well-designed style combinations from fashion 
magazine or websites, using image detection technology to extract similar clothes 
style and learn its combinations (Iwata et al., 2011, Miura et al., 2013). Style 
coordination knowledge was also learned by combining style genres and 
intelligent methods, such as genetic algorithm (GA). An intelligent fashion 
coordination system (Lin, 2007b, Lin, 2007a) could recommend design scheme 
through a searching mechanism based on GA and a classifier by an artificial 
neural network (ANN). In addition, style suggestions from friends were also 
utilised to receive fashion coordination through the internet and common SNS site 
(Tsujita et al., 2010).   
Intelligent recommendation systems 
Intelligent recommendation systems took more features of the apparel and the 
user into consideration such as users facial and body, wearing context, apparel 
style and fashion. In order to understand the interrelationships between the apparel 
and user, expert recommendation systems were introduced in accordance with 
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domain expertise knowledge of style matching criteria through intelligent 
algorithms. For instance, an apparel expert system integrated knowledge of 
fashion designers, with the T–S fuzzy neural network method to learn the 
expertise of attribute evaluation. It created an expert knowledge database from 
symbolic inputs to linguistic outputs through an inference engine (Wong et al., 
2009b, Wong et al., 2009c). Based on expert rules, a study proposed an intelligent 
apparel recommendation expert system by a positive rule reasoning mechanism 
(Dong et al., 2013). Apart from this, Vogiatzis et al. (2012) combined expert’s 
knowledge with the customer’s purchase data in order to extract the matching 
rules by Servive Fashion Ontology (SFO) method which provided a structured 
and unified vocabulary to represent human, fashion and manufacturing concepts.   
Some studies tried to investigate the interplays of apparel and user deeply through 
the aesthetics and emotions, as well as some common rules of dressing agreed by 
the public. These have been integrated into developing clothing search systems. 
Virtual Style Project (Tokumaru et al., 2003), an adaptable clothing search system, 
was built to evaluate colour image sensations with the user’s subjectivity on 
clothes impressions by Interactive Genetic Algorithms. In an ALCOVE model, a 
sensational cognition model was employed in an intelligent clothes search system 
for classifying apparel according to the impression. Warmth, softness, and 
vivaciousness are the sensation factors of the impression space, which are used to 
measure impression effects on all apparel essentials including colour, outline, 
print type, and texture (Cheng and Liu, 2008b). Sensory research on clothes style 
aimed to establish the relationship between design elements and the user’s 
impression using semantic space and product elements space based on sensory 
engineering knowledge (Wang et al., 2008).  
The Magic Closet, an occasion-oriented apparel recommendation developed by 
Liu et al. (2012a), demonstrated a case study of an intelligent recommendation 
system as they used Artificial Intelligence methods to do system modelling. In the 
user side, wearing occasion is the only factor accounted. To the apparel side, this 
system defined apparel attributes as colour, pattern, material, collar, sleeve and 
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length. The Magic Closet adopted two criterions into matching criteria, namely 
wear properly and wear aesthetically. The system was designed accordingly based 
on the two criterions. During the data collection stage, a large dataset called 
“What-to-Wear” was conducted including 24,417 items of clothing. They sent a 
considerable number of clothes into Amazon Mechanic Turk, a crowdsourcing 
tool, to complete the annotations of apparel attributes and occasion. The 
advantage of the crowdsourcing approach is seen in this case. Regarding 
computation methods, such a large set of clothing with annotations of occasions 
and attributes were learned through Latent Support Vector Machine methods. This 
system has performed positively in clothing suggestion and pairing based on 
occasions.  
The newly developed intelligent systems started to integrate with clothing and 
fashion knowledge such as providing recommendations based on fashion DNA, 
styling, body dressing (Landia, 2017, Bracher et al., 2016, Perkinian and 
Vikkraman, 2015b, Vaccaro et al., 2016, Vuruskan et al., 2015, de Barros Costa et 
al., 2017). The development of Dressipi clothes recommendation system used 
additional data such as body shape, age, favourite colours, lifestyle in order to 
generate high-quality recommendation results that are useful to the user (Landia, 
2017). Zalando researchers (Bracher et al., 2016) proposed a fashion DNA-based 
recommendation model based on a deep neural network architecture to learn 
customer style. de Barros Costa et al. (2017) developed an approach for women 
clothes recommendations. It could automatically identify the fashion style, 
detecting body type, and recommending clothing categories with models linked to 
clothing images. 
2.4.3 Research methods analysis 
The general product recommendation systems coped with feature matching 
between new products and the user purchased/liked products, without concerns 
about the user’s personal information, e.g. body shape, and occasions. The 
wardrobe recommendation systems or devices considered the user interface and 
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interactions, but also have limitations in terms of tracking wardrobe usage history. 
The fashion coordination systems employed fashion coordination knowledge that 
matches styles in a harmony look. The Intelligent systems captured clothing 
professionals’ knowledge on body and occasion matching between products and 
individual consumers.  
A variety of methods were adopted into the above four types of systems. There 
are pros and cons. In data collections, the historical behaviour data is an indirect 
way of capturing customers’ potential needs. In comparison, the crowdsourcing 
data is relatively trustworthy as it could collect data from certain groups that the 
users would trust more. Regarding apparel feature extractions, automatic image 
recognition methods showed great values. However, it is currently limited in 
recognising deep apparel features that play a vital role in understanding clothes 
styles, such as a jacket with slim notch lapel and high gorge position.  
As for modelling methods, collaborative filtering functioned such as “who bought 
this also viewed” could not work well without knowing individual customers 
purchase intentions, such as looking for something for others rather than 
themselves. By contrast, machine learning such as the SVM approach in the case 
study has shown its advantages of analysing complex inter-relationships between 
users and apparel features, as well as occasions.  
Some apparel and style knowledge has been integrated into recommendation 
system developments, such as fashion coordination, body and occasion dressing. 
Apart from that, more and more fashion and design theories could also be used to 
guide recommendation model. For example, the deep apparel features may come 
from the visual design elements and aesthetic principles that explain design 
elements organisation, e.g. rhythm, balance, proportion and emphasis (Fiore, 
2010), as well as  Gestalt psychology that describes the arrangements of design 
units’ cohesion.   
2.4.4 Research gaps analysis  
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Research gap in the apparel 
In apparel recommendation, apparel attributes refer to design elements of colours, 
lines and shapes, patterns, prints, and textures, which are utilised to describe 
apparel appearance features. As shown in table 2-5, lines and shapes as initial 
features were taken into account in 18 articles. Some studies addressed this 
feature in diagrams as the only attribute of apparel (Zeng et al., 2013, Li and Li, 
2012, Mok et al., 2013). Colour also occupied large proportion due to its 
correlations with the user’s colour images, such as skin tone, hair colour, and eye 
colour. Vogiatzis et al. (2012) classified above colours into the groups of spring, 
summer, autumn, and winter to describe the user’s colour image and analyse the 
impacts of style colour or colour combinations. Apart from these essential features, 
the unique features of apparel such as the material, drape and outfit design were 
seldom mentioned in existing research. Thus there is still an open research 
question on how to effectively utilise them in a recommendation system.     
   Table 2-5 Research distribution of apparel elements 
Apparel 
elements 
Number of 
Publications 
References 
Line &Shape 18 
 Bestyleduk 2014; C. I. Cheng and Liu 2008a; dressipi 2011; Jung et al. 2013; H. S. 
Kim and Cho 2000; J. Li and Li 2012; Mok et al. 2013; Tu and Dong 2010; 
Vogiatzis et al. 2012; Y. Wang et al. 2008; W. K. Wong et al. 2009a; W. K. Wong 
et al. 2009b; Zeng et al. 2013; S.C. Hidayati et al. 2012; C. Perkinian and P. 
Vikkraman 2015; A. Vuruskan et al. 2015; Y. Kalantidis et al. 2013; V.Jagadeesh et 
al. 2014;  
Colour 15 
 C. I. Cheng and Liu 2008a; Jung et al. 2013; Nosto 2011; Tokumaru et al. 2003; Tu 
and Dong 2010; Vogiatzis et al. 2012; W. K. Wong et al. 2009a; W. K. Wong et al. 
2009b; Yu-Chu et al. 2012; K. Zempo and U. Sumita 2015; C. Bracher et al. 2016; 
C. Perkinian and P. Vikkraman 2015; A. Vuruskan et al. 2015; Y. Kalantidis et al. 
2013; V.Jagadeesh et al. 2014 
Pattern & 
Prints 
13 
 C. I. Cheng and Liu 2008a; Nosto 2011; W. K. Wong et al. 2009a; W. K. Wong et 
al. 2009b; Yu-Chu et al. 2012; S.C. Hidayati et al. 2012; C. Bracher et al. 2016; C. 
Perkinian and P. Vikkraman 2015; A. Vuruskan et al. 2015; Y. Kalantidis et al. 
2013; V.Jagadeesh et al. 2014 
Material 7 
  C. I. Cheng and Liu 2008a; Vogiatzis et al. 2012; W. K. Wong et al. 2009a; W. K. 
Wong et al. 2009b; C. Bracher et al. 2016; C. Perkinian and P. Vikkraman 2015; A. 
Vuruskan et al. 2015 
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Regarding the coding of apparel features, both manual and automatic approaches 
have been discussed. Manually, research on men’s overcoats described style 
features as Chester, Duffle, Ulster, Balmacaan, and Trench based on style name 
(Zeng et al., 2013). Apparel lines and shapes were also classified based on style 
components of silhouette, collar, shoulder, waist, sleeve, hem, pocket and front by 
Li and Li (2012). Liu et al. (2012a) introduced six attributes of colour, pattern, 
material, collar, sleeve and length with their values indicated.  
In automatic approaches, many computer vision algorithms are applied for apparel 
features recognition, extraction, and encoding (Tu and Dong, 2010, Kim et al., 
2013b, Cheng and Liu, 2008b, Zhang et al., 2008). Tu and Dong (2010) 
introduced Video images in a web-based fashion multimedia mining model. 
Apparel colours, contours, and skin colours were extracted from fashion models 
in video scene by a two-step processing with a soft matting algorithm and optical 
flow method in the localisation of foreground and background, and refined 
contour extraction. Linear Support Vector Machines and Decision Stumps 
methods were employed for feature extraction of sleeve length, collar, placket, 
style colour, skin colour, pattern and prints from a camera sensor (Zhang et al., 
2008). Style colour, texture and structure features are used to build an automatic 
description model of clothes image by image segmentation and a region-based 
interpretation (Borras et al., 2003). For colour feature extraction, mean shift image 
segmentation algorithm and K-means clustering algorithm were applied by Kim et 
al. (2013b). Cheng and Liu (2008b) introduced warmth, vivaciousness, and 
softness to describe the combined features of colour, prints, outlines and fabric. 
Facing a large volume of online data, apparel feature automatic extraction is 
necessary to replace tedious manual inputs, with computer vision technologies, 
such as image segmentation and interpretation. The elements of colours, patterns 
and prints have shown the abilities of automatic description. Whereas, lines with 
complexity still need further research. The proportion and symmetry of lines as 
descriptors can be used to feature description and similarity analysis. In addition, 
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both ways calculate apparel features towards the natural attribute of apparel, such 
as name and components. It is insufficient to represent and distinguish an article 
of clothing from others without the concerns of its design and emotional attributes. 
Design attributes indicate the design organisations and placements of colours, 
styles, patterns, prints and materials. For instance, in Liu et al. (2012b)’s model, 
besides of colour code and name, the percentage, number of colours, colour 
scheme, adjacent colour and contrast colour were also encoded to represent 
apparel colours. Emotional attributes reflect the meanings behind the apparel form, 
e.g. formal, young, elegant, classic, renascent, et al. Generally, this attribute 
bridges the connections between apparel and users by understanding how users 
perceive the design of apparel forms through semantic words.   
Research gap in the user  
The user side was less mentioned. Many proposed systems, such as fashion 
coordination and clothes searching system, did not consider the users. It could be 
style preferences, physical features, and wearing contextual conditions. Personal 
style preference is hard to capture due to various demographic profiles and 
fashion involvements. General recommendation technologies connected user’s 
preferences with their purchase or click history, no matter what the user’s profile 
or fashion taste is. Alternatively, in an interaction recommender model (Tu and 
Dong, 2010), the relationship between leading fashion trend and personal 
character was input with interactive items selection. The fashion trends were also 
integrated into an expert system based on fashion professionals’ knowledge 
(Wong et al., 2009c). 
Some articles focused on the relations between physical features and apparel 
styles, including body shape, height, weight, facial features and skin colour et 
al.(Jones and Giddings, 2010, Grogan et al., 2013, Park et al., 2009, Kim and 
Damhorst, 2010, Lee et al., 2007). Grogan et al. (2013), found that people use 
clothes to increase body confidence, camouflage and try to attain a slender 
hourglass look. Body shape was the main element addressed in current systems. 
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To match up four non-standard female body shapes of V, A, H and O with 
clothing shapes, an intelligent fashion style selection system was studied based on 
genetic search and neural classification methods (Vuruskan et al., 2015). Another 
intelligent recommender system was designed to support fashion design in 
matching the user’s body shape features with the desired fashion theme of apparel 
items according to the consumer’s perception and emotion (Zeng et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, the user’s skin colour was considered in a proposed intelligent 
personalised fashion recommendation system which predicts the user’s 
preferences of clothes style and colour through an interactive test of samples 
selection process with a developed hierarchical fashion multimedia retrieval 
model (Tu and Dong, 2010).  
Apart from the concerns of users and apparel, wearing occasions also plays a vital 
role in contributing to apparel-wearing success. Occasions have been mentioned 
in many studies (Yu-Chu et al., 2012, Wong et al., 2009c, Wong et al., 2009b, 
Vogiatzis et al., 2012, Cheng and Liu, 2008b). A scenario-oriented 
recommendation system was introduced to match apparel with daily scenarios by 
a semantic network based on common sense reasoning technology- Open Mind 
Common Sense (OMCS), which contains over 800,000 English sentences about 
common sense (Shen et al., 2007). An occasion-oriented system, magic closet, 
was proposed to recommend clothes for six occasions of travel, funeral, wedding, 
dating, conference and sports based on two criterions of wear properly and wear 
aesthetically (Liu et al., 2012a). Few daily-based recommendation systems also 
addressed occasion issues, incorporating with the weather, temperature, place and 
social environments (Yamada and Takami, 2012, Nagao et al., 2008, Goh et al., 
2011, Yan et al., 2011b).  
In a word, for a personalised recommendation system, the user information such 
as style preference and body features needs to be taken into account. However, in 
the real-world recommendation, the research into user interaction and interface 
design requires more attention in order to obtain user information accurately. 
Current virtual try-on technologies with smart devices (e.g. virtual dressing room, 
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Visual mirrors) have the advantages of body information extraction and display. 
In order to automatically extract both apparel style and the wearer’s physical 
features, integrating virtual try-on technology into user interaction of apparel 
recommendation system can be a viable research direction.  
2.4.5 Proposed new solutions 
According to the review of “Artificial Intelligence application in the apparel 
industry” (Guo et al., 2011), AI-based methods have been widely applied for 
apparel manufacture, while, research on fashion coordination and 
recommendation of apparel retailing only occupied 4.2% of publication by 2010. 
We found that computer intelligence methods have raised significant attention in 
apparel recommendation research from 2011 to 2015. Regarding intelligent 
methods, Neural Networks, have been widely incorporated into knowledge 
learning. It simulates the decision-making process of the human brain with main 
functions of classification and forecasting, with the advantage of learning all style 
essentials interplays which are hardly described by a specific mathematical 
function. Besides neural networks, recently, Liu et al. (2012a) proposed a latent 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) based recommendation model for occasion-
oriented matching and pairing.  
This study selected 30 well-developed systems to investigate the research 
implementations regarding apparel and user profiles. It was found (Table 2-6) that 
significant attention were paid to apparel elements, with 63% of the developed 
systems addressed related issues. Among these, the elements of line & shape and 
colour showed the best interests in these research, with 26 and 23 articles 
respectively. In contrast, study rarely mentioned the feature elements from the 
user side regarding facial features (4), body features (6), style preferences (5) and 
wearing occasions (9).  
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                  Table 2-6 Research distribution of the apparel and user profiles 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                  
 
Therefore, this study suggests building up a comprehensive and deeper feature set 
of apparel and user profiles for a better learning result of apparel recommendation 
model. The knowledge of visual design is introduced in exploring apparel profile 
features in order to encode an article of clothing distinguished from others. Table 
2-7 gives an example of suit/blazers in menswear category. The natural features of 
apparel lines and shapes, colours, patterns, print and textures characterise the 
components of apparel and the specialities of each element. Design organisations 
can explain the combination law of how all of the elements are combined to form 
an article of clothing. These parameters consist of proportion, symmetry, contrast, 
harmony, placement and repetition.  As for user profiles, it could be depicted 
based on four categories of features, including facial, body, mental and contextual 
characteristics. The identified clothes descriptors are valuable resources for 
apparel dataset and apparel recommendation system developments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 Feature elements  Number of Publications Percentage %  Total % 
Apparel  Line and Shape 26 87%  
Colour 23 77%  
Pattern and Prints 10 33%  
Texture  10 33%  
   65% 
User Facial features 4 13%  
Body features 6 20%  
Style preferences (tastes) 5 17%  
Wearing occasions  9 30%  
   35% 
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       Table 2-7 The descriptive codes of the apparel and user 
Apparel  Lines & shapes Colours Patterns/prints Textures 
Nature features 
 
S1-pocket type 
S2-pocket 
number/ 
position 
S3-breast 
design 
S4-fastening 
S5-buttons  
S6-hem 
geometry 
S7-hem length 
S8-silhouette 
S9-fit 
S10-collar type 
S11-collar size 
S12-sleeve type 
S13-sleeve 
length 
S14-vent 
position 
C1-colour system 
C2-hue (Hhue)  
C3-hue attributes 
C4-value (Vvalue) 
C5-chroma (Cchroma) 
C6-hue warmth 
C7-undertone 
warmth 
P1-pattern/print 
P2-colour 
schemes  
P3-warmth 
P4-shapes 
nature 
P5-size 
P6-number 
 
T1-nature of 
fibres 
T2-name 
T3-structure 
T4-finished 
T5-
transparency 
T6-thickness 
L7-weight 
T8-tactile 
 
Design  
Principles  
S15-proportion 
S16-symmetry 
 
C8-proportion 
C9-symmetry 
C10-contrast 
C11-harmony 
 
P7-repetition 
P8-placement 
P9-contrast 
P10-harmony 
P11-proportion 
P12-symmetry 
T9-contrast 
 
 
User Facial  Body  Style Occasions 
Nature 
features 
 
F1-face shape 
F2-hair style  
F3-eye colour 
F4-skin 
colour 
F5- facial 
wear 
(glasses) 
F6- beard 
B1-body 
shape 
B2-height   
B3-weight 
B4-BMI 
 
SP1-casual/ formal  
SP2-modern/classic  
SP3-trendy/ timeless  
SP4-bright/dark 
SP5- arousal/peaceful  
SP6-summer spring/winter 
fall 
SP7-feminine/ masculine 
SP8-youthful/mature   
SP9-smart/bold 
O1-dating 
O2-wedding 
O3-interview 
O4-
conference 
O5-business 
O6-party 
O7-prom  
O8-funeral 
O9-everyday 
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SP10-forceful/pleasurable 
SP11-decorative/austere 
SP12-luxuriant/ordinary 
SP13-fashionable/ 
conservative 
SP14-unique/generic 
SP15-simple/complicated 
SP16-vivid/dull 
         
2.5 Summary    
This chapter conducted a comprehensive review of academic publications in the 
field of apparel recommendation system. In order to elaborate this specific area, 
the research context and backgrounds were extended to the high-tech integrations 
in apparel design and retailing markets. The main review body is the research 
developments of apparel recommendation system, including apparel feature study, 
user feature study, and feature matching criteria. Through a thorough review, the 
author classified four types of recommendation systems including general product 
recommendation systems, wardrobe recommendation systems and devices, 
fashion coordination systems and intelligent recommendation systems.  
The criterion of first two models was based on apparel features matching between 
new items and previous liked items by data mining and similarity marching 
technologies.  The other two models were knowledge-based models that match 
apparel with individual features regarding demographical, physical and contextual 
features. It was achieved by knowledge learning from fashion experts and users 
via various machine-learning algorithms, such as Neural Networks, Evolutionary 
Algorithms, and Support Vector Machine et.al. The author found the research gap 
is the lack of focuses on apparel design and fashion theory, as well as user study, 
and then suggested new solutions.  
In terms of commercial applications, the first model is the most ubiquitous 
application in online apparel retailing. The only function is to recommend similar 
products. For the purpose of providing the more personalised, multi-functioned, 
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and efficient recommendation services, knowledge-integrated recommendations 
could improve consumer shopping experience and satisfaction thereby reaching 
market benefits, such as increase sales and reduce return rates. Such systems are 
still in the research stage. The results and findings need further to be tested in 
practice.  
In the future, for different markets, it could split into short-term and long-term 
recommendations. Current discussions and reviews are all based on short-term 
recommendations toward apparel retailing markets. It delivers real-time 
recommendations straight to the online shoppers as shopping advice and 
suggestions. Apart from online shopping, recommendations could also be utilised 
in design and manufacture by providing long-term recommendations, such as 
predicting new trends through years and seasons. In a word, engaging with real 
markets and users is the key to a realistic and practical recommendation system 
even though in the research stage.   
The research in this chapter has led to the following peer-reviewed publications: 
Guan, Congying, Qin, Sheng-feng, Ling, Wessie and Ding, Guofu (2016) Apparel 
Recommendation System Evolution: An empirical review. International Journal 
of Clothing Science and Technology, 28 (6). pp. 854-879. ISSN 0955-6222 
Wang, Shuxia, Qin, Sheng-feng and Guan, Congying (2014) Feature-Based 
Human Model for Digital Apparel Design. IEEE Transactions on Automation 
Science and Engineering, 99. pp. 1-7. ISSN 1545-5955 
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CHAPTER 
( 3 ) 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Overview of research methodology 
This section provides an overview of research methodology in this study. Figure 
3-1 illustrates applied research methods based on a research timeline. The main 
research structure of this study contains three parts: the profound theory of apparel, 
the investigation of apparel visual communication system and the development of 
smart apparel system. In accordance with the context of research structure，a 
number of research methods are introduced for apparel data definition, collection 
and evaluation in the first stage, statistical analysis in the second stage, computer 
learning and apparel system prototyping in the third stage.  
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Figure 3-1 Framework of Research Methods  
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Apparel data definition  
The first research issue is regarding the substance and function of apparel. These 
will be the fundamental knowledge encoded in apparel data and smart 
recommendation system. The early clothes theories once claimed the important 
function of apparel as a visual language for communication. This kind of visual 
communication was explained through sign system in semiotics. Visual signs and 
Meanings are the signifier and signified in apparel language system. Visual signs 
are physical apparels composed of visual elements of line, shape, colour, pattern, 
material and mix-and-match. Meanings are mental feelings associated with style, 
the body as well as social meanings. Apparel data definitions are consistent with 
sign system. Apparel ATTRIBUTE data derives from visual signs representing 
apparel itself, and MEANING label data derives from meanings representing 
people’s visual perceptions and feelings on apparel signs.  
Apparel data collection 
The two sets of data are gained separately. An apparel data coding method is 
introduced here for ATTRIBUTE data construction. This approach adopts the 
Object, Support and Variant in Barthes’s fashion system to capture natural and 
design features of apparel signs. The original apparel image database is manually 
transformed into a high-dimensional attribute dataset with the proposed coding 
approach. Regarding the MEANING dataset, it is hard to find reliable data from 
secondary resources, so that it is collected through a labelling experiment that 
captures the first data of apparel meanings. The labelling experiment is to judge 
the meanings of clothes samples. The participants are only targeted on clothing 
professionals such as stylists since these people with better knowledge or 
experiences in apparel could contribute more reliable and agreeable labels of 
meanings.  Two datasets are recorded in SPSS 24.0 for further analysis.  
Apparel data quality evaluation  
Both statistical and content-based assessments have been applied to evaluate data 
quality and data construction method. Data reliability is measured through internal 
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and external consistency analyses. Cronbach’s Alpha tests the internal consistency 
of apparel ATTRIBUTE dataset. Test-retest reliability proves the external 
consistency of MEANING dataset by comparing test results from one time to 
another. Data validity is examined through factor analyses and content validity. 
KMO and Bartlett's Test evaluates the adequacy of sampling for factor analysis. 
Exploratory factor analysis calculates items correlations for each particular 
construct of attribute data. Confirmatory factor analysis further evaluates the 
goodness-of-fit of factor structure in exploratory factor analysis. Content validity 
assesses the usefulness of data through clothes and design experts’ reviews.  
Apparel data analysis 
In the second stage, the research issue is to investigate the communication code 
(effects) from visual signs to connotation meanings of apparel. The aim of 
statistical analysis is to interpret their correlations by proposed apparel data. The 
causes, visual signs in ATTRIBUTE data, are independent variables; the effects, 
connotation meanings in MEANING data, are dependent variables. The method to 
explore separate relationships between each cause and each effect is Multinomial 
Logistic regression which is suggested by statistics in psychology for observing 
categorical data. The overall relationships between multiple causes and effects are 
measured through Canonical Correlation Analysis which captures internal variates 
influenced by two sets of data.  
Computer learning and Apparel system prototyping  
The research issue in the third stage is to prototype an effective model to measure 
apparel connotation meanings for the real-world application, apparel 
recommendation system. Unlike general statistics, computer-learning methods 
could process apparel image data and make efficient predictions based on the 
powerful computing algorithms. In this stage, the author designed three apparel 
meaning prediction models for feasibility evaluation based on apparel attribute, 
raw image and attribute-image joint datasets.  
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Training methods are combined to customise with each model, including 
Convolutional Neural Networks for image-based feature extractions and attribute 
recognitions, Support Vector Machine and Later Kernel Fusion for attribute-based 
classifications. The testing results of the effectiveness and usefulness of three 
proposed models are able to evaluate the technical feasibility and prototype style 
recommendation systems. 
3.2 Apparel theory on visual language and communication 
Apparel products have extensive attribute dimensions ranging from touch (e.g. 
material, craftsmanship, ease allowance and movements), visual (e.g. clothes, 
outfit design, body try-on and draping) and others (e.g. manufacturer/brand, 
season, date, country and sizing). This study currently focuses on visual attributes 
as the development of apparel recommendation system is targeted on internet-
based shopping scenarios.  
The visual design of apparel is considered as a type of visual language in clothes 
and fashion theory (Lurie, 1981, Barthes, 2013, Barthes et al., 1990). The idea of 
visual language is utilising visual elements, such as line, shape, colour, pattern, 
material texture as the language to convey semantic (or called metaphor in design 
field). In visual language theory, the entire spectrum of visual language has a wide 
range from paintings, signs, graphics, and designs to visual programming 
language (Marriott and Meyer, 2012). The similarity is using symbols to 
constitute meaning for human-human or human-computer communications 
instead of verbal language. A structural analysis of fashion system further 
explained the clothing language based on levels of the real garment, image-
clothing and written clothing (Barthes et al., 1990).   
3.2.1 Apparel visual language and communication theory as the foundation of 
apparel recommendation system development  
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Visual Language of Apparel 
 
Figure 3-2 Apparel visual language and communication system 
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The language of apparel has visual alphabets, words, sentences and grammar 
similar to other language systems. As shown in figure 3-2, every single element of 
design and body feature as alphabets compose the visual words which are visual 
characteristics of clothes and wearer. A sentence is the ensemble of mix-and-
matching clothes and body with certain principle of composition as the grammar. 
A complete visual sign is a combination of visual clothes worn on the body. 
Individual items of clothing rarely convey meanings (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2012).  
Regarding visual communication, As Fanni Csáktornyai stated that clothing is a 
language of signs, a nonverbal system of communication (Csáktornyai, 2014). 
People have been using such language through the way of dressing to express 
self-confidence and self-presentation. That is to say, wearing clothes on the body 
provides a kind of visual language for communicating the users’ personality, style 
taste and other meanings. Meanings are the results of visual perceptions of the 
complete visual signs of clothes on the wearer’s body. Only visual perception is 
intangible but affects the transformation of visual signs and meanings. 
Apparel communication is a complex system which occurs at two levels: clothes-
body communication and wearers-viewers communication (Figure 3-2). In level 
one, wearers themselves express meanings through the visual perception of 
clothes on their body, with visual and touch feelings. In level two, viewers 
perceive meanings through the visual perception of clothes on wearer’s body 
without touch feelings. The overlap area of meanings in both levels evaluates the 
quality of apparel communication. Hence, supporting meanings to be 
communicated correctly is the target that a proposed apparel recommendation 
system is trying to achieve.   
The development of an apparel recommendation system is focusing on apparel 
meaning prediction model, aiming to effectively estimate meanings that could 
match up viewers’ perceived meanings with that of wearer’s intended to express. 
In fact, the code to support apparel communication is better known by clothes 
professionals since these people have particular knowledge, skill and experiences 
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of clothes and dressing. Thus the method of developing meaning prediction 
models is using machine learning and deep learning algorithms to train a learning 
model based on apparel communication theory and practical expert knowledge.  
3.2.2 The insights of visual signs and meanings  
 
Figure 3-3 Extension of apparel visual language and communication system 
Identification of Visual Signs  
This section is explicit on the substance of visual signs and meanings in apparel 
visual communications based on the Barthes’s fashion system (Barthes et al., 
1990). He introduced ‘Object’, ‘Support’ and ‘Variant’ three layers to describe the 
variations of clothes language. As shown in figure 3-3 (left), the proposed 
structure of visual signs is based on the three layers. Clothes, user and the 
ensemble are the Objects; the Supports are visual components of Objects; and the 
Variants capture particular differences of each component based on visual design 
theory (Moore, 1994, Kepes, 1995).  
Since visual sign of apparel is an ensemble, its Supports and Variants are not only 
from single design element such as the lines, shapes, colours, patterns, materials, 
drape and movements, but also the clothes mix-and-matches and composition 
principles such as proportion, contrast, harmony, complexity, emphasis and 
illusion referred to perceptual aesthetics and Gestalt psychology (Moore, 1994). 
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All these elements will be used as features representations of original signs to 
construct apparel attribute data. The scope, depth and significance of feature 
identification approach have not been reached in previous studies.  
Identification of Meanings (Semantics)    
As demonstrated in figure 3-3 (right), this study identified three levels of 
meanings. They are widely associated with social expressions such as social 
identity, age and gender, body expressions such as beautifying body shape, as 
well as design expressions such as style genre. Firstly, in the semiotic study, 
clothes are interpreted as signs to express socially meaningful messages. As 
Danesi explained, the sign system of clothes is interconnected with some other 
social codes (e.g. occupation, class status), which generate meanings of dress code 
and how to dress for specific occasions (Danesi, 2007).  
 
Another signifying meaning of the signs of clothes is to reveal wearer and body 
relationship (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2012, Danesi, 2007). Apparel is acted as a 
communicator only when it is worn on individual bodies. Danesi also emphasised 
that clothes are worn on bodies and perceived as extensions of body structures and 
forms with their attendant meanings (Danesi, 2007). Furthermore, design 
metaphors also involved with a sort of meaningful expression while connecting 
signs with fashion context. 
The connection of Visual Communication System and Apparel Recommendation 
System 
The ability to use clothes language to create appropriate meanings depends on 
how to collaborate clothes elements. Each individual has his/her personal 
understandings of clothes because of age, region, lifestyle, personality, cultural 
background, etc. There are professional (e.g. designer and stylist) and non-
professional (e.g. style seeker) users of this language. The concept of the smart 
recommendation system is teaching the computer to learn apparel meanings from 
clothes professionals and then predict meanings to support non-professionals in 
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effective communication. Overall, the outcomes in apparel theory stage lay a great 
foundation for apparel data identification, construction and collection. It is also 
necessary research for apparel-oriented practical recommendation system studies.  
3.3 Apparel data construction and collection methods 
The aim of constructing apparel data is to interpret the code of communication 
with statistical models and measure the internal meanings of apparel with machine 
learning models. Data definition and collection are based on a proposed apparel 
data coding system which is theoretically supported by signs theory. Data coding 
is actually to transfer visual features from image language to written language 
presenting by linguistic values. For instance, the element of material in linguistic 
coding system is encoded with M1=name of material (cotton, wood etc.); 
M2=smoothness (glossy, matte etc.); Mn=weight (light, heavy). The completion of 
two sets of datasets is referred by proposed data coding approach. One is called 
ATTRIBUTE dataset that is composed of visual elements of apparel signs; the 
other is MEANING dataset connected with apparel meanings.  
3.3.1 Constructing apparel ATTRIBUTE dataset based on a systematic apparel 
data coding approach  
This study developed a data coding system that transforms visual signs into 
descriptive features encoded by numerical data. Current apparel recommendation 
systems merely captured the easy recognisable visual elements of clothing such as 
the names of colours or the types of patterns. This study introduces a deeper 
feature extraction method according to the visual design of clothes. This method 
pays attention to the design elements of lines, shapes, colours, patterns, materials, 
as well as the composition principles of design elements such as the perceptual 
aesthetic and Gestalt principles (Moore, 1994).  
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Figure 3-4 Visual feature identification 
Figure 3-4 illustrates the identification method of feature codes. Noticing that the 
study samples have been focused on the combination of suit jackets, shirts, ties 
and pocket squares so that the code development in here is also adapted to the 
target clothing categories. To start with, the visual element of the lines and shapes 
have a scalable range of codes including the units of point (e.g. button), line (e.g. 
dart), shape (e.g. lapel) and volume (e.g. drape).  
Clothing colour referring to PANTONE FASHION colour system has three 
fundamental codes to stand for Hue (H), Value (V) and Chroma (C) (or 
Saturation)(Scully and Cobb, 2012). Hue has 12 colour categories referring to 
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Itten’s colour wheel (Itten and Birren, 1970). Hue also decides colour warmth of 
clothing. Value denotes colour lightness by adding white or black to basic hue; 
Saturation (or Chroma) denotes colour intensity by adding grey to basic hue.  
Clothing pattern is formed by repeating block(s) on a large surface with complex 
combinations of colours and shapes to express a motif. The colour schemes and 
nature of shapes are the most significant codes in pattern design (Fernandez, 2009, 
Russell, 2011). Clothing material presents the quality of a surface denoted by its 
fabric, smoothness, thickness, weight and tactile (Volpintesta, 2014).  
The in-depth visual features are based on the principles of organising visual 
elements to compose an article of clothing.  It is associated with the proportion of 
lines and shapes, the contrast of colours, the complexity of patterns and the 
quality of materials based on aesthetic principles. The proportions refer to the 
ratio of jacket length and width, and the width of lapel, collar and tie. The colours 
contrasts refer to hue, lightness, warmth, saturation, complimentary, simultaneous 
or extension contrast based on the colour studies of Kopacz (2003) and Wong 
(1987). The repetition, placement and shape of motif reflect the complexity of a 
pattern. The material quality is decided by the wrinkle, smoothness and propensity 
of pilling (Fan et al., 2004).  
Another considerable visual feature on clothes is the illusions which are made by 
the organisations of lines, shapes, colours, patterns or materials. The term of 
illusion derives from Gestalt psychology (Gros, 1976). It changes visual 
perception of clothing through the width and direction of the line; size and 
silhouette of shape; hue, light and intensity of colour; the size of pattern and 
surface as well as the thickness of the material.  
3.3.2 Collecting apparel MEANING dataset 
A senior data scientist at Microsoft defined label as a judgment task performed by 
human recruited from the Internet through crowdsourcing platforms available on 
the web (Alonso, 2015). Our study connected the label data with apparel 
meanings in the visual communication system. People’s arguments and judgments 
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for a given piece of apparel are made based on their perceived meanings that 
apparel visual signs delivered. It could be style feelings, impressions, body 
expressions and fashion mix-and-matches. Then, the judgers could be customers, 
online crowdsourcers, apparel designers, stylists, wearers and viewers. It all 
depends on the expectations of labelling outputs which could lead to a great 
diversity of learning results.  
The proposed system uses perceived connotation meanings to label apparel 
images. The first labelling task is on the semantic level of style genre. The second 
labelling task is on body expression level regarding beautifying body shape, 
correct (reveal or conceal) body ratio and skin colour, as well as highlight facial 
look.  
The participants in two labelling tasks request expertise of apparel and dressing in 
order to gain more truthful results. Using the crowdsourcing platform is an option 
to find the targeted evaluators. However, to recruit online crowdsourcers is risky 
in terms of qualifying skilled workers in this specific subject area. The more 
reliable method is to find real commercial stylists and conduct this experiment 
with face-to-face communication. The labelling results in this study are gained 
through visiting commercial stylists’ workshops.  
3.4 Data quality evaluation 
In order to verify new proposed method of data constructions, several statistics 
and content-based assessments have been conducted to evaluate the reliability and 
validity of data. The reliability examines stability and consistency with data 
results while the validity measures how truthful and trustworthy the answers are to 
meet the intention of research questions. Many factors could affect the results of 
reliability and validity tests, such as sources from subject factors by the mood, 
from raters with different opinions, from conditions under which measurements 
are made, e.g. busy day, from measure approach, e.g. poor questions, and from 
data processing, e.g. miscoding.  
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Therefore, to evaluate data quality is a crucial process practically for data-driven 
applications. William M.K. Trochim (Trochim and Donnelly, 2001) stated the 
data estimate methods in his book, containing inter-rater, test-retest, parallel-
forms and internal consistency reliability, translation and criterion-related validity 
test methods. Regarding scale-based data, Timothy R. Hinkin (Hinkin, 1997) 
introduced a 7-step scale development and analysis method which is from item 
generation, content adequacy assessment, questionnaire administration, to factor 
analysis, internal consistency assessment, construct validity and finally replication.  
This study utilises Internal Consistency and Test-Retest assessments to evaluate 
the reliability of the proposed two datasets. Exploratory and confirmatory factor 
analyses measure the validity of data correlation, and a panel of clothes experts 
inspect the validity of content.  
3.4.1 Reliability Assessments 
Data reliability is measured through internal and external consistency 
examinations. Internal consistency uses statistical analysis to assess the construct 
across items. Cronbach’s Alpha test is the most commonly applied method to 
calculate consistency of all items that contribute to the data. The ATTRIBUTE 
dataset is considered suitable for internal consistency assessment because all the 
items measure the same construct regarding the objective attributes of clothes. 
However, the internal consistency method is not applicable to the MEANING 
dataset, because the concept that this dataset measured involves with irrational 
and subjective thoughts. People’s judgments on clothing depend on individual 
perceptions, emotions and fashion involvements. In this case, refer to Research 
Methods Knowledge Base (Trochim and Donnelly, 2001), this study utilised the 
Test-Retest reliability method to assess the external consistency with 
measurements from one time to another. In order to test whether the results are 
consistent over time, a retest was conducted after six weeks from the first trial. 
Results the pre-test and post-test data are compared using Test-Retest reliability 
assessment.  
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3.4.2 Validity Assessments 
The further evaluation is to validate whether the reliable data is also valuable and 
useful to produce research outcomes. The correlations of ATTRIBUTE data are 
examined by exploratory factor analysis in SPSS 24.0 and confirmatory factor 
analysis in AMOS. Then, content-based validation on the MEANING data is 
processed through a panel of domain experts. An image and text combined 
apparel notebook demonstrating the features extraction method is sent to 
evaluators with knowledge background of menswear design, research or bespoke 
tailoring. 
Before conducting factor analysis, it is necessary to measure the sampling 
adequacy.  The suitability of data for factor analysis is examined through the 
KMO and Bartlett's Test which measures each and overall variables of the partial 
corrections. The KMO value between 0.8 and 1 could indicate a good adequacy as 
the variables share common factor (s) and the partial correlations should be small 
(IBM, 2016).  
To the key analysis, the Exploratory Factor Analysis evaluates item correlations 
which use a set of correlated items as a new factor to represent a particular 
construct. In order to validate the correlations of all visual elements in apparel 
dataset, the Principal Component Analysis (in IBM SPSS 24.0) is applied to 
factorise the statistical correlations of captured visual attributes. Furthermore, the 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (in IBM AMOS) inspects the goodness-of-fit in 
former exploratory factor analysis.  
Timothy R. Hinkin (Hinkin, 1997) explained that the propose of confirmatory 
factor analysis is to confirm that the prior analyses have been conducted 
thoroughly and appropriately. The statistics to measure goodness-of-fit include the 
chi-square, degree of freedom, probability level, as well as other fit indices, e.g. 
Root Mean Square Residual. If the results of both analyses could explain the real 
interconnections of apparel visual features correctly, the validation of data is 
considered to be positive.  
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3.5 Apparel data analysis and modelling   
There are two dominant data-driven analysis and modelling methods, statistics 
analytical and machine-learning based methods. The range of application of 
mentioned two approaches depends on whether the correlation is based on linear, 
nonlinear, nonparametric model or SVM, the formers are applicable for statistics 
analytical methods, and the latter are suitable for deep learning methods. Since the 
relation of apparel data is unknown, both approaches have been adopted to 
examine the technical feasibility of implementing an apparel style 
recommendation model.  
Statistics analysis is well known by calculating the quantifiable correlation 
between two sides of variables, the causes and results based on probability theory 
and statistics. It requests a smaller sample size, but the data must be accurate, 
sensitive and representative of explaining the universal phenomenon. As the 
sampling error is being calculated, statistics analytic methods could draw stable 
results. However, the shortage is the difficulty of dealing with nonlinear and 
intricate correlations that are hard to be described through mathematical models.  
Comparatively, machine-learning is an uprising approach with its power of 
computing. It is also on the basis of applied statistics, but it emphasises the use of 
computers to estimate intricate mathematical functions and weakens the process 
of proving confidence intervals of these functions (Goodfellow et al., 2016). It 
could solve complex problems that are too difficult to tackle for human being 
through general statistical algorithms. Meanwhile, it could deal with large volume, 
high dimensional and multiple types of data not only digits but also image and 
word data. The main disadvantage is low interpretability as it learns and improves 
one experience through hidden layers.  
In this study, a series of statistical analyses are conducted in order to reveal the 
correlations between apparel signs and meanings. Since the proposed apparel data 
have high dimensional variables or known as visual attributes, it may cause 
redundant thereby affecting the results. Apart from the explanation of correlation, 
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the key for developing apparel recommendation system is to build up a computer 
model that could calculate and predict the meanings of apparel from visual signs. 
Several machine-learning based algorithms have been applied to realise such a 
system, with both visual attributes based and image-based apparel data.  
3.5.1 Methods Design 
The routes of research methods in data modelling are shown in figure 3-5. It starts 
with an apparel communication network on the top; the ways of matching apparel 
data with models are on the middle; and the explanations of methods for each 
model are positioned on the bottom. Each part is described as following: 
Firstly, it illustrates an apparel communication network composed of three major 
components, including apparel signs, denotation meanings and connotation 
meanings. The signs of apparel refer to visual elements of line, shape, volume, 
drape and other elements as listed. The first order of communication is between 
visual signs and denotation meanings. The denotation meanings commonly 
indicate the obvious, natural or literal meanings of apparel, while, this study 
introduces the deeper denotation meanings that indicate the visual design features. 
The second order of communication is between denotation and connotation 
meanings. It generates meanings of mental (or perceptual) feelings that may 
associate with body, style, design genre etc. The following parts investigate the 
correlations among signs, denotation and connotation meanings within the entire 
network and measure the second order of meanings that are finally applied for 
communication.  
The second part demonstrates the three apparel datasets that link to the apparel 
communication network and four models connected with these data. The apparel 
signs contribute to the original apparel image data. The denotation meanings 
indicating apparel itself contribute to ATTRIBUTE dataset, and the connotation 
meanings form the MEANING dataset. Four models are designed in order to 
compare the capabilities of calculating the final outputs of connotation meanings 
with different data and methods. Model A is based on statistical methods aiming 
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to examine correlations between denotation and connotation meanings; Model B, 
C and D are three machine-learning based models to predict connotation 
meanings from denotation meanings, original images and the combinations of the 
two. Such design is intended to test whether proposed denotation level including a 
deeper layer of design attributes could improve the accuracy of the learning model.   
 
Figure 3-5 The routes of research methods in data modelling 
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3.5.2 Statistics analytical methods in correlation model (A) 
The methods used to construct correlation model are the Multinomial Logistic 
regression (MNL) for separate relationships and Canonical Correlation Analysis 
(CCA) for overall relationships. By fitting the real data with logit or canonical 
functions, the result of the goodness of fit could indicate the existence of a 
significant relationship and interpret such relationship with regression model 
which is denoted as 𝑌𝐶𝑀 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑋2 + 𝛽𝑛𝑋𝑛 , Y is connotation meaning, 
X is obvious attriban ute or design attribute, 𝛽1, 𝛽2…𝛽𝑛 are the coefficients and 𝛽0 
is the intercept in the equation.  
3.5.2.1 Multinomial Logistic regression (MNL)  
Apparel attributes as the causes are independent variables and apparel meanings 
as the effects are dependent variables. Both variables are categorical such as the 
style genre of playful, trendy, elegant, professional, casual and classic. According 
to statistical methods in psychology, MNL is applicable for single nominal 
(categorical) dependent variable in multiple categories with multiple nominal or 
ordinal independent variables (Howitt and Cramer, 2005). MNL regression is 
based on logit function which is the natural logarithm of the odds ratio (a close 
relative of probability). It uses multiple models to calculate the likelihood of 
effects that may likely to occur in particular category of apparel attributes and 
meanings. The accuracy of models is reflected by the statistics of the significant 
level, -2 log likelihood and Pseudo r-square. The coefficient (B) and Exp (B) 
which is the exponentiation of coefficient (odds ratio) are in the equations to 
interpret each significant category correlation in details.  
MNL in this study is used to demonstrate the existence of two hypotheses: (1) 
style genre-associated connotation meanings are affected by both natural and 
design attributes of apparel, (2) body-associated connotation meanings are 
affected by both natural and design attributes of apparel. The first measurement is 
the significant value of the separate relationship between each apparel attribute 
and each association of meaning. Results that confirm the existence of significant 
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relationships are further interpreted with coefficients and odds ratios for the 
magnitude relationships within subcategories. Eventually, the good-fit regression 
models could reveal the real relationships between certain style genres and literal 
attributes, style genres and design attributes, body shapes and literal attributes as 
well as body shapes and design attributes.  
3.5.2.2 Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)  
The visual communication between apparel signs and connotation meanings is 
associated with human’s visual perceptions and mental feelings on clothes. As 
mentioned by Sherry and Henson, research typically investigating human 
cognition would possibly have multiple causes and multiple effects. To examine 
singular causes and effects separately may not able to explain the whole 
experience with the complex reality (Sherry and Henson, 2005). To measure the 
overall structure, Multinomial Logistic regression analysis is limited as it only 
measures one aspect of effects. Canonical Correlation Analysis is for investigating 
the relationships between two sets of variables with complex correlations which 
most causes have multiple effects and most effects are multiply caused 
(Thompson, 1984).  
CCA in this study is used to justify the existence of hypothesis three which is the 
collaborated effects on apparel meanings caused by literal and design attributes. 
The principle of CCA is to formulate a set of synthetic variables for explaining the 
internal structure of overall relationships. It is well suited for analysing the 
strength of such complex relationships between two constructs. It has standardised 
canonical coefficient to indicate the degree and direction of correlation in 
synthetic variables, and structure coefficient to report the reliability of correlation 
and which observed variables on two sets have influences on the internal structure.   
3.5.3 Machine learning and deep learning methods in prediction models (B, C and 
D)   
In apparel communication system, meanings are transmitted through three layers 
including the apparel sign, denotation meanings and connotation meanings. The 
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last layer, connotation meanings are the final output of communications. Logically, 
the ultimate layer of meanings is predictable by a closer layer (denotation 
meanings) or by an original layer (apparel signs) or even by joining signs and 
denotations. Hence the original image data of apparel signs are taken into 
consideration. Overall, three kinds of learning models are examined with different 
data from apparel attributes (Model B), visual images (Model C) and joined data 
(Model D).  
Model B (f: XAttribute→YMeaning) utilises ATTRIBUTE data that captures obvious 
and design features to predict connotation meanings, with conventional Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and new proposed Latent Kernel Fusion (LKF). This 
approach is denoted as Attr+SVM/LKF.  
Model C (f: XImage →YMeaning) essentially develops a trimmed model (TM) to 
extract image-based features through Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), 
and then to learn second-level of meanings directly from the visual image data, 
with CNN feature extractor and separate classifiers. This approach is denoted as 
TM+SVM/LKF.  
Model D (f: XImage→XAttribute→YMeaning) is designed with the first step of learning 
ATTRIBUTEs from the image data denoted as TM-Outputs, and the second step 
of learning MEANINGs using the outputs of TM Model which are predicted 
ATTRIBUTEs. This approach is denoted as TM2Attr+SVM/LKF. Ultimately, a 
research methods axis summarises the results of the feasibilities of each approach 
on prototyping Apparel Recommendation System (ARS).  
3.5.3.1 SVM and LKF in ATTRIBUTE-based apparel meaning prediction model  
SVM, a conventional machine-learning algorithm, is a discriminative classifier by 
learning class boundaries. It is applicable for solving practical issues regarding 
allocate an object to one of the several categories according to some of its 
characteristics. In model B, it is expected to see whether a combination of clothes 
conveys a particular style genre or corrects a particular type of figure thereby 
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should recommend for wearers to meet their specific intentions, such as looking 
for clothes that make a professional look or make body looks muscular. The SVM 
classifier has been used as the main model in occasion-based apparel 
classification task (Liu et al., 2012a) and as the baseline models joining with 
Convolution Neural Networks in apparel visual recognition and attributes 
classification tasks (Chen et al., 2017, Perlin and Lopes, 2015).  
For this study, the main issue of adaptation of SVM classifier is the size of data. 
This algorithm is nominally supported by a massive volume of training samples. 
Proposed apparel datasets have smaller training size and unbalanced distribution 
of samples in every class of apparel meanings, which may cause degradation. 
Therefore, a new method, LKF is introduced with distribution based classification 
algorithm instead of learning class boundary. It is a kernel-based probability 
density estimation method (Raykar, 2002) focusing on maximising the likelihood 
function, which could largely enhance the performance of small data. For 
meaning prediction model B, the conventional SVM and new introduced LKF are 
adopted as two parallel models to train apparel ATTRIBUTE data.  
3.5.3.2 CNN in Image-based apparel meaning prediction model 
The well-suited learning approach to tackle image data is the Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNN/ConvNets) which is a kind of deep neural networks 
particularly for image classification (Li and Karpathy, 2015, Nielsen, 2015, 
Goodfellow et al., 2016). Convolution Neural Networks are currently able to deal 
with easily recognisable apparel features as good as human being. Chen et al. 
applied CNN model for developing image-based product recommendation that 
includes product category recognition and similarity calculation (Chen et al., 
2017).  
Unfortunately, the applications of CNNs have rarely dabbled in developing 
knowledge-based apparel recommendation system. The commonly used apparel 
image feature extraction methods were Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), 
Histograms of Oriented Gradient (HOG), Local Binary Pattern (LBP), Colour 
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histogram and body detector. For instance, Liu et al. have previously proposed an 
occasion-oriented clothing recommendation system that successfully applied 
HOG, LBP and colour histogram etc. for apparel-based attributes detection and 
classifications on dressing occasions (Liu et al., 2012a).  
The deep learning approach, CNNs has enormous potential in developing ARS 
because it could not only extract low-level features that are similar to SIFT and 
HOG etc. but also train feature detector to recognise highly sensitive features to 
adapt specific classification tasks. That is why CNNs can achieve higher accuracy 
levels in image feature extraction. This study aims to construct a novel ConvNets 
model that is able to extract high-dimensional deep attributes of apparel such as 
visual design from apparel images (signs) and make intricate classifications 
according to learning outputs (meanings).  
ConvNets are based on a hierarchical deep learning architecture which allows 
feature identifiers in each stage to be trained to become highly adaptive. This 
study introduces a multi-task ConvNets with convolution and max-pooling layers 
for feature extractions and loss functions connected with three classification tasks 
including apparel attributes, meanings on style genres and body shapes.  The deep 
learning structure is designed to repeatedly extract image features and filter 
features that in high correlation with apparel literal, design attributes, style genres 
and body shapes and eventually to predict images that belong to which classes.   
However, the shortage of proposed CNN model is the loss functions in 
classification tasks. The design of multi-task loss may cause the sacrifice of 
individual task for sake balance of overall loss. Alternatively, earlier mentioned 
separate classifiers, SVM and LKF could replace multi-task loss functions, so that 
the entire approach for model C is keeping CNN feature extractors and following 
by SVM and LKF classifiers for three separate classification tasks. Unlike apparel 
image data, model D is fed by the predicted attribute data by one of the 
classification task, apparel attribute classification in former CNN model. This 
model is potentially to be the most effective model since predicted apparel 
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attributes are combining discriminative features from both visual images and 
encoded deep apparel attributes.  
3.6 Summary   
Smart apparel recommendation system is a kind of machine learning system 
applied to apparel online shopping. The widely used methods are based on 
conventional machine learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine and 
Neural Networks. The novelty of the proposed methodology embodies two 
aspects, introducing a rich apparel knowledge-based data and training with deep 
learning dominant models. The acquisition of new apparel data is supported by 
apparel visual communication and sign theory, as well as skilled experts with 
practical experiences in clothes and dressing. In model training, a new multi-task 
Convolution Neural Network predicts apparel meanings by image data. Meantime, 
a new Later Kernel Fusion classifier predicts meanings by attribute data. The third 
method is based on a two-step training model, to learn apparel attributes from the 
images via CNN model and secondly to learn apparel meanings from predicted 
attributes via LKF classifier. The following chapters will show how these methods 
are applied in the study in detail. 
The research in this chapter has led to the following peer-reviewed publications: 
Guan, Congying and Qin, Sheng-feng (2015) Robotic Stylist: A design oriented 
apparel recommendation system. In: IASDR2015 INTERPLAY Proceedings. The 
International Association of Societies of Design Research, Brisbane, pp. 839-850. 
ISBN 9780646943183 
 
Guan, Congying, Xu, Bochu, Qin, Sheng-feng and Wang, Shuxia (2012) A new 
apparel design and online shopping framework for mass customization and best 
fit. In: 2012 18th International Conference on Automation and Computing (ICAC), 
7 - 8 September 2012, Loughborough. 
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CHAPTER 
( 4 ) 
EXPLORATION OF APPAREL AS A NON-VERBAL LANGUAGE OF 
COMMUNICATION 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction of the theories of Clothes, Menswear and Fashion 
A ‘smart’ apparel recommendation system should not only be smarter in 
recognising the appearance of apparel but also learning deeper knowledge of 
apparel and understandings of what the apparel might be for the wearer, why 
people wear clothes and how people use the meanings of clothes for effective 
communication. It is more challenging than learning visual features of clothing 
images as it involves both technical and people issues in developing apparel 
dressing recommendation system.  Before constructing such a smart system, it is 
necessary to analyse the role of clothes for people to wear in a social context 
beyond apparel itself as a commodity.  
This chapter focuses on the theories of explaining clothing, dressing and particular 
on Menswear fashion in order to understand what the apparel might be for the 
wearer. The understanding of clothing and dressing involves multiple disciplines 
such as design, sociology, semiology, economics and cultural studies. According 
to the fashion reader by Barnard (2007) and Men’s fashion reader by McNeil and 
Karaminas (2009) and Reilly and Cosbey (2008), the study found important 
theories and knowledge to support apparel data and recommendation system 
development. They are Clothes and the Body, Clothes for Modesty, Attraction and 
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Protection, Clothes as Communication, Men’s style and Masculinity, Identity and 
Culture, as well as Consumption and Marketing. 
Clothes and the Body  
The body could bring meanings to dress through adornment. Joanne Entwistle 
proposed a theoretical framework claimed that bodies are socially constituted and 
situated in culture (Entwistle, 2007). The knowledge of cultural norms and 
expectations is in demand for the practices of ‘getting dressed’. In dressing male 
bodies, Odile Blanc stated that dress amplified the body in particular ways and 
was part of male power strategies (Blanc, 2002). The transposition of the clothes’ 
attributes and the feelings that it invokes is not merely the effect of the overall 
apparel as a casing, but of the body itself (Karaminas, 2009). Dress serves as a 
visual metaphor for identity.  
Clothes for Modesty, Attraction and Protection 
Clothes and fashion is the language of personal adornment which is a kind of 
aesthetic art for individualistic expressions (Roach and Eicher, 2007). Elizabeth 
Rouse ascribed the reasons for people wearing clothes to Modesty and Attraction 
(Rouse, 2007). Modesty and attraction are two contrary functions to conceal or 
attract attention to the body. These two functions also emphasised the humanity 
and animality of the wearer. Moreover, Laver found that women follow seduction 
principle; they dressed to achieve sexual attraction. Men tend to the hierarchical 
principle; they dressed to display social status (Laver, 1969). In addition, the 
function of Protection is for protecting the body from against cold, physical 
dangers, inconveniences and even to against moral danger (Flugel, 2007).  
Clothes as Communication   
The argument that clothing is a kind of language for people to communicate 
meanings have been discussed based on the wide knowledge from linguistics, 
semiotics to fashion study such as The Language of Clothes by Lurie (Lurie, 
1981), Understanding Fashion by Rouse (Rouse, 1989), Course in General 
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Linguistics by Saussure (De Saussure, 1974) and The Fashion System by Barthes 
(Barthes, 1990). After that, Barnard elaborated the relationship of fashion, 
clothing, communication and meaning in his book named Fashion as 
Communication (Barnard, 2002).  
Rouse in Understanding Fashion indicated that the functions of clothes are not 
only from the protection, modesty, attraction but also include the communication 
(Rouse, 1989). Barnard in Fashion as Communication stated that clothing is a 
non-verbal communication medium where one person as the wearer intends to 
send messages and another person as the spectator/viewer receives the messages 
(Barnard, 2002). He further explained the message in communication, including 
individual expression, social and economic status, social role, political symbol, 
social ritual and recreation. As we can see, people wearing clothes for 
communication has been well explained by social science, semiology and cultural 
studies.  
Men’s style and Masculinity, Identity and Culture  
The message of clothes implies the identity regarding sex and gender, social class, 
ethnicity and race, as well as culture and subculture (Barnard, 2007). The unique 
identity in men’s style is the Masculinity. It is constructed with certain social 
background and changing with time, as Peter McNeil indicated that the meanings 
of men’s dress are transformed in different cultural and historical contexts 
(McNeil and Karaminas, 2009).  
Consumption and marketing  
Tim Edwards addressed men’s fashion and masculinity through consumer society 
(Edwards, 2016). The masculinity emerged as a marketing tool in the 
development of men’s fashion marketing and advertising. He concluded that the 
creation of the style system was in relation to masculine consumption. The ideas 
of masculinity, identity and taste are different for consumers because of the wide 
variety of commodity culture. Men’s style magazines such as GQ, Playboy, 
Vogue Hommes International, Esquire and Fantastic Man have a significant 
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impact on promoting masculine consumption. For instance, a self-conscious and 
narcissistic masculinity has been promoted by magazines and retail market.  
4.2 The theory regarding clothes language and visual 
communication in recommendation system development 
This study focuses on the particular theory of apparel as communication and how 
it works on Menswear as a community, as Edwards (2016) emphasised the 
significance of sign value which is the meaning attached to commodities. 
Currently, fashion magazines and blogs write advice to people on how some 
clothes and outfit are made meaningful and communicative by certain colour, 
texture or style. Clothes and design practitioners also study the metaphor of line, 
shape, colour and style etc. Only academic study puts less focus on it. This section 
outlines the signs and meanings of clothing as the signifier and signified of 
apparel language, as well as the code in visual communication, and analyse the 
formulation of menswear style and meanings through visual elements of design. 
4.2.1 The code in apparel communication 
The insight of apparel language and communication could be well explained using 
semiology theory which is the science of signs. Wearing clothes as a physical sign 
conveys meanings for communication between the wearer and viewers. Saussure 
claimed that there must be a code in communication for connecting physical signs 
with mental concepts or meanings. The two sides in semiotics refer to the signifier 
and signified (De Saussure, 1974, Barthes, 1990). The key to understanding the 
function of apparel communication is to find such a code between the interaction 
of signifiers and the signified.  
In apparel communication, the signification of the signs of clothes to the 
meanings are arbitrary and relies on social agreements (De Saussure, 1974, 
Barnard, 2002). The word of arbitrary means the connection between the signifier 
and signified is made by neither nature correlations nor individual choices. For 
instance, the colour of red and blue of baby’s dress could indicate the sex of 
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female and male even though there is no natural relation between blue and male 
and nor the choice of a designer or wearer. In fact, there is social agreement on the 
signification of clothes among people, red and blue are agreed to have the 
meanings of sex in certain situation. Such social agreements are made based on 
the differences in the signs of clothes. The following sections are going to explore 
the substance of clothes signs and meanings further.  
4.2.2 Signs of clothes (Signifier) 
The differences of signs of clothing were explained by two sign systems proposed 
by Barnard and Barthes. One has two dimensions of differentiation, Paradigmatic 
and syntagmatic (Barnard, 2002). The paradigmatic difference means things that 
may replace one another, such as the different types of jacket lapels (peak or notch 
or shawl); syntagmatic difference means things that may come before and after 
one another, such as the different combination of an outfit (suit jacket and white 
shirt and bowtie). This sign system utilises a matrix to cover all visual features of 
both the design of a single piece of clothing and the coordination of outfits. The 
other one is based on Barthes’s fashion system which introduces the object, 
support and variant in sign system (Barthes, 1990). The object is the single piece 
of clothing (e.g. suit jacket); the support is the component to support a piece of 
clothing (e.g. lapel); the variant could be the types of design or the ways of dress 
(e.g. peak, open/close). His system is more structural and ordered, while it 
becomes more complicated when deals with clothes coordination with multi-
objects, such as a suit of black and white tweed and a small blue tie (O=suit and 
tweed and tie; SV1=black; SV2=white; SV=blue; V=small).  
4.2.3 Meanings of clothes (Signified)  
As Barnard stated, the meanings of clothes are generated from two sides, the 
inside of clothes itself and the outside of clothes which is the people such as 
designer, wearer or spectator. The textures, colours, shapes and patterns as clothes 
signs contribute to the inside of meanings, while, the feelings, thoughts, beliefs 
and desires contribute to the outside of meanings. He further argued that it is not 
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the designer, wearer or viewer who could decide the meanings. For example, the 
designers may try to give meaning to clothes through metaphors, but the wearers 
and viewers may feel differently. In fact, there are negotiations that exist between 
people in order to achieve social agreements. To understand the meanings from 
inside one needs to know how textures, colours, shapes and patterns carry 
meanings.  
 Regarding the contents of meanings, it indicates two levels of meanings named 
denotation and connotation. Denotation, the first order of meaning, is based on 
common sense, obvious meaning, and even literal meaning in the dictionary (e.g. 
Blazer has double buttons fastening =Double breasted). Connotation, the second 
order of meaning, is based on rhetoric from feelings, associations and impressions 
(e.g. Navy double breasted blazer= Military look).   
 
Figure 4-1 A conceptual model of Offenbach theory of product language (Gros, 
1976) 
Gros proposed a conceptual model of Offenbach theory of product language 
which is similar to the concept of clothes meanings (Gros, 1976). As shown in 
figure 4-1, language functions in product field were also identified in his theory. 
Meanwhile, he divided semantic functions into indicating (e.g. graphics, buttons) 
function that is closed to denotation meaning and symbol (e.g. metaphors) 
function that is closed to connotation meaning.  
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To adapt the theory of product language into the field of clothing and fashion, the 
indicator function is connected with the nature of clothes category, the character 
of clothes and practical functions such as usage. The hot research area of apparel 
image recognition in current apparel searching/recommendation system could 
achieve this level of language function. In terms of symbol function, it is 
connected with the style of the time, region, gender and occasion, partial style of 
look, brand, designer and wearer, as well as associations of style such as 
masculine/feminine, rough/fine etc. This study is trying to integrate the second 
level of meaning into the development of smart apparel recommendation system. 
The next section will introduce the signs system of apparel and its connection 
with meanings.  
4.3 Analysis of visual elements of design on Menswear style 
meanings 
The clothes language and communication theory could fit the men’s fashion. Peter 
McNeil addressed the meanings of men’s dress (McNeil and Karaminas, 2009). 
Tim Edwards focused on Men’s fashion and masculinity, and emphasised the 
significance of sign value which is the meaning attached to commodities through 
the view of consumer society. Odile Blanc also stated that dress amplified the 
body in particular ways and was part of male power strategies (Blanc, 2002). 
These arguments specifically explained the message of men’s style and its 
communication value. While, it is noticeable that men’s style has its unique 
design, meaning and identity that differ from the women’s dress, such as the 
unique identity in men’s style is the Masculinity.  
Thus, this section addresses the style of Menswear and how it carries messages 
with visual elements as specific signs. In signs theory, Barnard introduced two 
differences of signs, paradigmatic and syntagmatic with an example of clothes 
shapes. In Barthes’s fashion system, not only the form of clothes, but the way of 
dress (open/close) was also a variant of signs. In order to study the meaning 
generations, this section addresses all visual elements that could change the look 
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of clothes including line and shape, colour, pattern, material and texture, mix and 
matches, draping and movements, ways of wearing and illusions. Moreover, the 
associations of meaning generated by each visual element are analysed according 
to sub-features of each sign.  
4.3.1 Line and shape  
The geometry of lines and shapes 
Lines in a structure have a significantly greater length than width, such that its 
length is perceived to be of more importance. The lines of apparel are presented in 
three ways, the silhouettes or outer lines, the style lines (e.g. seem lines and darts) 
and the detailing lines (e.g. closures and fastenings) (Hopkins, 2011). Line 
features of apparel demonstrate more clearly in 2D views. The shape is enclosed 
space created by the union of line(s). It also carries the depth dimensions of 
apparel structure, so the best way to extract shape features is in 3D views to 
reflect the performance of some important designs of clothing, such as silhouettes. 
As shown in figure 4-2, an example of a 3D line drawing of a suit jacket 
demonstrates the allocations of three-type of lines and shapes visually.  
 
Figure 4-2 The lines and shapes of a sample style 
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Silhouette and Structure 
Silhouette and structure indicate the volume level of clothes which is composed of 
an ensemble of lines and shapes.  According to the design of pattern blocks, the 
property of the material and the inner treatments (padding, lining), the volume of 
clothes appears differently on the body. In apparel retailing, such difference 
reflects the descriptions of structure and silhouette. It has unstructured style with 
soft material, boxy look, no padding and no dart, and structured style with stiff 
material, curve look, padding and defining darts (Figure 4-3). Silhouettes in 
women’s wear are varied (A, X, H, O and S shapes), while in men’s suit jacket or 
blazer it normally uses fit (oversize, loose, normal, tight, slim and skinny) to 
distinguish the gradual changes of silhouettes from straight to curve.   
 
Figure 4-3 Unstructured and structured jackets 
Proportion  
The proportion in menswear refers to the interrelationship between the component 
parts of an outfit (Hopkins, 2011). In aesthetics of design, the proportion that 
indicates the organisations of line and shape is an important term to evaluate 
aesthetics. Given the category of men’s blazer, one style may all looks the same as 
the shapes of lapel, pockets, panels and opening have been standardised and 
classified such as peak, shawl and notch lapels. In fact, there are big differences 
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regarding the proportion of shapes, such as the ratio of jacket length /jacket width, 
the position of first button/ jacket length and the width of jacket lapel/shirt 
collar/tie. Another sign of proportion that needs to be considered is the interplay 
between clothes and body ratio. An appropriate ratio of jacket length could correct 
body ratio, which forms kind of meaning in communication. The proportion of 
shape could also make clothes visually difference by illusions. For example, the 
same size of the double-breasted jacket looks wider than single-breasted one. 
More analysis of illusion will be discussed in section (4.3.7).  
Meanings of apparel lines and shapes  
Firstly, the type of lines and shapes is an indication of style, practically the 
formality of style. A Menswear blog, Real Men Real Style, stated that the degree 
of jacket formality has increased from notch to peak, peak to shawl lapel and the 
same rule applied to the pocket of patch, ticket, angled, flap and piding shapes 
(Antonio, 2017). Secondly, it has location-oriented indications based on the 
silhouettes and structures. American style is cut loosely with the soft silhouette, 
straight lines, no darts, high armhole, flap pockets, no or minimal padding and 
single-breasted, while, British style is cut closer to the body with high armhole, 
thick padding, suppressed waist, low gorge (the point where collar and lapel meet) 
and single or double-breasted. In comparison, Italian style is cut very slim with a 
sleek silhouette (V-shape), short length, thin padding, wide notch lapel, high 
buttons, flapless pockets, slim waist and high gorge. While, more importantly, 
wearing different styles needs to concern wearers’ body differences as the third 
meaning is the reflection of the shape of the body. For instance, a higher position 
of the gorge with a lower position of the first button means to create a wider chest.  
4.3.2 Colour 
Colour components 
Colour is the quality of an object or substance concerning light reflected by the 
object, usually determined visually by measurement of hue, saturation, and 
brightness of the reflected light (Volpintesta, 2014). The PANTONE FASHION 
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colour referencing system adopts three groups of digits to stand for hue (H), 
value(V) and saturation(S) (Scully and Cobb, 2012) or HSV model. In HSV 
model, H∈ [0,360] represents hue, such as red, orange, yellow, green, blue and 
purple. S∈[0,100] represents saturation, which refers to a number of grey colour 
components. V ∈ [0,100] represents lightness.  Hue is the dominant component 
containing 12 basic hues referring to Itten’s colour wheel in figure 4-4 (Itten and 
Birren, 1970). Value is changed by adding white or black on a Hue, and 
Saturation is changed by adding grey to a Hue.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Hue of the colour wheel (Itten and Birren, 1970) 
Figure 4-5 shows the implications of the three-colour components in clothes. The 
colours of suit jacket derive from four dominant Hues including blue (navy, light, 
dark, indigo), green (olive, dark), red (red, brick, burgundy), yellow (yellow, 
camel, khaki, brown) and achromatic (white, black, grey, charcoal). For each Hue 
such as blue, it could be expanded to several colours by altering the Value (Light) 
and Saturation from light to dark, dull to intense.  An organised clothing matrix 
demonstrates how the three components affect apparel appearances.  
                                       (Hue) 
    
                                                                               
	Colours	>>	Hue 
  Blue                              Green                                  Red                              Yellow                       Achromatic 
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Figure 4-5 Implications of Hue, Value and Saturation in clothes colours 
Colour scheme and contrasts 
Colour schemes refer to the combinations of colours used together. Colours 
contrast and harmony are essential parameters for understanding colours 
organisations (Kopacz, 2003, Wong, 1987). The ways of contrast are 
Monochromatic by changing light and saturation of a single hue. Analogous by 
adjacent colours on the colour wheel, Complementary by opposite colours on the 
colour wheel, Split complementary by one colour and two colours on the sides of 
its complement as well as Triad by three colours with equal distance from each 
other on the colour wheel (Kemp-Gatterson and Stewart, 2009). It is worth noting 
that the contrast that is made by achromatic colours (Hue absence) should also be 
taken into practical consideration for Menswear. In addition, the colours of 
clothes are highly correlated with the colours of wearer’s skin, hair, eyes etc. Alan 
Flusser in his book Dressing The Man exemplified how the contrasts of facial 
colours and colour schemes of clothes are interplayed with each other. For 
instance, a high contrast complexion of light skin and dark hair could work much 
better with a blue dress shirt with a white collar navy suit and a burgundy necktie 
than a monochromatic scheme (Flusser, 2002).  
Meanings of colours  
Colour symbolism plays a vital role in the communication of clothes because of 
the associations of meanings (Kemp-Gatterson and Stewart, 2009). In The 
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Language of Clothes (Lurie, 1981), Lurie addressed the issue of what are the 
perceived meanings of clothing colours that are based on social agreements and 
applied to people in communications. A wide range of meanings were identified 
as White is purity, innocence and status; Black is gloom, guilt and sophistication; 
Grey is modesty and mystery; Red is love and anger; Yellow is youth, hope and 
cheer; Blue is harmony, honesty and faith; Green is outlaws, fairies and Irishmen; 
Purple is royalty and vulgarity, and Brown is stability, economy and fraternity. 
Colour warmth is another factor of meanings. Based on the Hue, cool colours 
(blue, green and violet), warm colours (red, yellow and orange) and neutral 
colours (white, black, grey, charcoal and brown) are three categories adapted to 
both clothes and wearers. A consistent look in colour warmth between clothes and 
bodies colours is likely to give more distinguishing meanings. 
 
4.3.3 Pattern 
Motif, Repetition and Placement 
Pattern and print are sort of decorations of a plain surface with colour and shape 
together designed from two dimensions. Patterns are formed by repeating block(s) 
on a large surface and prints are a unique pattern as a piece of art in itself. Patterns 
show complex combinations of colours and shapes to express a motif, which is 
slightly different from colours mentioned above and shapes. Repetition and 
placement of colours and shapes reflect the organisation of the motif (s) of a 
pattern design. The descriptors of repetition and placement are defined based on 
Russell (2011) ‘s research which includes block, brick, spot, sateen, turnover, 
border, size and half drop in repetitions and element, all-over, multidirectional and 
bi-directional in placements.  Figure 4-6 illustrates the original designs of pattern 
and prints and its implementations on clothes.  
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Figure 4-6 Motifs, repetitions and placements of a pattern  
Pattern scale and colour scheme 
One of the characters that change the appearance of the pattern is the scale or size 
of the motif (s). Check-patterned jackets in small, regular and large scales create 
significant differences in the look of style (Figure 4-7a). The increases in the size 
of checks enhance and emphasise the visual signs of clothes. Another character is 
regarding pattern’s colour scheme. As shown in figure 4-7b, check patterns in 
different colour schemes create low, medium and high contrast looks. The scale 
and colour contrasts in pattern design can be used to create visual illusions 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4-7 Pattern scales (a) and colour schemes (b) 
The meanings of pattern 
In The Language of Clothes, Lurie (1981) analysed the meanings of clothes 
patterns based on four categories which are Stripes, Plaids and checks, Dots and 
flowers as well as Words and slogans. Stripe is a kind of geometrical pattern. Bold 
stripes could indicate athletic teams, and narrow stripes could indicate mental 
activity, and intellectual order, such as pinstripe suit is taken in professions such 
as the finance industry. Plaids and checks are connected with hard work and 
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serious attitude, with small-scale are preferred in academic such as a small 
checked shirt, and large-scale is usually for strenuous physical activities such as 
hunting and hiking. In comparison with straight lines, dots pattern is an interesting 
and humour form because it combines the extremes of rectangularity and 
curvilinearity by placing circles in a rectangular grid. The floral pattern is the 
most representative, emotional and botanical form. It is typically appeared in 
women’s clothes, while, after the 1960s, floral shirt, tie and pocket square become 
permissible for menswear, such as Hawaiian shirt for a holiday. Patterns with 
words and slogans could deliver meaning through the actual words on clothes for 
advertising or express opinions, tastes, personality, mood etc. Figure 4-8 
demonstrates the visual differences of the most presenting patterns that were 
applied in suits including herringbone, vertical stripe, plaids, checks, bird’s eye, 
spots, melange and houndstooth.  
 
Figure 4-8 Variation of patterns in suit jackets/blazers 
4.3.4 Material  
Fabric and Texture  
Texture refers to the visual and tactile quality of a surface (Volpintesta, 2014). 
This study mainly analyses the impacts of visual quality of clothes material on the 
indication of meanings, but it does not mean that the tactile quality is neglectable. 
In fact, it is hardly approachable in either image-based study or internet-based 
shopping system.  In terms of the pattern of texture, for some fabrics which create 
patterns when the fabric is manufactured through fibres, yarns and fabrication, 
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such as tweed, these are called textured or structured pattern. Printed fabrics are 
printed onto the surface after construction, such as spots. Surface quality is the 
most important parameter to describe a fabric texture from its fabrication, finishes, 
transparency, thickness, weight, tactile and arousal. Apart from texture and 
surface, the drape of materials also influences the visual appearance of which 
clothes lay on the body. The factor of material draping will be discussed in a new 
section (4.3.6). Figure 4-9 visualises the differences of textures (wool, cotton, 
linen, silk, cashmere, chambray, seersucker, synthetic, hopsack and corduroy) and 
surfaces (coarse, matte, moderate, smooth and glossy) that distinguish jacket 
materials and entire looks.  
                      (Texture) 
 
                      (Surface) 
 
Figure 4-9 Textures and surfaces 
Meanings of material  
The materials of clothes could imply seasons, fineness and values, as well as body 
expressions. Heavier materials (e.g. tweed and corduroy) are for winter and fall, 
and lighter materials (e.g. linen and silk) are for spring and summer. Materials that 
are made of natural, synthetic and mixed fibres indicate the value and quality of 
clothes differently. The material surface has the effect either. Frequently, more 
natural and smooth fibres create fine looks. In addition, materials could achieve 
	Materials	>>	Materia 	types 
   Wool                             Cotton                              Linen                               Silk                           Cashmere                      
   Chambray                     Seersucker                        synthetic                        Hopsack                        Corduroy  
	Materials	>>		Surface 
  Coarse                            Matte                          Moderate                         Smooth                              Glossy 
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body expressive meanings, such as reveal or conceal body features by altering 
body proximity which is how closely the clothes mimic the shape of the body. 
4.3.5 Mix-and-match (fashion coordination) 
Above identified visual differences in clothes lines, shapes, patterns and materials 
belong to paradigmatic signs. Mix and matches create another visual difference 
that is syntagmatic sign referring to Barnard’s sign system mentioned earlier in 
this chapter.  Mix and match that equals to another term Fashion Coordination is 
an activity of mixing clothes items cross categories and match shapes, colours, 
patterns and materials in order to achieve a harmony look of an outfit.    
 
Figure 4-10 Clothes Mix-and-Matches 
For a piece of jacket, figure 4-10 shows four alternative ways of assembling 
jackets, shirts, neckties and pocket squares. The proportion of lapel, collar and tie 
width plays a vital role in style matches. Next, to mix and match patterns could 
result in disparate feelings between simplicity and complexity, understated and 
sophisticated. Flusser (Flusser, 2002) stated the principles of matching patterns: 
two same patterns using different scales; two different patterns using equal size 
except of small patterns; three patterns using the same scale; three patterns with 
two are the same using correct balance such as large checked jacket, small 
checked shirt and large striped tie; three patterns with same design using 
graduating scales such as small vertical striped shirt, medium vertical striped 
jacket and large diagonal striped tie; four patterns with a slight disorder but still 
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consistent in some design, such as windowpane jacket, checked tie and foulard 
pocket square all in brown, striped oxford shirt in light blue. Colours coordination 
changes the contrast and harmony between cool and warm, black and white, light 
and dark, as well as dull and intense.  
4.3.6 Drape, Movements and The way of Dressing 
Drape shows the way that clothes lay against the body. In Menswear, it typically 
indicates the drapery from the shoulders area in order to give fullness look in front 
of clothes where the chest muscles should be (Amies, 2007). Clothes fit and fabric 
dominates the differences of clothes drapes. Looser fit creates less structured 
drape due to less support from the body. However, clothes in similar fit may still 
defer to drapes due to different fabric properties. The physical character of fabric 
could generate dynamic deformation. Furthermore, such deformation could cause 
not only material drape but also material movements when the body is moving. 
Bugg found that clothes movements could change the perception of visual form in 
fashion communication through experimenting special-designed dress for dancers 
(Bugg, 2009).  Additionally, the way of dressing has the ability to change the 
visual appearance of clothes and its meanings, such as open is sporty and close is 
formal.   
4.3.7 Visual Illusions  
Visual illusion derives from Gestalt psychology (Moore, 1994) which studies 
apparent motion, the perception of pattern or shape through visual sensation. 
Several effects could occur, such as movements, increase and decrease shape. In 
terms of fashion optical illusion, clothes line could cause shape illusion by 1) 
single vertical line or small vertical striped pattern creates slimmer body; 2) single 
horizontal line disrupts vertical height and the position of horizontal line reflects 
body ratio, while, horizontal striped pattern creates wider body; 3) diagonal line(s) 
also creates slimmer look. Clothes colours, patterns and materials also have 
effects on shape size. Bright, intense or warm colours, large or high-contrasted 
patterns and shiny materials make body visually larger; dark, dull or cool colours, 
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plain patterns and matte materials are the opposite effects.  Applying these 
principles in fashion coordination, to mix certain visual elements could modify 
what the body says to the viewers.  
4.4 Summary  
This chapter introduces an idea of exploring the communicative function of 
clothes and using it to support a novel smart apparel recommendation system. The 
argumentations of the language of clothes and communication theory are found in 
a wide range of knowledge fields, including linguistics, semantics and fashion 
studies in the 20th century. This study summarises these arguments into three 
aspects, the signifier of signs, the signified of meanings, and the code of 
signification system from sign to meaning. Signs, the physical forms, have 
differences in paradigmatic and syntagmatic in Barnard’s theory, or in the Object, 
Support and Variant by Barthes’s fashion system. Meanings, the mental concept, 
could generate from either outside the apparel (designer, wearer and viewer) or 
the clothing itself (lines, shapes, colours, patterns and materials). It has two 
orders of meaning levels. The first order is the denotation that implies obvious, 
literal and indicative meanings.  The second order is the connotation that implies 
feelings and impressions. The indication system of the connotative level is 
somewhat arbitrary and relies on social agreements.  
Furthermore, the theory of signs and meanings referred in this study facilitates the 
understanding of styling of Menswear. Differences of its signs are identified based 
on the visual design of line and shape, colour, pattern and material, as well as mix 
and match, drape, movement and way of dressing, as well as visual illusion. 
Generations of meanings by each visual design element are analysed based on 
four layers: meanings from sign itself (e.g. shape), meanings from design 
organisation of sign (e.g. proportion of shape), meanings from ensemble of signs 
(e.g. shapes of an outfit), as well as meanings from some unique signs only in 
clothes (e.g. drape of shape). As for the code, or the signification laws between 
specific signs and meanings, this study exemplified some cases which are 
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considered to be positive, such as pinstripe suit jacket usually implies mental 
activity like for banker. Further investigations of the meaning system will be 
conducted in following chapters, combining apparel data, statistical analysis and 
computational approaches.  
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CHAPTER  
( 5 ) 
APPAREL DATA CONSTRUCTIONS AND COLLECTIONS BASED ON  
APPAREL COMMUNICATION THEORY  
 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction  
This study examines the feasibility of using the communicative function of 
clothes to advance intelligent recommendation systems. The key to constructing 
such a system is to figure out the rules of signification between clothes visual 
elements and meanings. It was considered to be arbitrary and related to social 
agreements in the social study. Alternatively, a new approach of using the 
computer and data-driven methods are proposed in this study. This chapter 
investigates existing data development methods and introduces a new solution of 
apparel data construction which is based on the apparel communication theory 
discussed in chapter four.  
Traditionally, obtaining customer information and purchasing data is a 
prerequisite for developing a recommendation system of offering new products 
that refer to previous purchasing data. However, recommending apparels that are 
similar to the previous ones may lead to customers’ dissatisfaction since people 
tend to seek style changes, or even style revamp to express individual identity. A 
revolution of recommendation system needs innovation in terms of apparel data 
construction. The scope and quality of data determine the functions and 
performances of an intelligent recommendation system no matter what learning 
algorithms are applied.   
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Acquisitions of high-quality data request a better understanding of clothes thereby 
extracting essential features as learning data. Such features come from not only 
the visual appearances of apparel but also the symbolic meanings behind that 
indicate users’ physique and dressing expectations. Regarding the visual 
appearances, the easier recognisable characters have been studied through either 
computer-based feature extractions (Chen et al., 2012b) or linguistic descriptive 
approaches (Vogiatzis et al., 2012). Very few studies addressed apparel meanings 
in their systems, and such features were discussed fragmentarily, which leads to 
widely distinctive systems, such as body styling recommendation (Vuruskan et al., 
2015), occasion recommendation (Liu et al., 2012a) and style mix-and-match 
recommendation (Vaccaro et al., 2016).   
A more thorough apparel recommendation system needs more accurate data to 
support. Based on the theoretical analyses of visual signs and meaning generations, 
this chapter introduced a new apparel data coding system and two datasets 
representing signs and meanings.  The ATTRIBUTE data is connected with the 
differences of visual elements from lines, shapes, colours, patterns, materials, mix 
and matches etc. The MEANING data is connected with denotation and 
connotation meanings caused by these differences. Overall, the new data can 
speak (signal) out how people interact with apparel and express meanings through 
dressing activities. 
5.2 Existing apparel data collection methods 
Current data for developing online recommendation systems is driven by both 
products and customers data. As apparel recommendation systems request unique 
and personalised recommendation functions, several knowledge-based data, such 
as expert data were explored in order to formulate such a smart system. Figure 5-1 
summarised existing research of using these data to develop various kinds of 
recommendation systems. First, researchers have examined several different data 
sources from commercial database (Bracher et al., 2016), social sharing platforms 
(Kalantidis et al., 2013, Loni et al., 2014, Vaccaro et al., 2016), fashion magazines 
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(Iwata et al., 2011, Murakami et al., 2015) and fashion shows (Tu and Dong, 
2010). These online images were transformed into machine learning system as the 
attribute and label data. Applied attributes of clothes and users were extracted 
from computer-based image features, design features, user’s profile and physical 
features. The rules of matching attributes of clothes and users as label data were 
obtained based on customer purchase history, crowdsourcing, or fashion clothing 
experts.  
 
Figure 5-1 A classification of existing data developments 
Current studies have been focusing on different branches of data developments, 
which led to several independent systems. As it can be seen in a matrix (Figure 5-
1, bottom right), to excavate useful data of user’s profiles and bought/liked history 
and then recommend new products based on images similarity formed the original 
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system, preference-based recommendations. This idea has been widely discussed 
and was similar to other types of online products (Wang et al., 2014). A raising 
research concern was that apparel recommendations should consider both clothing 
and utilise clothes for dressing. Occasion-oriented recommendations extracted 
clothes image features and labelled it through crowdsourcing method (Liu et al., 
2012a). Customer profile and behavioural data were replaced by occasion data 
offered by online crowdsourcers. Moreover, some researchers focused on outfit 
images designed by domain experts for developing another new function of style 
mix-and-matches in a styling recommendation (advice) system (Kalantidis et al., 
2013, Hu et al., 2015, Jagadeesh et al., 2014). An innovative system defined 
attribute data through the direction of clothing designs and dressing for bodies in 
order to reach an intelligent body styling function (Vuruskan et al., 2015). 
Apparently, apparel data involving with image feature has received significant 
research attention to compare with content-based design feature. Regarding the 
user data, existing systems seldom accounted the users’ physical information in 
attribute data identifications.  
There were semantic and computational approaches applicable for apparel data 
coding. The semantic coding method denoted apparel elements using semantic 
words to subdivide categorical values of each element. Some studies only focused 
on the element of clothing outline. The style components were the most direct 
description (Li and Li, 2012), e.g. silhouette, length, collar etc. style names as 
another option indicated different combinations of components (Zeng et al., 2013), 
e.g. Chester coat, Trenchcoat and Duffle coat. A design system introduced a three-
layer model, silhouette, style structure and design detail level (Mok et al., 2013).  
Apart from the style outline, some studies addressed colour, pattern and fabric by 
the names and types (Perkinian and Vikkraman, 2015a, Vuruskan et al., 2015, 
Wong et al., 2009a). As for describing users, the element of body colours (eye, 
hair, skin and eyebrows) was represented by four subclasses of Spring, Summer, 
Autumn and Winter (Vogiatzis et al., 2012). The element of body shape was 
divided into hourglass, inverted triangle (broad at the top), rectangular (broad and 
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straight), oval, triangular (broad at the bottom), straight, narrow and normal 
(Vogiatzis et al., 2012, Vuruskan et al., 2015). Overall, current linguistic coding 
methods are applicable for all clothing categories, but lack of deeper elements 
such as the style design and coordination.  
Computer vision based methods could extract visual features of apparel images 
automatically. Current research has showed the abilities of using computer to 
detect colours combination (Zempo and Sumita, 2015), texture (Kim et al., 2013a), 
outline shape (Cheng and Liu, 2008a), clothes region in a complex background 
(Jagadeesh et al., 2014, Kalantidis et al., 2013), and some local features (Iwata et 
al., 2011) e.g. the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). Automatic 
extractions could generate a larger size of image data and codes, but less accurate 
and useful to compare with the semantic attributes. It needs more research efforts 
to bridge connections between apparel features and visual image features.   
5.3 Preliminary investigation of apparel communication via 
different visual mediums 
In visual communication, apparel language is presented through different visual 
forms including two-dimensional textile images and black-and-white style 
diagrams, three-dimensional real clothes images and try-on videos. Majority 
studies have been focusing on three-dimensional clothes image. In comparison, 
style diagram (Zeng et al., 2013, Li and Li, 2012, Mok et al., 2013) and try-on 
video (Tu and Dong, 2010) were less addressed. In order to investigate apparel 
visual forms, a preliminary investigation has been conducted in this research, 
aiming to study whether clothes in different visual formats could affect meanings 
in apparel-people communication. If so, the second aim is to further analyse the 
disparity of apparel signification between visual elements of lines, shapes, colours, 
patterns, materials, drape, movements etc. and semantic meanings. Eventually, 
above assessments of different visual forms provide the fundamental principle for 
apparel data selection in next stage of data collection.  
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5.3.1 Introduction of trial design  
200 participants were recruited and five iconic jacket styles (Figure 5-2) were 
displayed on textiles, style diagrams, real images and videos as the stimuli. The 
questions were set up based on the semantic differential scale which is a rating 
scale using two polar adjectives to measure referent concepts. Figure 5-3 
demonstrates four of well-designed questions that use a 7-scale semantic 
differential scale to measure perceptions of the same jacket in four displays with 
semantic word groups, such as formal-casual, mature-young, fashionable-
traditional, masculine-feminine and like-dislike in style diagram measurements. 
The full designed questionnaire is available in Appendix 1. Since textiles (colour, 
pattern and material) and style diagrams (line and shape) do not share visual 
elements, semantic words for the two forms were designed separately. However, 
clothes image and video were measured by a joint set of semantic words because 
visual elements are fully visible. Bristol online survey (BOS) was used to create a 
questionnaire as it is licensed in University. A new data collection approach, 
crowdsourcing allows researcher to recruit targeted groups online and receive 
results instantly with a small payment. This study ran a parallel test to launch this 
survey on an online survey platform (BOS) and a crowdsourcing platform 
(Clickworker) in order to compare the results of data collections.  
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Figure 5-2 Apparel samples and displays 
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Figure 5-3 Questionnaire design  
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5.3.2 Comparison of visual signs displayed in textile image, black-
and-white style image, real clothes image and try-on video 
As a result, a total number of 203 people were participated in this work through 
the crowdsourcing platform in one day, while the online survey method was 
rejected as less than ten responses were received in one month. So far, it has 
proven that crowdsourcing works more efficiently than traditional data collection 
methods. The quality of data will be examined in next section through statistical 
analysis. In crowdsourcing data, three responses were rejected as either not living 
in the UK or not complete the questionnaires. 200 valid responses were eventually 
applied for analysis. Figure 5-4 illustrates the distributions of participants’ age 
ranges, occupations, fashion involvements and regions. The majorities are aged 
between 19-25 and 26-35, which is consistent with the presupposed scope of the 
user group. Students (77s) occupied the largest proportion in these age ranges. 
Most people were recruited from irrelevant fields of fashion. The last pie chart 
shows that two participants are not from the targeted region which is the UK 
residence. Therefore, the two responses are rejected. Next, all answers in semantic 
differential scale were encoded and recoded into SPSS statistics software.  
             
     
Figure 5-4 Distributions of age, occupations, fashion involvements and regions 
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Comparisons of scaling statistics in four types of stimuli  
Reliability and correlation analysis have been conducted to deal with scaling 
statistics of judging five pieces of suit jackets illustrated by textiles (T), styles (S), 
clothes (C) and videos (V). Reliability assessment is a necessary test to evaluate 
the data quality obtained through crowdsourcing method. The test result in figure 
5-5 shows Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient of .950 (>.70) which is considered to be 
ideally adequate.  A number of items (284) refer to the dimension of codes 
representing one participant’s answers.  
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's 
Alpha 
Cronbach's 
Alpha Based on 
Standardized 
Items N of Items 
.950 .958 284 
Figure 5-5 Result of reliability analysis 
Next, in order to investigate the perceptual differentiation of observing clothes in 
textiles (T), styles (S), clothes (C) and videos (V), correlation analysis has been 
conducted in SPSS 24.0. Result in figure 5-6 demonstrates the Pearson 
Correlation coefficients based on all measurements on textiles of jacket a-e 
(Question 6-10), style diagrams of jacket a-e (Question 12-16), clothes images of 
jacket a-e (Question 18-22) and videos of jacket a-e (Question 24-28). In 
horizontal, more significant in correlation are highlighted with darker colours 
gradually. People gave the most irrelevant scores between textiles (T) and styles 
(S) to compare with the rest categories. This is because the two formats could not 
reflect the full visual signs of a piece of clothing with either the textile absence or 
style absence. Therefore, the ways of displaying clothes between textiles and style 
diagrams could result in different judgments of users on a same article of clothing. 
By contrast, the two measurements between clothes images and videos by 200 
participants received the highest coefficients (a=.504, b=.480, c=.580, d=.538 and 
e=.615) and with significant level .00 <.01for all. Clothes in visual signs of the 
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image (C) and video (V) can result in liner-correlated measurements of meanings, 
including like-dislike, high-low arousal, refined-bold, formal-casual, mature-
young, fashionable-traditional and masculine-feminine. Therefore, the two 
formats could be converted to each other through mathematical description under 
an acceptable error. In another word, there are connections between the 
information people received and the results delivered from either clothing images 
or videos. In vertical, the results of Clothes-Video also received high consistency 
from five utterly distinctive jacket looks. It could verify that the selection of jacket 
styles do not obstruct the result regarding visual forms in image and video.  
   Textile-
Style 
Style-
Clothes 
Style-Video Textile-
Video 
Textile-
Clothes 
Clothes-
Video 
 
Jacket-A 
Pearson Correlation .189** .194*** .210** .233** .318** .504** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .007 .006 .003 .001 .000 .000 
 
Jacket-B 
Pearson Correlation .120 .237** .280** .094 .073 .480** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .090 .001 .000 .184 .307 .000 
 
Jacket-C 
Pearson Correlation .117 .219** .237** .426** .457** .580** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .098 .002 .001 .000 .000 .000 
 
Jacket-D 
Pearson Correlation .184** .296** .336** .308** .316** .538** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .009 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Jacket-E Pearson Correlation .005 .094 .142* .411** .464** .615** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .947 .186 .045 .000 .000 .000 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). N=200 
Figure 5-6 Correlations of four visual forms- Textile, Style, Clothes and Video  
 
Figure 5-7 to figure 5-12 visualise the measurements of semantic word group: 
Like-Dislike between clothes images and videos from the sample (A) to sample 
(E). Figure 5-13 compares the measurements between textiles and style diagrams. 
Horizontal axis refers to a total number of 200 scales given by participants. The 
vertical axis indicates to 7-point semantic differential scale.  By ranking scales 
from the most negative (1= extreme dislike) to the most positive (7= extreme like), 
the degree of the similarity between green and blue lines could visualise the entire 
scaling correlation of two stimuli. Comparatively speaking, clothes image vs 
video in all five testing samples demonstrates a high degree of similarity, while, 
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textile vs. style diagram in sample (E) illustrates the most negative result of 
correlation. 
 
 
Figure 5-7 Measurements of sample (A) in Image and Video 
 
 
Figure 5-8 Measurements of sample (E) in Image and Video 
 
 
Figure 5-9 Measurements of sample (B) in Image and Video 
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Figure 5-10 Measurements of sample (D) in Image and Video 
 
Figure 5-11 Measurements of sample (C) in Image and Video 
 
Figure 5-12 Measurements of sample (E) in Textile and Style  
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In-depth interplays between visual elements of line, shape, colour, pattern, 
material， drape, movements and semantic meanings  
The perceptual differences of four visual forms have been measured using 
semantic words. This section analyses the in-depth laws connecting semantic 
meanings with the visual design of each format of clothes language. Question 
11,17,23,29 and 30 were designed to further explore the interplays between 
semantic judgments and jacket visual forms including colours, patterns, materials, 
lapels, pockets, buttons, breasts, silhouettes, clothing length, sleeves length, as 
well as clothing movements. For instance, Q29 in figure 5-13 was asking 
participants to highlight the elements that they have been focused on during 
making judgments on Video (V) of all five samples. Q11, Q17 and Q23 were 
similar to Q29 but regarding Textile (T), Style diagram (S) and Clothes image (C) 
respectively. Q30 in figure 5-14 was the last question to measure the degree of 
importance of each appearing visual elements in terms of overall looks.  
 
Figure 5-13 Design of Question 29 
 
Figure 5-14 Design of Question 30 
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As a result, scores distributions in bar charts demonstrate the degree of 
importance of every clothes element in Textiles (blue), Styles (red), Clothes 
(green) and Videos (purple) of sample A to E (Figure 5-15, 5-17, 5-19, 5-21, 5-
23). According to each bar chart, line charts (Figure 5-16, 5-18, 5-20, 5-22, 5-24) 
are introduced to indicate the distributions of semantic measurements in four 
visual forms. Combining the two charts could help understand the 
interconnections between each visual element and semantic word. For instance, in 
sample A, Textile A received visual elements of colour (103), pattern/prints (86) 
and material (121) in blue bars of figure 5-15. Semantic words to against textile A 
are high/low arousal (59, 0), refined/bold (53, 2) and like/dislike (66, 1) in figure 
5-16a, which means that 59 people marked “moderate arousal”, 53 people marked 
“very refined” and 66 people marked “like”. It appears that textile A’s material as 
the most significant feature was preferred with the feelings of very refined and 
average arousal. And by this analogy, sample A’s style diagram was very formal 
(70, 2), mature (69, 2) and masculine (59, 2), especially reflected from the type of 
pockets (118) and collar types (90). Regarding sample A’s image and video, 
significantly, as the most important feature, colour (149 and 138) delivers the 
feelings of very refined, fashionable, masculine and formal.  
Overall, the degree of importance of visual elements on the semantic meanings of 
the five samples is ranked as: colour with plain textiles>pattern with textured 
textiles>material>pocket(s)>collar shape> number of buttons>contours. And, the 
least relevant elements are the length of clothes and sleeves. Meanwhile, video-
related elements, such as body attractiveness and movements have relatively low 
impacts on perceptual differences. These elements with lower influences may not 
be considered in the next step of research. Furthermore, textile-related visual 
elements (colour, pattern and material) received more attention than style-related 
elements. Additionally, clothes in images and videos (green and purple bars) 
gained similar focuses among each clothing elements in all five samples, which 
further confirmed the correlation between the two forms.  
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Figure 5-15 Scores distribution of clothing elements in sample A 
    
             Figure 5-16a Textile A                                  Figure 5-16b Style A 
 
                Figure 5-16c Clothes A                               Figure 5-16d Video A 
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Figure 5-17 Scores distribution of clothing elements in sample B 
 
               Figure 5-18a Textile B                                       Figure 5-18b Style  
    
              Figure 5-18c Clothes B                                       Figure 5-18d Video B 
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Figure 5-19 Scores distribution of clothing elements in sample C 
 
               Figure 5-20a Textile C                                    Figure 5-20b Style C 
 
                Figure 5-20c Clothes C                                Figure 5-20d Video C 
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Figure 5-21 Scores distribution of clothing elements in sample D 
 
             Figure 5-22a Textile D                                     Figure 5-22b Style D 
 
                Figure 5-22c Clothes D                                 Figure 5-22d Video D 
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Figure 5-23 Scores distribution of clothing elements in sample E 
 
                Figure 5-24a Textile E                                  Figure 5-24b Style E 
 
                Figure 5-24c Clothes E                                  Figure 5-24d Video E 
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5.4 Apparel data construction and collection  
Based on preliminary investigation, image-based data have been verified to be 
approachable in this study. Hence, the original sample database is selected from 
image-based apparel sources. The encoding of original apparel images is 
conducted based on a new proposed data coding system which integrates visual 
language of clothes and visual communications with people. 
Two groups of datasets have been constructed in this section. The first one is 
called ATTRIBUTE dataset that is composed of visual elements to represent 
physical signs of clothes (signifier). It is constructed by manual encoding 
according to apparel coding system. The other one is called MEANING dataset 
that is labelled with the semantic meanings and expressions to represent mental 
concepts (signified). For data acquisition, a series of labelling experiments are 
adopted to collect meaning-associated apparel data. Finally, in order to evaluate 
data quality, reliability and validity assessments are conducted with both content-
based and statistics-based methods.  
5.4.1 Apparel sample selections   
Existing research has been focusing on several different data sources from 
commercial database (Bracher et al., 2016), social sharing platforms (Kalantidis et 
al., 2013, Loni et al., 2014, Vaccaro et al., 2016), fashion magazines (Iwata et al., 
2011, Murakami et al., 2015) and fashion shows (Tu and Dong, 2010). Some 
studies (Bracher et al., 2016, Shamoi et al., 2016) emphasised to adopt images 
with the neutral white background to avoid variegated and patchy background. 
Also considering the probability of being a commercial application, this study 
chose clothing images from online shopping instead of street fashion images as 
the data source. In order to eliminate potential interferences, such as models, 
poses, lights, backgrounds, image sizes and other noises, a number of 220 
qualified clothing images from online retailers were filtered with a wide range of 
colours, fabrics, styles, patterns and fashion mix-and-matches. Figure 5-25 shows 
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some results of samples selections, and these outfit images are used to represent 
the physical signs in the apparel communication system investigation.   
 
Figure 5-25 Selected study samples in apparel image database 
5.4.2 Construction of the ATTRIBUTE dataset based on apparel 
coding system 
Attribute data definition 
Attribute data in this study is intended to capture the first order of meanings, 
denotation meanings that are generated from apparel itself, such as lines, shapes 
or colours. The term of the attribute in computer learning has two categories. 
Local attributes refer to image features that are recognised by the computer. 
Semantic attributes are linguistic units, such as clothes categories, lapel types, or 
pocket types that indicate clothes features from images. In this study, the 
mentioned semantic attributes could denote the obvious and literal meanings of 
clothes such as lapel shape is denoted as peak, notch or shawl. Apart from that, 
the study introduced deep semantic attributes to denote specific visual design 
features such as the proportion of lapel shape is wide, normal or narrow. More 
terms such as the contrast, harmony, illusion, emphasis and complexity could be 
adopted to denote deep semantic attributes (Fiore, 2010).  
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ATTRIBUTE data construction  
The identified visual features in section 3.3.1 (Figure 3.4) are further described by 
categorical and ordinal values. Regarding clothing lines and shapes, it was divided 
into outline, drape, button, vent and fit.  As seen in figure 5-26, the author 
summarised 12 outline types to represent all different combinations of jacket 
lapels, pockets and breasts. The drape of clothes is distinguished by structured and 
unstructured. The structured drape has curve, padding, stiff and defining darts, 
while the opposite one looks boxy, no padding, soft and no dart. Remaining 
elements of buttons, vent and fit simply use the degree or numeral values.  
 
Figure 5-26  Jacket outlines identification 
The apparel fabric has three descriptors, colours, patterns and materials. 
Describing fabric colour and pattern properties are referred by a series of books in 
colour theory and design principle. Instead of colour names, the study excavated 
deep features by employing colour components of hue, light and saturation 
according to the colour theory (Wong, 1987). For instance, the jacket hue contains 
blue, green, red, yellow and achromatic according to the primary colours on the 
colour wheel (Absent hues of the jacket are rejected). The Light and Saturation 
use degree variables to describe the lightness and intensity of jacket hue. Since 
patterns also carry colour information, a new feature of pattern colours contrasts 
along with pattern type and size are applied for pattern descriptions (Fernandez, 
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2009, Russell, 2011). The element of material has two dimensions, the material 
name and surface quality.  
An example is given here to illustrate how a jacket style is converted to attribute 
data (Figure 5-27). The coding process contains two stages from describing 
elements properties to capturing the rules of elemental compositions. For instance, 
a sample jacket in the first step is described as notch lapel, patch pocket, single 
breast, two buttons, grey plaid patterns, and wool material. The second stage is to 
dig in-depth features, such as colours contrast (Fiore, 2010), lines and shapes 
proportions, colours and shapes illusions and patterns complexity. For example, a 
distinctive feature on four black jackets in figure 5-27 is the proportion between 
jacket width and length (see yellow frames). Eventually, a coding system of 
attribute data is formulated containing a number of 45 attributes describing jackets, 
shirts, neckties and pocket squares. Table 5-1 shows a full list of attributes and 
categorical and ordinal values of attributes. 
 
Figure 5-27  An example of extracting design features 
 
Table 5-1 Apparel coding system structure 
A full list of Attributes Categorical and ordinal values of Attributes 
Outfit-pairing J+s/J+s+t/J+s+p/J+s+t+p (* J=jacket; s=shirt; t=tie; p=pocket square) 
Jacket Outline  
(*Pocket+Collar+Breast
+Hem) 
Notch-flap/ notch-slant/ notch ticket/ notch-piding/ notch-2patch/ notch-
3patch/ peak-flap/ peak-patch/ peak-double-flap/ peak-double-piding/ peak-
double-patch/ shawl-piding  
Jacket button(s)  No button/ 1row/ 2 rows/ 3 rows  
Jacket drape Structured/ unstructured  
Jacket vent  Central single/ side double 
Jacket fit Slim/ regular  
		 	
		 >>	
Lines and shapes 
Colours 
Patterns 
Materials 
Mix and Matches 
Colours Illusions 
Colours Contrasts 
Patterns Complexities 
Lines &Shapes Proportions 
		 	 		
 Wide/Short   Narrow/Short   Narrow/Long    Wide/Long 
>>		
Jacket width/length 
Jacket width/lapel width 
Lapel width/necktie width 
Tie knot size/shirt collar size 
<
<
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Jacket proportion  Narrow long/wide short/ narrow short/ wide long  
Jacket fabric None (plain)/ textured pattern/ printed pattern 
Jacket Hue Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  
Jacket Light Light/ medium/ dark 
Jacket Saturation  Intense/ dull/ no colour  
Jacket pattern  Vertical stripes/Horizontal stripes/Slant stripes/plaids/checks/spots/other 
figures/slub/herringbone /melange/houndstooth/bird’s eye/plain 
Jacket pattern size Small/ normal/ large 
Jacket pattern colour 
contrast  
Low/medium/high  
Jacket material Wool/cotton/linen/silk/knit/cashmere/chambray/seersucker/hopsack/flannel/cor
duroy  
Jacket surface Coarse/matte/moderate/smooth/glossy  
Shirt collar Classic/button down/spread/cutaway/mandarin/rounded 
Shirt Hue Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  
Shirt Light Light/ medium/ dark 
Shirt Saturation  Intense/ dull/ no colour  
Shirt pattern  V-stripes/ /plaids/checks/spots/other figures/melange/plain 
Shirt pattern size Small/ normal/ large 
Shirt pattern colour 
contrast 
Low/medium/high  
Shirt material Wool/cotton/linen/silk/knit 
Tie note  Small/regular/big/bow tie 
Tie Hue Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  
Tie Light Light/ medium/ dark 
Tie Saturation  Intense/ dull/ no colour  
Tie pattern  Vertical stripes/Horizontal stripes/Slant stripes/spots/plain 
Tie pattern size Small/ normal/ large 
Tie pattern colour contrast Low/medium/high  
Tie material Wool/cotton/linen/silk/knit 
Square shape  Straight/ unfinished/ puff/ one-peak/ four-peak 
Square Hue Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  
Square Light Light/ medium/ dark 
Square Saturation  Intense/ dull/ no colour  
Square pattern  Vertical stripes/Horizontal stripes/Slant stripes/spots/other figures/plain 
Square pattern size Small/ normal/ large 
Square pattern colour 
contrast 
Low/medium/high  
Square material Wool/cotton/linen/silk/knit 
All colours contrast Hue/ lightness/ saturation 
All colours harmony Monochromatic/analogous harmony/complementary harmony/split 
complementary/triadic  
All shapes illusions Increase shape: colour/pattern/line/shape 
Decrease shape: colour/pattern/line/shape  
All emphasis  Jacket style/jacket fabric/shirt fabric/tie fabric/square fabric 
All complexity  All plains/ 1-type pattern/ 2-type patterns/ 3-type patterns/ 4-type patterns  
 
The structure of proposed apparel data coding system has been reviewed by the 
menswear professionals who have knowledge background in menswear design, 
research or bespoke tailoring. A feature extraction notebook which is an image 
and text combined demonstrating material (see Appendix 2) was sent to three 
evaluators. The feedback and suggestions are summarised into these points:  
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• Detailed features: may consider adding specific design features of the men’s 
suit jackets such as the lapel width, gorge position and first button position  
• Lapel design: Lapel size is very important since it can really date a blazer 
(thinking big 1970's collar). 
• Jacket outline: to address the pocket, collar, lapel and breast design 
separately  
• The Colours: The colour/design is the most important feature. The 
blazers/suits have distinguished colours to other clothes categories.  
• Shape Illusions: the illusion applies to correct figures particular the chest 
area on men’s blazers/suits. 
• Style cuts: panels, shoulder, waist, dart et al.  
• Material: The quality of the material is of high importance, as well as the 
Workmanship of lining, stitching et al.   
• Wearing on the body: The blazers/suits have a different look when they are 
worn compared to when they are laid flat. 
The adjusted structure and codes of apparel coding system are demonstrated in 
table 5-2: 
Table 5-2 Adjusted apparel coding system structure 
 A full list of Attributes Categorical and ordinal values of Attributes Codes 
Natural 
features 
Jacket lapel Notch/ peak/ shawl 1-3 
Jacket pocket  flap/ slant/ ticket/ jetted/ patch  1-5 
Jacket breast  Single breasted/ double breasted  1-2 
Jacket button(s)  one row/ two rows/ three rows  1-3 
Jacket fit Slim/ regular 1-2 
Jacket fabric None (plain)/ textured pattern/ printed pattern 0-2 
Jacket colour  Black/dark grey/light grey/white/navy/light 
blue/brown/light brown/blue/burgundy/green 
1-11 
Jacket pattern  Plain/Vertical stripes/Horizontal stripes/Slant 
stripes/plaids/checks/spots/other 
figures/slub/herringbone 
/melange/houndstooth/bird’s eye 
0-12 
Design 
features 
Lapel width Narrow/normal/wide 1-3 
Gorge position High/normal/low 1-3 
First button position High/normal/low  1-3 
Jacket proportion  Narrow long/wide short/ narrow short/ wide long  
(* ratio of Clothes length and width)  
1-4 
Jacket drape Structured/ unstructured  1-2 
Jacket silhouette Straight/waistline 1-2 
Jacket Hue Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  1-5 
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Jacket Light Light/ medium/ dark 1-3 
Jacket Saturation  Intense/ dull/ no colour  1-3 
Jacket pattern size No pattern/Small/ normal/ large 0-3 
Jacket pattern contrast  No pattern/Low/medium/high  0-3 
Jacket material surface Coarse/matte/moderate/smooth/glossy  1-5 
Natural 
features 
Shirt collar Classic/button 
down/spread/cutaway/mandarin/rounded 
1-6 
Shirt pattern  Plain/V-stripes/plaids/checks/spots/other 
figures/melange 
0-6 
Design 
features 
Shirt Hue Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  1-5 
Shirt Light Light/ medium/ dark 1-3 
Shirt Saturation  Intense/ dull/ no colour  1-3 
Shirt pattern size No pattern/Small/ normal/ large 0-3 
Shirt pattern contrast No pattern/Low/medium/high  0-3 
Natural 
features 
Tie note  No tie/Small/regular/big/bow tie 0-4 
Tie pattern  Plain/Vertical stripes/Horizontal stripes/Slant 
stripes/spots/plain 
0-5 
Design 
features 
Tie Hue No tie/Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  0-5 
Tie Light No tie/Light/ medium/ dark 0-3 
Tie Saturation  No tie/Intense/ dull/ no colour  0-3 
Tie pattern size No pattern/Small/ normal/ large 0-3 
Tie pattern contrast No pattern/Low/medium/high  0-3 
Natural features Square shape  No square/Straight/ unfinished/ puff/ one-peak/ four-
peak 
0-5 
Square pattern  Plain/Vertical stripes/Horizontal stripes/Slant 
stripes/spots/other figures 
0-5 
Design 
features 
Square Hue No square/Blue/ green/ red/ yellow/ achromatic  0-5 
Square Light No square/Light/ medium/ dark 0-3 
Square Saturation  No square/Intense/ dull/ no colour  0-3 
Natural 
features 
Outfit-pairing J+s/J+s+t/J+s+p/J+s+t+p  
(* J=jacket; s=shirt; t=tie; p=pocket square) 
1-4 
Design 
features 
Outfit colours contrast Hue/ lightness/ saturation 1-3 
Outfit colours harmony Monochromatic/analogous 
harmony/complementary harmony/split 
complementary/triadic  
1-5 
Outfit shapes illusions Increase-body/increase-chest/decrease-
body/decrease-chest 
1-4 
Outfit emphasis  Jacket style/jacket fabric/shirt fabric/tie 
fabric/square fabric 
1-5 
Outfit complexity  All plains/ 1-type pattern/ 2-type patterns/ 3-type 
patterns/ 4-type patterns  
1-5 
 
Data Encoding  
Based on the adjusted data coding approach, the previously selected apparel 
samples (220s) are manually encoded into SPSS 24.0 system. The identified 45 
semantic attributes are treated as variable set in statistic system. It is divided into 
25 categorical variables (e.g. lapel types) and 20 ordinal variables (e.g. the 
number of buttons) according to their properties. Next, variables are given 
numerical values based on the proposed categorical and ordinal values. The first 
item denotes as “1”, the last item equals to the size of variable dimensions, and 
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items with attributes absence denote as “0”. For instance, a jacket is recoded into 
45 dimensions of variables, each variable, such as Jacket proportion, is encoded 
by numerical values: 1 is ‘wide/short’, 2 is ‘narrow/short’, 3 is ‘narrow/long’, and 
4 is ‘wide/long’ from the subcategories. Given a sample apparel, some attributes 
are appearing on the image, some invisible attributes, such as the structure, are 
gained by following each sample’s product descriptions on its purchasing website. 
Samples still with missing attributes are eliminated. Eventually, a number of 200 
samples went into the final dataset. 
The full ATTRIBUTE data are available in Appendix 3. An example of codes 
generations is demonstrated as follow: 
 
Sample No.1=[2,2,2,2,1,3,5,4,3,1,3,4,1,2,1,3,2,3,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,3,2,3,3,3,2,4,1,1,1, 
4,3,1,1,4,1] 
Codes  Representations of codes 
2  Peak Jacket lapel Attribute_1 
2  Patch Jacket pocket  Attribute_2 
2  Double breasted Jacket breast  Attribute_3 
2  Two-row Jacket button(s)  Attribute_4 
1  Slim Jacket fit Attribute_5 
3  Figured pattern Jacket fabric Attribute_6 
5  Navy Jacket colour  Attribute_7 
4  Plaids Jacket pattern  Attribute_8 
3  Wide Lapel width Attribute_9 
1  High Gorge position Attribute_10 
3  Low First button position Attribute_11 
4  Wide long Jacket proportion  Attribute_12 
1  Structured Jacket drape Attribute_13 
2  Waistline Jacket silhouette Attribute_14 
1  Blue Jacket Hue Attribute_15 
3  Dark Jacket Light Attribute_16 
2  Dull Jacket Saturation  Attribute_17 
3  Large Jacket pattern size Attribute_18 
1  Low Jacket pattern contrast  Attribute_19 
2  Matte Jacket material surface Attribute_20 
3  Spread Shirt collar Attribute_21 
1  Blue Shirt Hue Attribute_22 
1  Light Shirt Light Attribute_23 
1  Intense Shirt Saturation Attribute_24 
1  Vertical stripes Shirt pattern  Attribute_25 
1  Small Shirt pattern size Attribute_26 
1  Low Shirt pattern contrast Attribute_27 
2  Regular Tie note  Attribute_28 
1  Blue Tie Hue Attribute_29 
3  Dark Tie Light Attribute_30 
  2  Dull Tie Saturation Attribute_31 
3  Slant stripes Tie pattern  Attribute_32 
3  Large Tie pattern size Attribute_33 
3  Large Tie pattern contrast Attribute_34 
2  Unfinished Square shape  Attribute_35 
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4  Yellow Square Hue Attribute_36 
1  Light Square Light Attribute_37 
1  Intense Square Saturation Attribute_38 
1  Printed pattern Square pattern  Attribute_39 
4  j+s+t+p Outfit-pairing Attribute_40 
3  Saturation Outfit colours contrast Attribute_41 
1  Monochromatic Outfit colours harmony Attribute_42 
1  Increase-body Outfit shapes illusions Attribute_43 
4  4-type patterns Outfit emphasis  Attribute_44 
1  Jacket style Outfit complexity  Attribute_45 
 
Noticing that the numerical values are used equally to represent categories, the 
numeric itself does not have order and intensity. In next chapter, to avoid errors in 
data training and modelling, one hot encoding approach will be introduced to 
convert categorical variables into binary vectors. A one-hot vector uses “1” to be 
the only active attribute to distinguish all other negative attributes with “0s”.  For 
instance, the jacket colours were originally denoted from 1 to 11. As the digitals 
carrying values may confuse the computations, parameter coding is introduced as 
shown in table 5-3, with Black (1000000000), Dark grey (0100000000), Light 
grey (0010000000) and until Green (0000000000).  
Table 5-3 An example of “Jacket colours” with one hot encoding method 
Categorical Variables Codings 
Jacket pattern Frequency 
Parameter coding 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Black 24 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Dark grey 24 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Light grey 31 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
White 3 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Navy 37 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Light blue 13 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Brown 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 .000 
Light brown 18 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 
Blue 34 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 .000 
Burgundy 5 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 1.000 
Green 6 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
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5.4.3 Collection of the MEANING dataset through clothes experts 
Data definition  
The MEANING data is identified as the second order of meanings, connotation 
meanings that are generated outside of apparel by people, such as wearers, 
viewers or designers. It denotes the feelings, thoughts, beliefs and desires of 
clothes based on perceived concepts. General speaking, peak lapel feels formal. 
Peak lapel with a wider shape and higher position of gorge could formulate a 
muscular chest look. This study presents connotation meanings by perceptual 
feelings (style genres, e.g. elegant) and body meanings (to indicate body shapes). 
These identified meanings are used to label apparel samples. As mentioned earlier, 
the second order of meanings is given by people. Therefore, it is necessary to 
decide which people could contribute to those meanings. Making clothes 
meaningful and communicative is a skill that not everybody has it so that only 
clothes professionals are qualified as skilled people. This group contributes to data 
collection in labelling experiments.     
Data collection  
The MEANING data have been collected through labelling tasks by clothes 
experts. Labelling tasks are involved with judging a large number of apparel 
samples by semantic words that represent presupposed meanings. Those words 
describing outfits through the sense of design are named genres. It refers to style 
keywords with particular meaning to define a harmony combination of design 
elements across different clothing categories.  Some studies (Vaccaro et al., 2016, 
Murakami et al., 2015) extracted a vast number of words from fashion magazines 
and fashion community sites such as Polyvore, Chicisimo and Weardrobe as it 
offers a significant number of outfits images with descriptions in words. However, 
to extract those words connected with dressing genre requests a tedious process to 
get rid of inappropriate words describing weather, place, event, detailing and other 
aspects. Instead, the author conducted a keyword retrieval method through the 
materials that involve with style semantics and genre classifications.  
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The result of keyword searching found a large number of style descriptors (184s) 
from personalised shopping sites, communication platforms of style mix-and-
matches, stylists’ blogs and style semantic related studies. Some words, like 
formal and fashion, are relatively abstract, and some words, like trendy, modern, 
stylish, and chic have overlapped meanings in style. Therefore, it was necessary to 
cluster all descriptors based on meaning interpretations. The most popular and 
widely used word was defined as the representing keyword for each clustered 
group, such as elegant is representing refined, sleek, tasteful, smart, glamour, 
mature, attractive and other words in this class.  
       
Figure 5-28 Sample labelling by style keywords 
Eventually, a 11-class set of style MEANING adjectives was employed as 
predefined labels including style genres of Casual, Trendy, Professional, Elegant, 
Classic and Playful as demonstrated in figure 5-28, as well as body corrections for 
Square (broad all over), Circle (chubby all over), Triangle (soft round middle), 
Invert Triangle (broad shoulders slim waist) and Slim (straight up and down). The 
annotators were five commercial stylists with at least two-year working 
experience in a large retail sector. The labelling adjectives of apparel samples 
were coded and recorded into SPSS 24.0 in accordance with the ATTRIBUTE 
data.  
The full MEANING data are available in Appendix 3. An example of codes 
generations is demonstrated as follow: 
 
 
 
>>Style  
Genres 
Professional
Playful
ElegantCasual
Trendy
Classic
>>
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Sample No.1=[0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1] 
 
 
5.5 Data quality evaluations  
5.5.1 Reliability Assessments 
The result of reliability assessment shows that a total number of 45 items in 
attributes data received Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient of .780, standardised items 
of .796 in table 5-4. It also calculates the impacts of each item by showing the 
improved Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient if one item is deleted. As seen in table 5-5, 
a number of 15 highlighted items have exceeded the original coefficient of .780. 
After removing these items to run another test, new Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 
reached .883 and standardised items of .897. Generally, a coefficient alpha of .70 
as a large score is considered to indicate strong item covariance and suggested 
that the sampling domain has successfully been captured (Hinkin, 1997, Nunnally, 
1978, Churchill Jr, 1979). Hence, we still keep the first result (.780) to the validity 
test in order to analyse the impacts of all identified elements (45s) to the research 
questions. Regarding label data, in order to test whether the results are consistent 
over time, a retest was conducted after six weeks from the first trial. The result of 
Test-Retest reliability assessment indicates that the pre-test and post-test data are 
significantly correlated (all P < .01, 2-tailed). The produced label data has high 
stability and precision. 
 
Codes  Representations of codes 
0  Negative   Casual style Meaning_1 
0  Negative Elegant style Meaning _2 
0  Negative Playful style Meaning _3 
0  Negative Professional style  Meaning _4 
0  Negative Trendy style Meaning _5 
1  Positive  Classic style Meaning _6 
0  Negative Circle body Meaning _7 
0  Negative Invert triangle body Meaning _8 
0  Negative Triangle body Meaning _9 
0  Negative Square body Meaning _10 
1  Positive  Slim body Meaning _11 
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Table 5-4 Cronbach's Alpha Reliability Statistics 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based 
on Standardized Items 
N of Items 
.780 
.796 45 
.883 
.897 30 
 
Table 5-5 Item-Total Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha if Item Deleted 
Item 
If Item 
Deleted 
Item 
If Item 
Deleted 
Item 
If Item 
Deleted 
Pairing .803 J_surface .784 T_p_colour .775 
J_outline .786 S_collor .783 T_material .745 
J_button .780 S_hue .779 Square .759 
J_drape .778 S_light .778 Sq_hue .765 
J_vent .782 S_saturation .777 Sq_light .768 
J_fit .779 S_patten .803 
Sq_saturatio
n 
.767 
J_proportion .779 S_p_size .777 Sq_patten .755 
J_fabric .785 S_p_colour .778 Sq_p_size .772 
J_hue .779 S_material .782 Sq_p_colour .771 
J_light .782 T_knot .765 Sq_material .744 
J_saturation .779 T_hue .758 All_contrast .781 
J_patten .790 T_light .774 All_harmony .772 
J_p_size .781 T_saturation .768 All_illusion .784 
J_p_colour .778 T_patten .757 
All_emphesi
s 
.786 
J_material .788 T_p_size .772 All_complex .780 
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5.5.2 Validity Assessments 
The first result below shows the adequacy of sampling and the correlations of the 
given 45 features. The KMO and Bartlett's Test (Table 5-6) measured sampling 
adequacy of .815, with a significant level of .000 (< .05), which is considered 
significantly interpretable.  
Table 5-6 Sampling Adequacy Statistics  
KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .815 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 8456.634 
df 990 
Sig. .000 
 
Table 5-7 Exploratory Factor Analysis Statistics 
Pattern Matrixa 
Original Items 
Component (new factors) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Tie.patt.col.contrast .922            
Tie pattern .899            
Tie pattern size .863            
Tie material .850            
Tie light .845            
Tie saturation .841            
Tie knot .823            
Tie hue .797            
Jacket material  .910           
J.patt.col.contrast  -.908           
Jacket pattern  -.892           
Jacket pattern size  -.834           
Shirt pattern size   .936          
Shirt pattern   .929          
S.patt.col.contrast   .910          
PocketSquare patt.    .959         
PS.patt.col.contrast    .921         
PS. saturation    .893         
PS. hue    .867         
PS. pattern size    .836         
PS. material    .807         
PS. fold type    .750         
Pairing -.439   -.663         
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PS. light    .603         
Jacket saturation     -.885        
Jacket hue     -.874        
All harmony     -.407        
Shirt light             
Jacket fit      .807       
Jacket proportion      .776       
Jacket drape      .547       
Jacket outline             
All illusions       .868      
Jacket light       .856      
Shirt hue        -.896     
Shirt saturation        -.750     
Shirt material        .699     
All complexity         .712    
Jacket button no.          -.663   
Jacket vent          .635   
Jacket material           .736  
Jacket surface           -.495  
Shirt collar           .416 -.407 
All contrast            -.705 
All emphasis            .653 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  
 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 
a. Rotation converged in 22 iterations. 
 
The method of Exploratory Factors analysis could generate a smaller number of 
underlying variables (or called factors) to reflect the correlations of 45 observed 
feature variables. As seen in table 5-7, the entire 45 features are able to represent 
by 12 new composed factors with the Eigen-value greater than 1.0. Discarding the 
factor loadings lower than .400, the remaining factors demonstrate the 
distributions of 45 original attributes contributing to the 12 new factors. If this 
dataset is able to explain apparel features, the most correlated original apparel 
elements should belong to a separate new factor thereby presenting a kind of 
feature. The distribution of original elements was distinguished by colours. The 
result of elements correlations was acceptable. For instance, the first new factor 
was involved with all elements of the tie, including tie pattern colour contrast, tie 
pattern type, tie pattern size, tie material, tie colour light, tie colour saturation, tie 
knot type and tie colour hue. As a result, it showed that most of the factors follow 
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these rules, the established attribute dataset was considered adequate. The 
reliability of fundamental factors and new factors after dimension reductions will 
be discussed in next stage.  
Exploratory factor analysis deals with item correlations and uses a set of 
correlated items as a new factor to represent a particular construct. Confirmatory 
factor analysis is designed to quantify the goodness-of-fit based on the results of 
factor structure in exploratory factor analysis. Timothy R. Hinkin (Hinkin, 1997) 
explained that the propose of confirmatory factor analysis is to confirm that the 
prior analyses have been conducted thoroughly and appropriately. The statistics to 
measure goodness-of-fit include the chi-square, degree of freedom, probability 
level, as well as other fit indices, e.g. Root Mean Square Residual. An ideal 
goodness-of-fit for a model requires a smaller chi-square value and a smaller ratio 
(<3) of chi-square and degrees of freedom (Carmines and McIver, 1981, Thacker 
et al., 1989). Root Mean Square Residual with a value of less than 0.05 considered 
acceptable (Bagozzi et al., 1991). Fit indices values over .90 indicate a reasonably 
good model fit (Widaman, 1985).  
 
Figure 5-29 Goodness-of-Fit model 
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Table 5-8 Confirmatory Factor Analysis Statistics 
Model CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 
Default model 204.674 150 .002 1.364 
Model GFI NFI CFI RMSEA  PCLOSE 
Default model .909 .944 .984 .043  .790 
 
In this work, confirmatory factor analysis was conducted through IBM AMOS 
statistical software in order to evaluate the model fit of the 12-factor model. By 
inputting pattern matrix (table 5-7) into the system, the first result did not reach 
the standard. A series of adjustments were applied according to the modification 
indices. Items with significant high values in modification indices were eliminated 
due to errors of loading factors and items correlations. Giving covariance to the 
high-valued items loaded from a single factor was another option to improve 
model fit. Eventually, a 5-factor model illustrates an acceptable fitness level.  
As seen in figure 5-29, factors (F1-F4 and F6) are remained to contribute to a 
better-fit model. For example, the highly correlated items to factor 3 are the shirt 
pattern size (.97, factor loading), shirt pattern type (.90, factor loading) and shirt 
pattern contrast (.90, factor loading). These are also stronger factors from 
exploratory factor analysis since received higher factor loading values as listed in 
table 5-7. Each double-arrow between every two factors indicates the parameters 
of correlations. Within a single factor, all remained items are given covariance 
parameters as a single arrow pointed. Vital statistics in table 5-8 summarised the 
results of model fit.  The chi-square value is 204.674. The Degree of Freedom is 
150. The probability level is 0.002. The ratio of chi-square and degree of freedom 
is 1.364. The Goodness of Fit Index is .909. The Normed Fit Index is .944. The 
Comparative Fit Index is .984, and the Root Mean Square Residual for the 
predicted minus observed correlation matrices is .043 (< .05).  
Above analysis provided strong quantitative support for the validity of apparel 
attributes data. Regarding our descriptive method, after dimension reduction, a 
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more simplified structure with twenty design attributes in five content domains is 
applicable to capture apparel features. It is worth noting that these results may not 
entirely suggestive as it only measures the internal statistical structure. Content 
validity, a qualitative measurement approach, uses a panel of ‘experts’ who 
familiar with the construct to examine the items and decide what that specific item 
is intended to measure (Phelan and Wren, 2006). This study invited two-group of 
apparel experts, subject professionals of menswear design to review attributes 
descriptive method and personal style advisors to inspect labelling structure.  
The ATTRIBUTE data and coding system have been adjusted based on design 
experts’ feedback on the apparel feature extraction method. Regarding 
MEANING data, evaluators reviewed the design of MEANING and made 
comments of the whole procedure after completing the tasks. Appling 6-word 
judgment criterion was confirmed to be appropriate according to its popularity, 
representativeness, and scope. Additional advice is that significant connections 
may exist between 6-word style adjectives and dressing occasions. For instance, 
one stylist stated that elegant fits work dinner or opera, classic fits racing, trendy 
fits shopping, casual fits dating, playful fits going out with boys, e.g. stag party. 
Overall, the result of experts’ reviews supports current data structure and provides 
systematic suggestions to improve data quality and precision in the future.  
This data evaluation has, in turn, approved that our data coding system and data 
construction methods are reliable and valid. 
5.6 Summary  
Apparel recommendation system is a data-driven application of intelligent 
technology in apparel field.  Through a review of existing studies, it has been 
found that different attributes and label data could lead to diverse systems, such as 
recommendations based on clothes similarity, outfit mix-and-matches, user’s 
preferences, body types or occasions. Label data as outputs determine what 
functions of recommendation system could be, while, the quality of developed 
functions depends on how the deep attribute data measure the features of apparel. 
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This chapter introduced an innovative apparel data coding system and data 
development methods, having a potential to support a smart apparel 
recommendation system development. Reflecting on data, it captures apparel 
communication function to formulate ATTRIBUTE and MEANING datasets.  
In order to evaluate the two datasets, reliability tests were conducted through 
internal consistency and content reliability assessments. Validity was examined by 
exploratory factor analysis (in SPSS) and confirmatory factor analysis (in AMOS). 
Statistics-based assessments confirmed that the element correlations in statistics 
are consistent with real connections. It also calculated a dimension-reduced data 
structure composed of principal components. The feedback of content-based 
reviews by domain experts supported current structure and provided additional 
adjustments for further developments.  
Currently, the proposed datasets have two shortages. First, this piece of work 
draws attention on the menswear since it lacks research efforts based on our 
review (Anonymous, 2016). The feasibilities of applying the proposed methods to 
the whole apparel categories need further experiments in future work. The second 
concern is the size of data. Generally, the training data in intelligent computing is 
supported by a huge volume of data. Our sample size was correspondingly smaller 
because of the limitation of manual inputs.  
Overall, the new data is enhanced with deep apparel knowledge, which is 
expected to reach a better quality of learning. It will be examined in next chapter.   
The research in this chapter has led to the following peer-reviewed publications: 
Guan, Congying, Qin, Sheng-feng, Ling, Wessie and Long, Yang (2018) 
Enhancing apparel data based on fashion theory for developing a novel apparel 
style recommendation system. In: WorldCIST'18 2018, AISC 747 proceedings. 
Trends and Advances in Information Systems and Technologies, Springer, pp. 1–
10. ISBN 9783319776996 
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Guan, Congying and Qin, Sheng-feng (2018) Enhancing apparel data construction 
based on apparel language communication system. Journal of Visual Languages 
and Computing. (Under review) 
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CHAPTER  
( 6 ) 
DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPAREL  
STYLE RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM 
 
 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed smart apparel 
recommendation system to determine if (1) it is technically feasible to be 
developed as a system, (2) it is feasible to generate effective recommendation 
results as a useful system.  In order to test its technical feasibility, two quantifiable 
approaches: Statistics analysis and machine-learning are prototyped in two test 
systems. In order to evaluate its usefulness, two test systems using two kinds of 
dominant methods are tested for analysing apparel communication data and 
measuring apparel meanings.  
6.2 Technical feasibility evaluation design 
Two types of modelling methods, statistics analytical methods and machine-
learning based methods, are selected to examine the technical feasibility of using 
apparel communication data to develop a novel recommendation system and the 
usefulness of developed system in measuring apparel meanings to compare with 
human experts. 
Traditional statistical analysis models are based on deterministic algorithms. It is 
able to solve definite problems, with mathematical models to quantify data 
correlations and predict results. Machine learning models use heuristic algorithms 
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which could do the qualitative analysis but hard to be proved quantitatively. It has 
the advantage of dealing with pervasive problems that are in complicated 
interrelationships. This chapter applied both methods to analyse apparel data for 
different purposes.  
The purpose of using statistics analytical methods is to interpret the relationships 
between the causes of apparel signs and the effects of apparel meanings in apparel 
visual communication system, which is named correlation model (A). Every 
single relationship is measured by Multinomial Logistic regression model since 
the Y-variables are separate, categorical and with more than two categories. After 
that, Canonical Correlation Analysis is conducted for the overall relationship 
influenced by multiple apparel signs and multiple meanings. These analyses could 
give a better understanding of internal data structure, which lays a foundation for 
running computer-learning methods.  
The purpose of using machine-learning based methods is to measure the final 
connotation meanings of apparel caused by visual signs and to apply the models 
for advanced apparel recommendation system developments.  Three models, 
apparel attribute-based (B), apparel visual image-based (C) and attribute-image 
collaborated (D) apparel MEANING prediction models are designed with a series 
of comparative classification and feature extraction methods, including the 
conventional Support Vector Machine, new proposed Later Kernel Fusion and a 
multi-task Convolutional Neural Network. Section 6.3 and section 6.4 will 
elaborate these models and methods respectively.  
6.3 Statistics models of The ATTRIBUTE and MEANING 
datasets 
Based on newly developed apparel data, statistics analytical methods are used to 
analyse the implicit networks in apparel communications between signs given by 
visual apparel, such as line, shape, colour, pattern and meanings that are given by 
people, such as designer, wearer and viewer. The purpose of doing this is to 
evaluate whether statistics based methods could describe the relations of signs and 
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meanings, and predict meanings for apparel style recommendation system 
developments. 
Since it has been found in a preliminary study that clothes in different visual 
forms could affect its signification of meanings, the main investigation of apparel 
communication is therefore targeted on one type of data source, images of clothes 
that are worn on the body. Newly established apparel datasets (introduced in 
chapter five) will be applied for a series of statistical analyses in this section in 
order to profoundly excavate the interplays in apparel communication system.  
From the statistical point of view, the generation of connotation meanings is 
depended on the original apparel signs and its denotation meanings. Therefore, 
apparel connotation meanings are dependent variables, and denotation meanings 
indicating apparel signs as the causes are independent variables. Denotation 
meanings in Attribute Dataset are denoted as vector X. Connotation meanings in 
Label Dataset are denoted as vector Y. Style genre-associated connotation 
meanings are denoted as vector S (S∈Y, S belongs to Y) and body-associated 
connotation meanings are denoted as vector B (B∈Y). In fact, it is to analyse the 
correlations of X→S, X→B and X→Y (S∪B).  
The general linear regression models are not applicable as both X and Y variables 
contain categorical variables that are no natural orders. Logistic regressions are 
applicable in this saturation. Since the dependent variables of S and B have multi-
dimensional values, to estimate the correlations between X and each class is based 
on Multinomial Logistic Regression. Furthermore, as the three classes of 
meanings do not exist separately, the collective impact is examined through 
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) that deals with the entire relationship 
between two multivariate sets of variables, multiple-X and multiple-Y. 
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6.3.1 Analysis of one-to-one relationships via Multinomial Logistic 
Regression analysis  
In apparel communication system, the generation of denotation meanings from 
either literal or design indications is commonly explainable as the ground truth. 
By contrast, the generation of connotation meanings was considered to be 
arbitrary and relies on social negotiations and agreements. This section uses a 
quantitative approach to explain the correlations in this level with: 
Hypothesis 1: The generation of style genre-associated connotation meanings is 
correlated with both literal and design associated denotations of apparel signs 
Hypothesis 2: The generation of body-associated connotation meanings is 
correlated with both literal and design associated denotations of apparel signs 
Apparel connotation meanings that this study measures are composed of 
categorical values. These variables with no natural order are defined as nominal 
dependent variables. Denotation meanings have both nominal variables, such as 
lapel types and continue-level (interval or ratio scale) variable, such as button 
numbers. For such relationship, logistic regression models are more approachable 
than general linear regression models. Since the meanings associated with either 
style genres or bodies have more than two-level subcategories, thus Multinomial 
Logistic regression (MNL) analyses are adopted to verify hypothesis 1 and 2. The 
result of MNL analysis shows the impacts of each identified obvious and design 
attributes to the apparel connotation meanings and the regression models of 
explaining apparel connotation meanings in design genre and body levels that are 
caused by obvious and design attributes.  
The principle of Multinomial Logistic regression (MNL) method 
Multinomial logistic regression is designed for tackling relationships in terms of 
nominal or categorical variables and has widely been used in psychology studies 
(Howitt and Cramer, 2005). MNL model estimates weights and constants as in the 
general regression models. However, the difference is the application of logit 
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function which is the natural (or Napierian) logarithm of the odds ratio (a close 
relative of probability). It measures the likelihood that one object belongs to a 
particular category of the dependent variable given its features on the predictor 
variables. Multinomial regression is based on probability analysis with a multi-
equation model. For instance, style genre as a nominal dependent variable has six 
(k) categories, including trendy, classic, elegant, professional, casual and playful. 
The multinomial regression model estimates five (k-1) logit equations with one 
category as the reference. The principle of logit equation is to restrict the 
probability values to (0,1) through a logarithmic function：  
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝) = log (
𝑝
1 − 𝑝
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑛𝑋𝑛 
Multinomial regression analysis is based on estimating the k-1 log odds 
(logarithm of the odds 𝑝/(1 − 𝑝)) of each category. The probability value, 𝑝-
value is to determine if the regression model is statistically significant which 
means whether the variables are correlated or not. Generally, a 𝑝-value below 
0.05 is considered that there is a relationship between the two variables. The 
smaller the 𝑝-value, the more confident the relationship of counted variables.  
Analysis of how each identified obvious and design attributes affecting apparel 
meanings on style genre and body  
Due to high variable dimensions, this study runs separate MNL models to avoid 
data redundancy. As shown in table 6-1, 𝑝-value matrix demonstrate the statistical 
significant of correlations between columns (style genres and body shapes) and 
rows (obvious and design denotations of jacket, shirt, neck tie, pocket square as 
well as mix-and-match.) the results with 𝑝-values (𝑝 <.05) are highlighted, which 
means the regression models of corresponding columns and rows are statistically 
significant. The following Pseudo R-Square value explains the goodness of model 
fitting, with the higher ratio to reflect the better fit (Peng et al., 2002). Meantime, 
the denotation variables that received 𝑝 -values (𝑝  <.05) are also highlighted 
(*style genre or *body <.05, **both <.05).  
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Table 6-1 Results of probability values measuring each possible correlation in two sets of 
variables  
   Style Genres Body Shapes  
    
P-Value 
Pseudo  
R-Square 
 
P-Value 
Pseudo  
R-Square 
Jacket Obvious 
denotations 
jacket_outline** .000 .426 .002 .318 
jacket_button .129 .073 .394 .041 
jacket_silhouette* .044 .089 .288 .047 
jacket_fit* .043 .056 .084 .040 
jacket_fabric** .000 .162 .000 .151 
jacket_colour .273 .243 .243 .205 
jacket_pattern* .003 .336 .092 .230 
jacket_material** .020 .283 .006 .262 
Design 
denotations 
design_lapel_width** .050 .087 .049 .075 
design_gorge_position* .388 .052 .026 .083 
design_firstButton_position .135 .072 .225 .052 
design_length_width* .034 .124 .285 .069 
design_drape* .108 .044 .000 .114 
design_silhouette* .015 .068 .195 .030 
design_colour_hue* .031 .154 .221 .095 
design_colour_light .386 .052 .563 .033 
design_colour_satura** .050 .088 .021 .086 
design_pattern_size** .000 .199 .000 .172 
design_pattern_contrast* .677 .058 .036 .105 
design_material_surface .103 .132 .054 .122 
Shirt Obvious 
denotations 
shirt_collor* .237 .138 .006 .178 
shirt_pattern** .005 .235 .000 .264 
shirt_material* .053 .171 .016 .164 
Design 
denotations 
shirt_hue** .001 .211 .019 .138 
shirt_light** .022 .099 .000 .160 
shirt_satura* .000 .158 .585 .032 
shirt_pattern_size** .009 .143 .000 .196 
shirt_pattern_contrast** .044 .119 .001 .151 
Neck Tie Obvious 
denotations 
tie_knot** .000 .300 .000 .603 
tie_pattern** .000 .230 .000 .401 
tie_material** .000 .281 .000 .602 
Design tie_hue** .000 .327 .000 .603 
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denotations tie_light** .000 .251 .000 .596 
tie_satura** .000 .242 .000 .603 
tie_pattern_size** .000 .182 .000 .403 
tie_pattern_contrast** .000 .191 .000 .400 
Pocket 
Square 
Obvious 
denotations 
Pocketsquare** .007 .204 .000 .416 
square_pattern** .033 .124 .000 .234 
square_material** .048 .172 .000 .388 
Design 
denotations 
square_hue** .000 .265 .000 .428 
square_light** .002 .163 .000 .377 
square_satura** .000 .183 .000 .400 
square_pattern_size** .040 .121 .000 .243 
square_pattern_contrast* .169 .096 .000 .224 
Mix & 
Match 
Obvious 
denotations 
outfit_pairing** .000 .274 .000 .609 
Design 
denotations 
outfit_colours_contrast .662 .059 .247 .072 
outfit_colours_harmony* .004 .213 .330 .105 
outfit_shapes_illusion* .440 .073 .009 .125 
outfit_patterns_complex* .217 .116 .000 .346 
outfit_design_emphasis** .002 .192 .000 .338 
* 𝑝-value < .05 in either Style genre or Body shape, ** 𝑝-value < .05 in both 
 
Apart from obvious denotations (e.g. jacket_outline), the denotations of design in 
the jacket, shirt, necktie, pocket square and mix-and-match all have elements (e.g. 
design_lapel_width) that exist significant relationships with both connotation 
meaning levels. That is to say, the approach of integrating design denotations as 
deep apparel attributes in this study has been proved. The result also indicates the 
elements that are practically sensitive to style genres, such as design_colour_hue 
or body shapes, such as design_gorge_position.  Attributes with significant 𝑝-
value and higher R-square are adopted to construct regression models of style 
genres and body shapes. Model results could be used to verify hypothesis 1 and 2.  
Hypothesis 1：The generation of style genre-associated connotation meanings is 
correlated with both literal and design associated denotations of apparel signs 
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The first result has confirmed that it exists correlations between some denotations 
of clothes and meanings associated with style genre and body. This section is 
going to carefully explain such relationships based on the parameters and 
equations estimated by regression models.  If the regression models of both literal 
denotations to meanings and design denotations to meanings could fit the real data 
significantly, which means the hypothesis 1 is true, otherwise is to be rejected.  
Firstly, through a descriptive analysis of real data, the distributions of each 
category of denotation and connotation variables could reflect their correlations. 
As shown in table 6-2, the overall distribution of semantic words is trendy (18), 
classic (28), elegant (32), professional (32), casual (40) and playful (50). Each 
word received values from a set of denotation attributes that are arranged by 
popularity in descending order. For example, the jacket fabrics contributing to 
playful are plains (26), textured patterns (15) and figured patterns (9). Inequality 
distribution and high-dimensional attributes will experience low predictability in 
meanings. For example, in jacket_outline the first three categories are more 
popular than the rests. So the meanings caused by less popular or absent 
categories in sample data will be affected. In contrast, the attribute of 
design_colour_contrast has equally distributed categories and lower dimension. 
In order to observe the variations in distributions, all cells are highlighted from 
light to dark colour according to values from low to high. The reference level of 
column colours is based on the overall proportion of six semantic words.  
Therefore, disordered cells indicate significant variations that have either positive 
or negative relationships. Significant cells apparently exceed or below reference 
ratio are highlighted in table 6-2. For instance, jacket with notch lapel and flap 
pockets is less likely to be casual (6*). Jacket with notch lapel and patch pockets 
is less likely to be professional (3*), while, jacket with notch lapel, 3-patch 
pockets is more likely to be casual (13*) and trendy (7*). Jacket with notch lapel 
and ticket pockets and peak lapel, flap pockets and double breasted are more 
likely to be professional but with weak predictability.  
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Table 6-2 Distribution analysis of real data  
 
  
Trendy 
(18) 
Classic 
(28) 
Elegant 
(32) 
Professional 
(32) 
Casual 
(40) 
Playful 
(50) 
Total 
(200) 
Jacket_outline        
Notch + flap 5 6 11 15 6* 22 65 
Notch + patch 1 8 10 3* 18 15 55 
Notch + 3patch 7* 3 0 1 13* 2 26 
Notch + slant 2 4* 3 2 2 4 17 
Notch + piding 2 0 2 3 0 2 9 
Notch + ticket 0 1 0 4* 0 3 8 
Peak + flap +double  0 2 2 3* 0 1 8 
Peak + patch+ double  0 1 2 0 1 0 4 
Peak + patch 0 2 0 0 0 1 3 
Peak + piding +double  1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
Shawl + piding 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 
Notch + flap (no 3th) 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Jacket_fabric 
       
Plain or solid colour 7 14 21* 20 21 26 109 
Textured pattern 4 1* 10* 7 16 15 53 
Printed pattern 7 13* 1* 5 3* 9 38 
Design_lapel_width 
      
Normal  11* 14 15 13 26 29* 108 
Wide  7 14* 13 14 10 14 72 
Narrow  0 0 4* 5 4 7 20 
Design_pattern_size 
       
Plain  8 14 21 19 24 27 113 
Small  3 1 9* 4 9 14 40 
Large  3 13* 1 3 2 6 28 
Regular  4* 0 1 6 5 3 19 
Design_colour_contrast 
       
Dull    8 18* 19 13 16 24 98 
Achromatic  7 4 4 15* 17* 13 60 
Intense  3 6 9 4* 7 13 42 
Shirt_pattern 
       
Plain 7 12 18 23* 17 29 106 
V-stripes 1 6 7 2* 7 5 28 
Melange  2 5 4 3* 7 7 28 
Other figures 8* 0 0 3 4 2 17 
Checks  0 4* 2 1 1 3 11 
Plaids  0 1 0 0 2 2 5 
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Spots  0 0 1 0 2 2 5 
Shirt_pattern_size 
       
Plain  9 15 21 23* 23 33 124 
Small  1 7* 10* 4 4 10 36 
Large  7* 3 1 2 6 5 24 
Regular  1 3 0 3 7 2* 16 
Tie_knot 
       
No tie 15 19 29* 14* 39* 26 142 
Regular size 0 6 0 8 0 14 28 
Big (full Winsor) 3 2 3 5* 1 6 20 
Small  0 0 0 3 0 4* 7 
Bow tie 0 1 0 2* 0 0 3 
Tie_hue 
       
No tie 15 19 29 14 39 26 142 
Blue  0 5 3 5 0* 16* 29 
Achromatic  0 2 0 6* 1 5 14 
Red  1 1 0 3 0 2 7 
Green  2 0 0 4* 0 0 6 
Yellow  0 1 0 0 0 1 2 
Pocket_square  
       
No pocket square 14 13 17 12 33* 24 113 
Puff  4 10* 10* 6 5 15 50 
Straight  0 1 1 8* 2 6 18 
Unfinished  0 3 3 4* 0 3 13 
One-peak  0 0 1 1 0 1 3 
Four-peak 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 
Outfit_pairing 
       
J+s 13 12 17 12 33* 23 110 
j+s+t+p 2 8 3 18* 1* 23 55 
j+s+p 2 7 12* 2 6 3 32 
j+s+t 1 1 0 0 0 1 3 
Outfit_design_emphasis 
      
Jacket fabric 8 14* 13 13 20 22 90 
Jacket style 2 10 13* 11 5* 8 49 
Shirt fabric 6* 2 4 3 14* 10 39 
Tie fabric 2 2 1 5* 0 10* 20 
Square fabric 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 
* distribution of sample is significantly exceed or below reference ratio 
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The more important result in Multinomial Logistic Regression analysis is the 
parameter estimates table which indicates the impacts of each category of 
denotation variables on apparel meanings. As shown in table 6-3, the second 
column of B values is the coefficients of each category of jacket fabrics in the 
regression model. Positive or negative coefficients reflect direct or reverse 
relations existed between fabric categories and style genres. The sixth column 
called Sig. shows the results of the significant level of coefficients. If it is less 
than 0.05, then the coefficient corresponding to the independent variable of jacket 
fabric is statistically significant and has a significant impact on the variation of 
different classes of style genres in dependent variable. The result of significant in 
table 6-3 shows that jacket fabrics with plain and textured patterns tend to 
generate elegant feeling more than trendy and classic. However, the jacket fabrics 
have no impact on the other three classes, professional, casual and playful.  
Table 6-3 Regression Model of Jacket Fabric  
Parameter Estimates (Jacket_fabric) 
StyleGenrea B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
trendy Intercept 1.946 1.069 3.313 1 .069    
1=plain (no 
pattern) 
-3.045 1.155 6.952 1 .008 .048 .005 .458 
2=textured pattern -2.862 1.222 5.488 1 .019 .057 .005 .627 
3=printed pattern 0b . . 0 . . . . 
classic Intercept 2.565 1.038 6.109 1 .013    
1=plain (no 
pattern) 
-2.970 1.094 7.378 1 .007 .051 .006 .437 
2=textured pattern -4.868 1.475 10.884 1 .001 .008 .000 .139 
3=printed pattern 0b . . 0 . . . . 
professional Intercept 1.609 1.095 2.159 1 .142    
1=plain (no 
pattern) 
-1.658 1.139 2.119 1 .145 .190 .020 1.776 
2=textured pattern -1.966 1.201 2.679 1 .102 .140 .013 1.474 
3=printed pattern 0b . . 0 . . . . 
casual Intercept 1.099 1.155 .905 1 .341    
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1=plain (no 
pattern) 
-1.099 1.195 .845 1 .358 .333 .032 3.469 
2=textured pattern -.629 1.223 .264 1 .607 .533 .049 5.862 
3=printed pattern 0b . . 0 . . . . 
playful Intercept 2.197 1.054 4.345 1 .037    
1=plain (no 
pattern) 
-1.984 1.094 3.287 1 .070 .138 .016 1.175 
2=textured pattern -1.792 1.130 2.512 1 .113 .167 .018 1.528 
3=printed pattern 0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: elegant. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 
Substituted the coefficients (B) into equations:  
𝐾1 = log (
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑦)
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑡)
) = 𝐵10(1.946) − 𝐵11(3.045)𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝐵12(2.862)𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑  
𝐾2 = log (
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒 = 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑐)
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑡)
)
= 𝐵20(2.565) − 𝐵21(2.970)𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝐵22(4.868)𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 
𝐾3 = log (
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙)
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑡)
) = 𝐵30(1.609) − 𝐵31(1.658)𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 −
𝐵32(1.966)𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑  
𝐾4 = log (
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙)
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑡)
) = 𝐵40(1.099) − 𝐵41(1.099)𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝐵42(0.629)𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑  
𝐾5 = log (
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑓𝑢𝑙)
𝑝(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑟𝑒=𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑡)
) = 𝐵50(2.197) − 𝐵51(1.984)𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 − 𝐵52(1.792)𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑  
 
For 𝐾1, the exponentiations of the coefficient (B)’s are: 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵11) =
odds(trendy)
odds(elegant)
=
𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑⁄
𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑⁄
=
7 18⁄
7 18⁄
21 32⁄
1 32⁄
= 0.048 (<1, plain < printed) 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵12) =
odds(trendy)
odds(elegant)
=
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑⁄
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑⁄
=
4 18⁄
7 18⁄
10 32⁄
1 32⁄
= 0.057 (<1, textured < printed) 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵13) =
odds(trendy)
odds(elegant)
=
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛⁄
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛⁄
=
4 18⁄
7 18⁄
10 32⁄
21 32⁄
= 1.200 (>1, textured > plain) 
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Table 6-4 Descriptive data of Jacket’s Fabric for estimating Exp (B) 
Jacket_fabric 
Trendy  
(18) Classic  
Elegant  
(32) Professional  Casual  Playful  
Plain or solid colour 7 14 21* 20 21 26 
Textured pattern 4 1* 10* 7 16 15 
Printed pattern 7 13* 1* 5 3* 9 
 
In proposed MNL regression equations, the ratio of the probability of the kth 
category over reference category is typically called odds or relative risk. 
Coefficient (B) is the change of log odds when switching predictors (Peng et al., 
2002). In the first category of trendy, the log odds of being in trendy versus in 
elegant style genre will decrease by 3.045 if moving from printed pattern to plain 
fabric and by 2.862 if moving from printed pattern to textured fabric. In another 
word, plain and textured fabrics to compare with printed fabrics are less likely to 
be trendy than elegant. All estimated coefficients indicating the level of impacts 
are ranked with darker colours representing stronger impact.  
Another critical parameter is the Exp (B) in column 7 which is the exponentiation 
of coefficient B(also known as odds ratio) (Peng et al., 2002). Table 6-3 shows 
that the odds ratio switching from printed pattern to plain fabric is 0.048 for being 
in trendy versus elegant style genre. In other words, it explains the probability that 
plain fabric to compare with the printed pattern has 0.048 times less chance to be 
trendy than elegant. The calculations of odds ratios are demonstrated in equations 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵11), 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵12) and 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵13)  based on the descriptive data of the Jacket’s 
Fabric in table 6-4. Overall, the probability of generating trendy compared to 
elegant style genre from high to low is the printed pattern, textured pattern and 
plain fabric with no pattern.  
Apart from the Jacket fabric from obvious denotations, the correlations of style 
genre-associated meanings with more denotation variables have been proved 
based on good fitting regression models. Those variables are Jacket’s colour 
saturation (table 6-5), Jacket’s lapel width (table 6-6), Jacket’s pattern size (table 
6-7) and Shirt’s pattern size (table 6-8) from design denotations. In conclusion, 
significant correlations have been found between dependent variables of style 
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genre-associated meanings and some of the predictor variables deriving from both 
obvious and design denotations. Therefore, hypothesis 1 is a true assumption. 
Table 6-5 Regression Model of Jacket’s colour saturation vs Style genres 
Parameter Estimates (Design_colour_saturation) 
StyleGenrea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Trendy Intercept .560 .627 .797 1 .372    
1=intense colour -1.253 .945 1.758 1 .185 .286 .045 1.821 
2=dull colour -1.371 .757 3.276 1 .070 .254 .058 1.120 
3=achromatic  0b . . 0 . . . . 
Elegant Intercept .000 .707 .000 1 1.000    
1=interse colour .405 .882 .211 1 .646 1.500 .266 8.449 
2=dull colour .054 .780 .005 1 .945 1.056 .229 4.867 
3=achromatic  0b . . 0 . . . . 
Professional Intercept 1.322 .563 5.517 1 .019    
1=interse colour -1.727 .856 4.068 1 .044 .178 .033 .952 
2=dull colour -1.647 .670 6.041 1 .014 .193 .052 .716 
3=achromatic  0b . . 0 . . . . 
Casual Intercept 1.447 .556 6.779 1 .009    
1=interse colour -1.293 .786 2.703 1 .100 .275 .059 1.282 
2=dull colour -1.565 .653 5.735 1 .017 .209 .058 .753 
3=achromatic  0b . . 0 . . . . 
Playful Intercept 1.179 .572 4.249 1 .039    
1=interse colour -.405 .755 .288 1 .591 .667 .152 2.930 
2=dull colour -.891 .651 1.872 1 .171 .410 .114 1.470 
3=achromatic  0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: classic. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 
Table 6-6 Regression Model of Jacket’s lapel width vs Style genres 
Parameter Estimates(Design_lapel width) 
StyleGenrea B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
classic Intercept .693 .463 2.242 1 .134    
1=narrow lapel -.251 8739.376 .000 1 1.000 .778 .000 . 
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2=normal lapel -.452 .614 .542 1 .461 .636 .191 2.119 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
elegant Intercept .619 .469 1.744 1 .187    
1=narrow lapel 19.360 .774 626.42 1 .000 255894
551 
5618617
5 
11654472
24 
2=normal lapel -.309 .614 .253 1 .615 .734 .220 2.448 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
professional Intercept .693 .463 2.242 1 .134    
1=narrow lapel 19.509 .000 . 1 . 297020
461 
2970204
61 
29702046
1 
2=normal lapel -.526 .618 .724 1 .395 .591 .176 1.985 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
casual Intercept .357 .493 .524 1 .469    
1=narrow lapel 19.623 .788 619.61 1 .000 332662
917 
7095710
8 
15595987
34 
2=normal lapel .504 .610 .681 1 .409 1.655 .500 5.470 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
playful Intercept .693 .463 2.242 1 .134    
1=narrow lapel 19.846 .697 810.87 1 .000 415828
645 
1060925
20 
16298365
10 
2=normal lapel .276 .583 .225 1 .636 1.318 .421 4.131 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: trendy. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
c. Floating point overflow occurred while computing this statistic. Its value is therefore set to system missing. 
 
Table 6-7 Regression Model of Jacket’s pattern size vs Style genres 
Parameter Estimates (Design_pattern size) 
StyleGenrea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
trendy Intercept -.560 .443 1.594 1 .207    
1=small pattern 1.658 1.23
7 
1.797 1 .180 5.250 .465 59.286 
2=regular 
pattern 
19.305 .000 . 1 . 24214872
3 
24214872
3 
24214872
3 
3=large pattern -.907 .779 1.355 1 .244 .404 .088 1.859 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
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elegant Intercept .405 .345 1.381 1 .240    
1=small pattern 1.792 1.10
9 
2.610 1 .106 6.000 .682 52.752 
2=regular 
pattern 
16.954 1.19
3 
202.041 1 .000 23061783 2226559 23886447
5 
3=large pattern -2.970 1.09
4 
7.378 1 .007 .051 .006 .437 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
profession
al 
Intercept .305 .352 .752 1 .386    
1=small pattern 1.081 1.17
2 
.850 1 .356 2.947 .296 29.323 
2=regular 
pattern 
18.846 .771 597.602 1 .000 15293603
5 
33752990 69295879
2 
3=large pattern -1.772 .731 5.875 1 .015 .170 .041 .712 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
casual Intercept .539 .336 2.569 1 .109    
1=small pattern 1.658 1.10
6 
2.246 1 .134 5.250 .600 45.916 
2=regular 
pattern 
18.430 .785 550.784 1 .000 10089530
1 
21649024 47022267
2 
3=large pattern -2.411 .831 8.423 1 .004 .090 .018 .457 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
playful Intercept .657 .329 3.977 1 .046    
1=small pattern 1.982 1.08
6 
3.330 1 .068 7.259 .864 61.023 
2=regular 
pattern 
17.801 .863 425.124 1 .000 53810827 9908005 29224905
4 
3=large pattern -1.430 .593 5.808 1 .016 .239 .075 .766 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: classic. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
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Table 6-8 Regression Model of Shirt’s pattern size vs Style genres 
Parameter Estimates (Shirt_pattern_size) 
StyleGenrea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
trendy Intercept -.847 .398 4.523 1 .033    
1=small pattern -1.455 1.122 1.683 1 .195 .233 .026 2.104 
2=regular 
pattern 
19.228 1.229 244.658 1 .000 224127438 20143563 2493754841 
3=large pattern 2.793 1.141 5.994 1 .014 16.333 1.746 152.822 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
classic Intercept -.336 .338 .991 1 .320    
1=small pattern -.020 .598 .001 1 .973 .980 .304 3.162 
2=regular 
pattern 
19.816 .000 . 1 . 403429388 403429388 403429388 
3=large pattern 1.435 1.203 1.423 1 .233 4.200 .397 44.401 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
professional Intercept .091 .302 .091 1 .763    
1=small pattern -1.007 .664 2.300 1 .129 .365 .099 1.342 
2=regular 
pattern 
19.388 .881 483.897 1 .000 263106123 46763624 1480313646 
3=large pattern .602 1.261 .228 1 .633 1.826 .154 21.638 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
casual Intercept .091 .302 .091 1 .763    
1=small pattern -1.007 .664 2.300 1 .129 .365 .099 1.342 
2=regular 
pattern 
20.235 .766 698.355 1 .000 613914287 136874041 2753559025 
3=large pattern 1.701 1.122 2.300 1 .129 5.478 .608 49.348 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
playful Intercept .452 .279 2.622 1 .105    
1=small pattern -.452 .527 .735 1 .391 .636 .226 1.788 
2=regular 
pattern 
18.622 .965 372.743 1 .000 122251329 18460813 809573637 
3=large pattern 1.157 1.130 1.048 1 .306 3.182 .347 29.169 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: elegant. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
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Hypothesis 2： The generation of body-associated connotation meanings is 
correlated with both literal and design associated denotations of apparel signs 
This section is going to examine the regression models of literal denotations vs 
body shapes and design denotations vs body shapes based on the parameters and 
equations estimated by regression models. Similarly, if both regression models 
could fit the real data significantly, which means the hypothesis 2 is true, 
otherwise is to be rejected.  
Table 6-9 demonstrates the real data distributions of those relationships that have 
been proved to be significant in table 6-1, including the Jacket’s outline, material, 
lapel width, pattern size, colour saturation, shirt’s pattern type, pattern size and 
outfit pairing. The overall distribution of apparel samples in each class of body 
shapes is Square (18), Circle (25), Invert triangle (31), Triangle (63) and Slim (63). 
Extended to the categories of apparel attributes, the proportion of body shapes in 
each category is ranked by colour and significant positive or negative 
relationships are also highlighted. However, the segmentation of values in each 
category of apparel attributes encountered the same issue of inequality such as in 
jacket’s outline and material. Low predictability may happen to these data.  
Table 6-9 Descriptive analysis of real data 
 
 
Square 
(18) 
Circle 
(25) 
Invert 
triangl 
(31) 
Triangle 
(63) 
Slim 
(63) 
Total 
(200) 
Jacket_outline      
Notch + flap 
 
4 7 10 22 22 65 
Notch + 2patch 
 
11* 9 12 12 11 55 
Notch + 3patch 
 
1 4 3 17* 1 26 
Notch + slant 
 
1 1 1 8 6 17 
Notch + piding 
 
1 2 1 1 4 9 
Notch + ticket 
 
0 1 2 1 4 8 
Peak + flap + double  0 0 1 0 7* 8 
Peak + patch + 
double  0 0 0 1 3 4 
Peak + patch 
 
0 0 0 0 3 3 
Peak+ piding + 
double 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Shawl +piding 
 
0 0 1 0 1 2 
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Notch+ flap (no 
3th) 
 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
Jacket_material 
 
      
Wool  
 
1 7 13 16 30* 67 
Cotton  
 
7* 9 7 18 8* 49 
Linen  
 
3 3 1 12* 4* 23 
Silk  
 
1 0 2 7 9 19 
Hopsack  
 
3 4 3 2 3 15 
Cashmere  
 
1 0 3 3 6 13 
Synthetic  
 
0 1 2 2 0 5 
Corduroy  
 
1 1 0 1 2 5 
Seersucker  
 
1 0 0 2 0 3 
Chambray  
 
0 0 0 0 1 1 
Design_lapel_width 
      
Normal  
 
14* 16 20 30 28 108 
Wide  
 
3 5 10 24 30* 72 
Narrow  
 
1 4* 1 9 5 20 
Design_pattern_siz
e 
      
Plain  
 
13 17 23 29 31 113 
Small  
 
5 6 4 15* 10 40 
Large  
 
0* 0* 0* 14 14* 28 
Regular  
 
0 2 4 5 8 19 
Design_colour_saturation 
Dull  
 
7 13* 13 30 35* 98 
Achromatic  
 
2 8 7 25* 18 60 
Intense  
 
9 4* 11* 8 10 42 
Shirt_pattern  
 
      
Plain 
 
11 12 20 22 41* 106 
V-stripes 
 
4 5 6 4* 9 28 
Melange  
 
1 6* 5 9 7 28 
Other figures 
 
1 1 0 15* 0 17 
Checks  
 
1 1 0* 5 4 11 
Plaids  
 
0 0 0 4* 1 5 
Spots  
 
0 0 0 4* 1 5 
Shirt_pattern_size 
      
Plain  
 
10 16 25 29 44 124 
Small  
 
6 5 3 6 16* 36 
Large  
 
1 2 1 19* 1 24 
Regular  
 
1 2 2 9* 2 16 
Outfit_pairing 
 
      
J+s 
 
14 23* 20 49* 4 110 
j+s+t+p 
 
1 0 1 0 53* 55 
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j+s+p 
 
3 2 10* 14 3 32 
j+s+t 
 
0 0 0 0 3 3 
* distribution of sample is significantly exceed or below reference ratio 
 
The statistics correlations of real data as demonstrated above is explainable 
through crucial parameters estimated from MNL regression models, including the 
significant value, coefficient B and exponentiation of coefficient B. Table 6-10 
shows the result of regression model: Jacket’s colour contrast vs body shapes. 
Intense colour is more sensitive than dull colour in comparing five body shapes 
because of lower significant values (Sig.<0.05). The log odds of being in slim 
versus in square body shape will decrease by 2.197 if moving from achromatic to 
intense colour and by 0.767 if moving from achromatic to dull colour. In another 
word, intense and dull colour to compare with achromatic is less likely to set off 
slim than the square body. All estimated coefficients indicating the level of 
impacts are ranked with darker colours representing stronger impact.  
Table 6-10 Regression model of the Jacket’s colour saturation vs Body Shapes 
Parameter Estimates (Design_colour_saturation) 
BodyShapea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
circle Intercept 1.386 .791 3.075 1 .080    
1=intense colour -2.197 .993 4.896 1 .027 .111 .016 .778 
2=dull colour -.767 .919 .697 1 .404 .464 .077 2.813 
3=achromatic 0b . . 0 . . . . 
invert 
triangle 
Intercept 1.253 .802 2.441 1 .118    
1=intense colour -1.052 .919 1.310 1 .252 .349 .058 2.116 
2=dull colour -.634 .929 .466 1 .495 .531 .086 3.276 
3=achromatic 0b . . 0 . . . . 
triangle Intercept 2.526 .735 11.814 1 .001    
1=intense colour -2.644 .881 9.004 1 .003 .071 .013 .400 
2=dull colour -1.070 .846 1.600 1 .206 .343 .065 1.801 
3=achromatic 0b . . 0 . . . . 
slim Intercept 2.197 .745 8.690 1 .003    
1=intense colour -2.092 .876 5.708 1 .017 .123 .022 .687 
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2=dull colour -.588 .853 .475 1 .491 .556 .104 2.955 
3=achromatic 0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: square. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 
Substituted the coefficients (B) into equations:  
𝐾1 = log (
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒=𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒)
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒=𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒)
) = 𝐵10(1.386) − 𝐵11(2.197)𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 − 𝐵12(0.767)𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙  
𝐾2 = log (
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 = 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒)
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 = 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒)
)
= 𝐵20(1.253) − 𝐵21(1.052)𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 − 𝐵22(0.634)𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙 
𝐾3 = log (
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒=𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒)
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒=𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒)
) = 𝐵30(2.526) − 𝐵31(2.644)𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 − 𝐵32(1.070)𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙  
𝐾4 = log (
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒=𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑚)
𝑝(𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒=𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒)
) = 𝐵40(2.197) − 𝐵41(2.092)𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 − 𝐵42(0.588)𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙  
For 𝐾4, the exponentiations of the coefficient (B)’s are: 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵41) =
odds(slim)
odds(square)
=
𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
𝑝𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐⁄
𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
𝑝𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐⁄
=
10 63⁄
18 63⁄
9 18⁄
2 18⁄
= 0.123 (<1, intense < achromatic) 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵42) =
odds(slim)
odds(square)
=
𝑝𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐⁄
𝑝𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐⁄
=
35 63⁄
18 63⁄
7 18⁄
2 18⁄
= 0.556 (<1, dull < achromatic) 
𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵43) =
odds(slim)
odds(square)
=
𝑝𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒⁄
𝑝𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒⁄
=
35 63⁄
10 63⁄
7 18⁄
9 18⁄
= 4.500 (>1, dull > intense) 
Table 6-11 Descriptive data of Jacket’s colour saturation for estimating Exp (B) 
Design_colour_saturation 
Square 
(18) 
Circle 
(25) 
Invert triangle 
(31) 
Triangle 
(63) 
Slim 
(63) 
Total 
(200) 
Dull  
 
7 13* 13 30 35* 98 
Achromatic  
 
2 8 7 25* 18 60 
Intense  
 
9 4* 11* 8 10 42 
 
The result of parameter Exp (B) indicates that the odds ratio switching 
from achromatic to intense colour is 0.123 for being in slim versus square body 
shape. In other words, it explains the probability that intense colour to compare 
with achromatic has 0.123 times less chance to setoff slim body than the square 
body. By contrast, the odds ratio switching from intense to dull colour is 4.500 for 
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being in slim versus square body shape. It explains the probability that dull to 
compare with intense colour has 4.500 times more chance to set off a slim body 
than the square body. The calculations of odds ratios are demonstrated in 
equations 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵41), 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵42) and 𝐸𝑥𝑝(𝐵43) based on the descriptive data of the 
Jacket’s colour saturation in table 6-11. Overall, the probability of making body 
looks slim compared to square from the high to low will be from achromatic, dull 
and intense colour. 
Apart from the Jacket’s colour saturation, the correlations of body-associated 
meaning with more denotation variables have been proved according to good 
fitting regression models. Those variables are Jacket’s lapel width (table 6-12), 
Jacket’s pattern size (table 6-13) and Shirt’s pattern size (table 6-14) from design 
denotations, as well as Outfit pairing (table 6-15) from obvious denotations. In 
conclusion, significant correlations have been found between dependent variables 
of body-associated meanings and some of the predictor variables deriving from 
both obvious and design denotations. Therefore, hypothesis 2 is a true assumption.  
Table 6-12 Regression model of Jacket’s lapel width vs Body Shapes 
Parameter Estimates (Design_lapel_width) 
BodyShapea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for 
Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
square Intercept -2.303 .606 14.460 1 .000    
1=narrow lapel .693 1.252 .307 1 .580 2.000 .172 23.25
1 
2=normal lapel 1.609 .688 5.467 1 .019 5.000 1.297 19.27
0 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
circle Intercept -1.792 .483 13.759 1 .000    
1=narrow lapel 1.569 .827 3.601 1 .058 4.800 .950 24.25
9 
2=normal lapel 1.232 .576 4.579 1 .032 3.429 1.109 10.59
8 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
invert Intercept -1.099 .365 9.052 1 .003    
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triangle 1=narrow lapel -.511 1.155 .196 1 .658 .600 .062 5.768 
2=normal lapel .762 .468 2.652 1 .103 2.143 .856 5.363 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
triangle Intercept -.223 .274 .664 1 .415    
1=narrow lapel .811 .621 1.703 1 .192 2.250 .666 7.605 
2=normal lapel .292 .380 .592 1 .441 1.339 .637 2.818 
3=wide lapel 0b . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: slim. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 
Table 6-13 Regression model of Jacket’s pattern size vs Body Shapes  
Parameter Estimates (Design_pattern_size) 
BodyShapea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
circle Intercept .268 .368 .530 1 .467    
1=small pattern -.086 .709 .015 1 .903 .918 .229 3.681 
2=regular 
pattern 
17.975 .846 451.182 1 .000 64008163 12188071 33615204
9 
3=large pattern .060 5048.18
8 
.000 1 1.00
0 
1.062 .000 .b 
4=plain 0c . . 0 . . . . 
invert 
triangle 
Intercept .571 .347 2.704 1 .100    
1=small pattern -.794 .755 1.104 1 .293 .452 .103 1.987 
2=regular 
pattern 
18.365 .671 748.303 1 .000 94620762 25381432 35274166
8 
3=large pattern -.027 4533.40
7 
.000 1 1.00
0 
.973 .000 .b 
4=plain 0c . . 0 . . . . 
triangle Intercept .802 .334 5.779 1 .016    
1=small pattern .296 .615 .232 1 .630 1.345 .403 4.488 
2=regular 
pattern 
18.357 .626 860.185 1 .000 93805066 27508445 31987960
2 
3=large pattern 19.219 .458 1762.23
9 
1 .000 22213240
5 
90555729 54488883
1 
4=plain 0c . . 0 . . . . 
slim Intercept .869 .330 6.917 1 .009    
1=small pattern -.176 .640 .076 1 .783 .839 .239 2.938 
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2=regular 
pattern 
18.760 .000 . 1 . 14040500
2 
14040500
2 
14040500
2 
3=large pattern 19.152 .000 . 1 . 20780128
2 
20780128
2 
20780128
2 
4=plain 0c . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: square. 
b. Floating point overflow occurred while computing this statistic. Its value is therefore set to system missing. 
c. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 
Table 6-14 Regression model of Shirt’s pattern size vs Body Shapes  
Parameter Estimates (shirt_pattern_size) 
BodyShapea B 
Std. 
Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
circle Intercept -.595 .311 3.647 1 .056    
1=small pattern .412 .681 .367 1 .545 1.510 .398 5.737 
2=regular 
pattern 
-.909 .841 1.168 1 .280 .403 .077 2.096 
3=large pattern -1.657 .806 4.224 1 .040 .191 .039 .926 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
invert 
triangle 
Intercept -.148 .273 .296 1 .587    
1=small pattern -.545 .758 .517 1 .472 .580 .131 2.562 
2=regular 
pattern 
-1.356 .828 2.681 1 .102 .258 .051 1.306 
3=large pattern -2.796 1.062 6.936 1 .008 .061 .008 .489 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
square Intercept -1.065 .367 8.429 1 .004    
1=small pattern 1.065 .684 2.423 1 .120 2.900 .759 11.081 
2=regular 
pattern 
-1.133 1.116 1.030 1 .310 .322 .036 2.872 
3=large pattern -1.880 1.090 2.976 1 .084 .153 .018 1.291 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
slim Intercept .417 .239 3.038 1 .081    
1=small pattern .564 .535 1.111 1 .292 1.758 .616 5.017 
2=regular 
pattern 
-1.921 .818 5.521 1 .019 .146 .030 .727 
3=large pattern -3.361 1.053 10.180 1 .001 .035 .004 .273 
4=plain 0b . . 0 . . . . 
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a. The reference category is: triangle. 
b. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant. 
 
Table 6-15 Regression model of Outfit pairing vs Body Shapes  
Parameter Estimates (Outfit_pairing) 
BodyShapea B Std. Error Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
95% CI for 
Exp(B) 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
circle Intercept -
19.086 
1915.693 .000 1 .992 
   
1=jacket+shirt 20.835 1915.693 .000 1 .991 111839599 .000 .b 
2=jacket+shirt+tie -.152 8894.479 .000 1 1.000 .859 .000 .b 
3=jacket+shirt+square 18.680 1915.693 .000 1 .992 129669101 .000 .b 
4=jacket+shirt+square+tie 0c . . 0 . . . . 
invert 
triangle 
Intercept -3.970 1.009 15.47 1 .000    
1=jacket+shirt 5.580 1.148 23.60 1 .000 265 27.907 2516.4 
2=jacket+shirt+tie -15.05 7800.014 .000 1 .998 2.904E-7 .000 .b 
3=jacket+shirt+square 5.174 1.205 18.43 1 .000 177 16.649 1874.6 
4=jacket+shirt+square+tie 0c . . 0 . . . . 
triangle Intercept -
18.162 
1206.773 .000 1 .988 
   
1=jacket+shirt 20.667 1206.773 .000 1 .986 945503857 .000 .b 
2=jacket+shirt+tie -.152 5602.995 .000 1 1.000 .859 .000 .b 
3=jacket+shirt+square 19.702 1206.773 .000 1 .987 360191946 .000 .b 
4=jacket+shirt+square+tie 0c . . 0 . . . . 
square Intercept -3.970 1.009 15.47 1 .000    
1=jacket+shirt 5.223 1.158 20.35 1 .000 185.500 19.182 1793.8 
2=jacket+shirt+tie -15.59 .000 . 1 . 1.686E 1.686E 1.686E 
3=jacket+shirt+square 3.970 1.298 9.352 1 .002 53.000 4.161 675.1 
4=jacket+shirt+square+tie 0c . . 0 . . . . 
a. The reference category is: slim. 
b. Floating point overflow occurred while computing this statistic. Its value is therefore set to system missing. 
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6.3.2 Analysis of the overall relationships via Canonical Correlation 
Analysis  
Above assessments have measured the separate relationships between each 
denotation attribute and each meaning level. However, in reality, all of the 
attributes as well as meanings may have inner connections and joint impacts on 
each other. This section is going to explore the collaborative correlations between 
the whole set of denotation attributes and connotation meanings. The Canonical 
Correlation Analysis (CCA) is applied to explain the correlations in this level with: 
Hypothesis 3: The generation of collaborative connotation meanings is 
correlated with both literal and design associated denotations of apparel signs 
Introduction of CCA method 
To the insights of CCA, a canonical variate (function) is a set of standardised 
canonical functions which is denoted as CV. For multiple x-variables and y-
variables, it constructs two functions 𝐶𝑉𝑋1 = 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2 + 𝑎3𝑥3 + ⋯ +
𝑎𝑛𝑥𝑛and 𝐶𝑉𝑌1 = 𝑏1𝑦1 + 𝑏2𝑦2 + 𝑏3𝑦3 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑚𝑦𝑚. A pair of canonical functions 
is called a canonical root. The outcome of measuring overall relationships is 
reported based on canonical roots.  Canonical roots are independent from each 
other because each function is orthogonal to every other function.  
Two essential parameters in canonical roots are standardised canonical 
coefficients and structure coefficients. Standardized canonical coefficients are the 
standardised coefficients in above functions which is a1…an and b1…bn. It 
indicates the degree, positive or negative of the correlation in synthetic 
variables. A structure coefficient (canonical loading) is the Pearson r between an 
observed variable (denotation attributes or connotation meanings) and the new 
calculated synthetic variables, which is to examine which observed variables are 
confident in contributing the synthetic variable. The higher canonical loadings, the 
more reliable standardised canonical coefficients and explanation of overall 
correlations.  
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Codes in SPSS 
Measurements of the strength of association between the 45 denotation attributes 
of apparel and the 11 apparel meanings on style genres and body shapes are 
conducted in SPSS 24.0 with syntax as shown below:   
“CANCORR SET1=jacket_outline jacket_button jacket_vent jacket_fit jacket_fabric jacke
t_colour jacket_pattern jacket_material design_lapel_width design_gorge_position desig
n_firstButton_position design_length_width design_drape design_silhouette design_colo
ur_hue design_colour_light design_colour_satura design_pattern_size design_pattern_c
ontrast design_material_surface shirt_collor shirt_hue shirt_light shirt_satura shirt_patt
ern shirt_pattern_size shirt_pattern_contrast shirt_material tie_knot tie_huetie_light tie_
satura tie_pattern tie_pattern_size tie_pattern_contrast tie_material Pocketsquare  squar
e_hue square_light square_satura square_pattern square_pattern_size square_pattern_c
ontrast square_material outfit_pairing outfit_colours_contrast outfit_colours_harmony o
utfit_shapes_illusion outfit_patterns_complex outfit_design_emphasis  / 
                 SET2=casual elegant playful professional trendy classic circle invert_triangle 
          triangle square slim /.” 
 
Results of Canonical Correlation Analysis 
 
The key results of CCA to report overall relationships are the generated canonical 
variates (or roots). The number of generated canonical variates in SPSS is as 
similar as the dependent variables which are eleven classes of style genres and 
body shapes in this study. Table 6-16 demonstrates the eleven potential 
correlations. The canonical correlations (column two), Wilk’s (column three) and 
Significant (column six) values are important parameters to decide whether these 
generated correlations are significantly existent or not. It shows that only the first 
three highlighted canonical variates are significant because they could explain the 
variance of the correlation of 94.0%, 72.3% and 66.6%, with Wilk’s lambda and 
Sig. level (p< .05) reporting model fitting.  Hence, three synthetic variables are 
confirmed to be able to represent internal structure of overall relationships 
between denotation attributes and connotation meanings. Following results will 
explain how the three synthetic variables are linked with two sides, denotation 
attributes and connotation meanings.   
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Table 6-16 Generated canonical variates (roots) 
Variates  
Canonical* 
Correlations Wilk’s Chi-SQ DF Sig.* 
1                .940*           .003               985.154               550.000            .000* 
2                .723*          .024               623.225               490.000            .000* 
3                .666*          .050               498.925               432.000            .014* 
4                .598          .092               400.493               376.000            .184 
5                .594          .143               326.207               322.000            .424 
6                .565          .222               253.099               270.000            .762 
7                .525          .325               188.564              220.000             .939 
8                .487          .449               134.514              172.000             .984 
9                .446          .589               88.977                126.000             .995 
10              .410          .735               51.680                82.000               .996 
11              .342          .883               20.839                40.000               .995 
* significant canonical correlations 
For investigating each of two sets of variables contributing to overall correlations, 
only the first three variates are demonstrated since variates 4-11 are not 
significant. Table 6-17 is combined with two results, the standardised canonical 
coefficients and structure coefficients (or canonical loadings). Directly reported 
digits are the standardised canonical coefficients of all of two sets variables in 
three canonical functions (three variates).  The canonical loadings are used to 
filter confident variables in each variate. Coefficients with canonical loadings 
(𝑟𝑠 > |. 300|) are highlighted with ‘*’.   
Table 6-17 Standardized Canonical Coefficients and Canonical Loadings 
X-variables 1 2 3 Y-variables 1 2 3 
jacket_outline  .145 -.116 -.116 Casual   .124*   .780  .015* 
jacket_button -.066  .071  .021 Elegant   .119   .421* -.496* 
jacket_vent -.002 -.029 -.141 Playful   .156*   .691 -.037 
jacket_fit -.047  .156 -.076 Professional   .131   .546  .310* 
jacket_fabric  .009  .497* -.302 Trendy   .075   .887* -.385 
jacket_colour  .021  .088* -.103* Classic   .159   .502 -.754* 
jacket_pattern -.112 -.258* -.051 Circle -.190*   .261 -.473 
jacket_material -.021 -.046  .065 Invert T -.163   .193* -.453 
design_lapel_width  .028  .176  .043 Triangle -.240* 1.002* -.314 
design_gorge_position  .044 -.003 -.087 Square -.211 -.006* -.213 
design_button_position -.058  .023 -.100 Slim  .735*  .661 -.569 
design_length_width  .073 -.056  .099     
design_drape -.075* -.235  .168     
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design_silhouette  .040  .027 -.129     
design_colour_hue  .055 -.023 -.379     
design_colour_light -.027  .064  .010     
design_colour_saturatio
n 
-.024  .402*  .390*     
design_pattern_size  .018 -.143 -.164     
design_pattern_contrast  .026  .641 -.001     
design_material_surface  .037* -.167 -.198     
shirt_collar  .066  .125  .079     
shirt_hue -.098 -.154  .248*     
shirt_light  .016  .451*  .140     
shirt_saturation  .037 -.038  .119*     
shirt_pattern -.075 -.281  .225     
shirt_pattern_size -.002  .677 -.066     
shirt_pattern_contrast   .007 -.328 -.141     
shirt_material -.060 -.164  .322     
tie_knot -.250*  .319 -.124     
tie_hue -.106*  .292 -.243     
tie_light -.227*  .086  .273     
tie_saturation  .065* -.073  .067     
tie_pattern  .050*  .132  .091     
tie_pattern_size -.030*  .036 -.042     
tie_pattern_contrast -.008* -.075 -.149     
tie_material -.202* -.476 -.048     
Pocketsquare -.077* -.067 -.424     
square_hue  .009* -.239  .396*     
square_light  .032*  .311  .419     
square_saturation  .188* -.225  .079     
square_pattern -.292*  .429  .563     
square_pattern_size  .035* -.597  .239     
square_pattern_contrast  .203*  .423 -.113     
square_material  .145*  .652 -.040     
outfit_pairing  .469*  .694  .568     
outfit_colours_contrast  .036 -.066  .124     
outfit_colours_harmony  .076 -.092  .330*     
outfit_shapes_illusion  .036  .039 -.306     
outfit_patterns_complex  .120 -.112* -.218     
outfit_design_emphasis -.009  .372* .146     
 
* coefficients with canonical loading 𝑟𝑠 > |. 300| 
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The interpretation is that the strongest influences on the first structure of overall 
relationships are from X-variables of jacket’s drape, jacket’s material surface, all 
of tie and pocket square variables, outfit pairing and Y-variables of casual, playful, 
circle, triangle and slim. The most substantial influences on the second structure 
are from X-variables of jacket’s fabric, colour type pattern type, colour saturation, 
shirt’s light, outfit’s patterns complexity, design emphasis and Y-variables of 
elegant, trendy, invert triangle, triangle and square. The strongest influences on 
the third structure are from X-variables of jacket’s colour type, colour saturation, 
shirt’s hue, saturation, pocket square’s hue, outfit’s colours harmony and Y-
variables of casual, elegant, professional and classic.  
Furthermore, the first structure reflects strong interconnections between mix-and-
match attributes, such as tie, pocket square, outfit pairing and meanings on the 
body. Particularly, it indicates the most negative correlation of pocket square’s 
pattern type (-.292), triangle body shape (-.240) and the most positive correlation 
of outfit pairing (.469), slim body shape (.735). Another level of interplays is 
occurred between jacket’s fabric attributes including colour, pattern and material 
and both meanings, particularly on jacket’s fabric (.497), jacket’s pattern type (-
.258), triangle body (1.002) and trendy style (.887). The third level of overall 
relationship is regarding with colour attributes across all categories of clothes, 
such as colour type, hue, light and saturation affecting both meanings, particularly 
on jacket’s colour saturation (.390), outfit’s colours harmony (.330), elegant style 
(-.496) and classic body (-.754). Variables that have significant effects on the 
internal structure are from both literal and design denotations. Hence the third 
hypothesis is a true assumption.   
6.3.3 Summary  
In above sections, the study tested the statistics analytical methods for data 
analysis and modelling. Initially, the assumption is that the correlations between 
the attribute variables and meaning variables are linear describable. MNL and 
CCA have been applied to predict the linear correlation models regarding one-to-
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one and overall variables. As a result, not all one-to-one variables existed 
significant relationships that are explainable with MNL regression models. Since 
the attribute variables are with high dimensions and complexity, the overall 
correlation models could interpret part of the internal structures. The outcomes of 
this chapter are summarised below: 
• Results from Multinomial Logistic regression reported that the deep design 
features have stronger influences on clothes meanings than the obvious 
features. The impacts on meanings are selective. For instance, Jacket’s 
length/width and silhouette are only sensitive to style genres; Jacket’s drape 
and pattern contrast are only sensitive to body shapes; Jacket’s colour 
saturation and pattern size are sensitive to both. 
• The magnitude of these effects could be further interpreted by fitting the 
apparel data with logistic regression models. Since some variables may not 
linear correlated, the fitting results could only demonstrate part of significant 
linear correlations such as Style genres with Jacket’s fabric, colour saturation, 
lapel width, pattern size and Shirt’s pattern size, as well as Body shapes with 
Jacket’s lapel width and pattern size, Shirt’s pattern size and Outfit pairing.  
• Regarding the overall relationships, the result of CCA found three significant 
canonical correlations to interpret overall relationships. First is occurred in 
between mix-and-match denotations such as the tie, pocket square, outfit 
pairing and slim body. Second is in between jacket’s fabrics such as colour, 
pattern, material and elegant, trendy style and triangle body. Third is in 
between colour attributes across all categories of clothes such as colour type, 
hue, light, saturation and elegant, classic style.  
• The fabrics of colour, pattern and material especially the colour have more 
substantial impacts on overall relationships than the attributes of line and 
shape. This is aligned with the outcome of the preliminary investigation of 
apparel in section 5.2 which stated that fabric-based apparel signs on average 
could attract more attention than line and shape-based apparel signs. That is 
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to say, the fabric features are more contributive to the style meanings on 
men’s suit jacket, shirt, tie and pocket square. 
In another word, the observed ATTRIBUTE and MEANING data may exist 
nonlinear or nonparametric relationships.  It is hardly predictable through general 
statistic methods that based on the probability distributions of the variables. Hence, 
proposed statistic analytical methods could quantify some of the significant 
attribute-meaning correlations that are liner describable, but are inappropriate for 
the apparel MEANING prediction and recommendation system development. 
Next section will examine machine-learning based methods that could handle 
nonlinear and complex data correlations.  
6.4 Apparel knowledge learning models 
Eventually, this study is going to examine the feasibility of prototyping an 
automatic apparel recommendation system which could match apparel products 
with meanings that wearers intent to express through the dress. The principle of 
recommendation system operation is based on an apparel meaning predictions 
model. Therefore, the main argument here is whether apparel meanings are 
predictable. In this section, the research focus is moving from explaining the 
correlation between apparel denotation attributes and connotation meanings to 
using the apparel denotation attributes to predict the connotation meanings. 
Machine learning and deep learning methods that are well known for the 
prediction ability are applied for developing the prototype.  
In statistical analysis, results did not see a large number of regression models with 
good fitting results to explain real relationships. It may be because of the large 
size of attributes dimension or exist other non-linear relationships. Instead, 
Machine Learning is able to deal with high dimensional and multiple formats of 
input data. Notably, in making predictions, it could give computers the ability to 
learn without being explicitly programmed (Simon, 2013). There are tens of 
thousands of machine learning algorithms. Deep learning is a special kind of 
machine learning with advance practical and image processing abilities. As the 
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training output of apparel meanings have been given so that this project belongs to 
supervised learning. Since the outputs of meanings are categorical, the meaning 
prediction model is defined as classification model.  
Given a training set of images, the main tasks are to extract their visual features 
X(image), and then use it to predict the corresponding apparel attributes, style 
genres and body shapes, which are denoted as f: X(image) → X(attribute) , 
f: X(image) → Y(style genre), and f: X(image) → Y(body shape), respectively.  
Three deep learning models are proposed. Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 
Latent Kernel Fusion (LKF) are adopted to train three deep models. Model B 
investigates whether using literal and design attributes can benefit visual 
prediction of meanings. It is realised by utilising obvious and design denotations 
to predict connotation meanings, which is denoted as Attr+SVM/LKF Model. 
Model C directly learns through the original apparel sign of images based on a 
trimmed model (TM), which is denoted as TM+SVM/LKF Model. Model D is 
designed with the first step of learning first-level meanings from image data 
denoted as TM-Outputs, and the second step of using the outputs of TM Model to 
feed training algorithms denoted as TM2Attr+SVM/LKF Model.  Three proposed 
models are demonstrated below: 
 Model B: Attr+SVM/LKF Model 
f: X(attribute) → Y(style genre) ∪ Y(body shape) 
 Model C: TM+SVM/LKF Model 
f: X(image) → Y(style genre) ∪ Y(body shape) 
 Model D: TM2Attr+SVM/LKF Model 
f: X(image) → X(attribute) → Y(style genre) ∪ Y(body shape) 
 
Since model B is not involved with particular data formats such as image data, it 
could fit in general machine-learning models. A conventional classifier, Support 
Vector Machine and an advanced Latent Kernel Fusion algorithm for processing 
small data are applied for the task of model B, with learning data from apparel 
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ATTRIBUTE dataset and MEANING dataset introduced in chapter five. The deep 
learning model, Convolution Neural Networks have applied to the rest two models. 
The development of model C experienced three stages: adapting to existing pre-
trained deep models, designing a new multi-task CNN architecture with image 
feature extractions and classifications and finally, proposing a hybrid method 
joining CNN image feature extractions with separate classification models, SVM 
and LKF. Data for training model C is from apparel original image dataset and 
label dataset. On the basis of model C, model D uses the extracted apparel 
attributes from CNN model to feed separate classification models, with learning 
data from three datasets, images, ATTRIBUTEs and MEANINGs.    
The codes to implement the three machine learning models are in Python script 
and wrote by Dr Yang Long in Computer Vision and Machine Learning, 
Newcastle University.   
6.4.1 Apparel meaning prediction based on ATTRIBUTE features 
(Model B) 
Based on machine-learning approaches, model B learns the same statistics as 
analysed in model A, but the expected outcome is more practical to meet real-life 
applications, such as apparel recommendation system.  The advantage of the 
proposed model is that using the designed apparel attributes as representation 
should be more discriminative to the style genres and body shapes. That is to say, 
it could be trained to be able to recognise what are the key apparel attributes to fit 
a specific style genre or body shape. The logic behind it is as similar as model A 
of analysing correlations between attributes and style genres, attributes and body 
shapes, but in a more effective and automatic computation scenario.  Either way 
could contribute to the understandings of the deep networks between apparel signs 
and meanings in apparel communication system. 
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General machine learning approaches 
The task of using semantic attributes of apparel to predict apparel meanings can 
be treated with the conventional machine learning approaches because the input 
data are statistics of apparel features that have been manually extracted from raw 
apparel images already. Firstly, the proposed model B is defined as supervised 
learning as it has predefined labels for two levels of apparel meanings. Each level 
of meaning has multiple classes. Next is to decide which model to be used, 
classification or regression model. If the inside of predefined classes exists natural 
orders or scales, it is a regression task; if not, such as different style genres and 
body shapes in this study, it is defined as a classification task. There are a variety 
of classifiers, such as Random Forests, Decision Trees and others, while, the most 
widely used in machine learning is the Support Vector Machine. 
Apparel meaning classification via Support Vector Machine  
Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a type of supervised learning was 
fundamentally introduced by Vapnik (2013) based on statistical learning theory. It 
was initially used to tackle classification problem and then becomes applicable for 
regression problem. The goal of classification task is to produce a classifier to 
separate two classes without loss of generality by a function that is induced from 
available examples, and Such classifier should able to work well on unseen 
examples (Gunn, 1998). Figure 6-1 shows how an SVM classifier is performed to 
separate two classes.  
 
Figure 6-1 Linear SVM classifier (Fradkin and Muchnik, 2006) 
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Given a number of data points, separating these data needs to construct a 
hyperplane. The best hyperplane should be able to make the largest separation 
between two classes which is to maximize the distance from a hyperplane to the 
nearest sample data of both sides. In order to make the distance as large as 
possible, SVM classifier defines a region with boundaries of two parallel 
hyperplanes that separate two classes. As shown in figure 6-1, the region within 
dashed lines is named margin. 𝛾 is the size of margin. The separating hyperplane 
is the maximum-margin hyperplane in the middle of two parallel hyperplanes 
defined as (𝑤, −𝑏).  Samples that are closest to the parallel hyperplanes are called 
support vectors. The computation of separating hyperplane is based on support 
vectors.   
This study constructed a comprehensive apparel attributes dataset based on the 
literal and design denotations of apparel. In order to verify the effectiveness of 
proposed apparel attributes space and the identification approach, SVM classifier 
is applied to predict apparel meanings with the training inputs of apparel attribute 
dataset. This method is denoted as Attr+SVM.  
Apparel meaning classification via Later Kernel Fusion 
SVM is a discriminative classifier. Apart from the linear classification as 
interpreted above, it could handle high dimensional feature spaces in a non-linear 
classification task. For individual cases where the number of attribute dimensions 
is greater than the number of samples, it is still effective by applying kernel 
functions to avoid over-fitting. However, if the training size is extremely small, 
the performance of conventional classifiers, e.g. SVM may suffer degradation. 
This study proposes a Later Kernel Fusion algorithm that can effectively handle 
the small data and achieve the best performance. Instead of learning the class 
boundaries, LKF, a distribution based classification algorithm focuses on 
maximising the likelihood function between the test samples and training classes. 
Through kernel methods, the capacity of conventional classifiers is enhanced by 
transforming features into a high dimensional space (Ayache et al., 2007). Kernels 
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are also able to overcome symbolic objects, such as categorical data (Yu, 2009). 
Kernel functions are commonly used in machine-learning, such as Linear, 
Polynomial, Gaussian (Radial Basis Function kernel) and Hyperbolic Tangent 
(Sigmoid) kernels (Hsu et al., 2003). This study proposed a kernel-based 
probability density estimation method to improve the classification results in 
SVM classifier.  
Due to the unbalanced distribution of samples in each labelled class, the weak 
classes with few samples may be sacrificed entirely for the denser ones. For 
instance in labelling style genres, the number of apparel samples in the class of 
playful is much larger than that of trendy, so that samples with trendy may be 
sacrificed for playful. In order to mitigate the unbalanced prior, Probability 
Density Estimation (PDE) (Raykar, 2002) is introduced to measure any arbitrary 
distribution from a set of training samples. First adapted PDE approach is 
Maximum Likelihood estimation with a kernel function. In order to compare to 
SVM, same kernel RBF is adopted. However, due to the long-tail property, not all 
of the samples are effective for the PDE. Therefore, improved performance can be 
achieved by using the K-nearest neighbours of a test sample in the positive 
samples for PDE and compare that of negative samples.  
Training, Testing and Validation  
In data pre-processing for training, testing and validation, the inputs and outputs 
data to feed learning model are form apparel ATTRIBUTE dataset (denotations of 
apparel signs) and MEANING dataset (connotation meanings of apparel) in 
chapter five. The ATTRIBUTE data needs to be converted into binary data since 
SVM treats each data as a vector of real numbers. The method for conversion is 
one-hot encoding (more details see Data encoding in section 5.4.2).  
The two datasets are separated into two subsets. The training set is used to train a 
classifier with input attributes and labelled outputs, and the testing set is the 
unknown data to estimate how well the classification model has been trained. The 
model validation is to examine classification accuracy of the final model by 
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comparing the predicted testing outputs with labelled testing outputs. Apparently, 
using the unknown data to test model accuracy could more precisely reflect the 
generality of classifying an independent data set. Cross-validation provides more 
accurate validation by separating known and unknown data for rotation 
estimations (Hsu et al., 2003). This study is based on a highly random cross-
validation scheme, with a 10-fold cross-validation. First, the training set of 200 
samples is divided into ten equal-sized subsets. One subset (20s) is for testing, and 
the remaining nine subsets (180s) are for training sequentially, so that all data 
have been tested. The overall accuracy is the percentage of samples that were 
correctly predicted. 
Results  
The training input data is the apparel ATTRIBUTE dataset, and the output data is 
the MEANING label dataset. After feeding these data into training models, the 
prediction accuracy of proposed two methods is measured as shown in table 6-18. 
This table shows the predictability of predefined eleven classes, including casual, 
elegant, playful, professional, trendy and classic in style genres and circle, invert 
triangle, triangle, square and slim in body shapes, as well as the average 
predictability of overall classes. The values indicate the percentage of samples 
that were correctly predicted by Attr+SVM and Attr+LKF for each class, which 
are between 50% (random guess) and 100% (entirely predictable).  
Table 6-18 Prediction accuracy of Model B: SVM vs LKF 
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
Attr+SVM 79.1 85.2 76.5 83.2 91.2 86.4 88.1 83.8 82.8 90.9 93.0 85.5 
Attr+LKF 83.4 85.2 79.8 86.6 92.3 86.9 89.5 85.6 84.9 91.7 93.4 87.2 
 
In result, the prediction accuracy of eleven classes is differentiated widely from 
“Playful” (76.5% and 79.8%) to “Slim” (93.0% and 93.4%). To compare with the 
two methods, the proposed LKF classifier is slightly better than conventional 
classifier SVM for the performance of model B, with 1.7% average improvement. 
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The problem to cause low accuracy in some classes is from either the feature 
extraction or classification methods. Manually encoded apparel attributes may not 
be discriminative to these classes of apparel meanings. Alternatively, the 
classifiers, SVM and LKF may not effective for the classification tasks of these 
classes. For further investigation, next model will adopt same classifiers to test 
different feature data that were automatically extracted from original apparel 
images.  
6.4.2 Apparel meaning prediction based on Image features (Model C) 
There are alternative ways to train the prediction model. In fact, apparel meanings 
are perceived from a series of visual symbols of apparel. Representing these 
visual symbols by human-made denotations may lose valuable information for 
estimating meanings. For instance, some abstract symbols may exceed the human 
vision and understandings of clothes, but could be recognisable features to assist 
computer making predictions. Therefore, a revolutionary change of model C is the 
idea of measuring apparel meanings based on the original signs that are the 
images of apparel rather than human-made denotations.  
Deep learning approach 
The development of model C is characterised as an image classification problem 
in computer vision that includes tasks of categorising images into one of the 
several predefined classes. For processing the raw image data, conventional 
machine-learning methods are restricted because it requests a manually designed 
feature extractor to transform the raw data into a feature vector. By contrast, deep 
learning is a type of representation learning approach that could automatically 
convert raw images into multi-layered representations from the first layer with 
raw data to higher layers with more abstract features (LeCun et al., 2015). 
Convolutional Neural Networks are the leading deep learning models to tackle 
image classification tasks. Rawat and Wang summarised the remarkable works of 
CNNs from a single label, multi-label to semantic classification problems (Rawat 
and Wang, 2017).  
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Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs/ConvNets) in developing ARS 
Using apparel image data to develop apparel recommendation systems have been 
experimenting by researchers in computer vision field. Without the ability to 
recognise apparel features from images as the human being does, it requests more 
smart technology to deal with visual image data of apparel, including image 
detection to help extract image-based attributes, recognition from image-based to 
apparel-based attributes and finally classification based on apparel-based 
attributes. Previous studies experienced three stages. The earliest idea was using 
simple visual features of the image such as the edges and boundaries to train the 
apparel classification model (Cheng and Liu, 2008b). These features are far too 
abstract for describing clothes characters and making a recommendation 
accordingly.  
With the applications of Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Histograms of 
Oriented Gradient (HOG), Local Binary Pattern (LBP), Colour histogram and 
body detector in image feature extractions, it becomes capable for teaching 
computer to recognise apparel attributes (also known as semantic attributes) from 
sufficient image features, and making relatively precise recommendations (Chen 
et al., 2012a, Kalantidis et al., 2013, Hidayati et al., 2012). It could benefit the 
applications in online apparel searching, image retrieval and style 
recommendations. The drawback was that recognised apparel attributes are from 
easily recognisable characters that derive from obvious (literal) denotations. Deep 
apparel attributes were not involved.  
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Figure 6-2 An example of style recognition result by Google API 
 
The latest technology, Convolution Neural Networks with powerful feature 
recognition function becomes the dominant approach in the visual image 
recognition field. Fashion apparel also attracted research interest in this area. 
Some research efforts have been paid to apparel image recognition (Hara et al., 
2016, Perlin and Lopes, 2015, Liu et al., 2016, Li et al., 2017). Google developed 
a Style Detection feature in Google Cloud Vision API based on deep learning of 
CNNs (Ward, 2016). Figure 6-2 is an example of style recognition result by 
Google API. Most indicated literal attributes are correct, e.g. Blazer, Button and 
pattern. Other crucial attributes such as lapel shape and mix-and-matches with tie, 
shirt and pocket square have not yet become recognisable.  
Basic Architecture of Convolution Neural Networks  
Originally, Convolutional neural networks were inspired by a biological model, 
Hubel and Wiesel’s primate visual system. They found that in the visual cortex 
there are receptive fields in layers of cells to control certain kinds of visual 
perceptions. The architecture of deep convolutional neural networks is to mimic 
such interference mechanism to identify task-sensitive features from simple to 
complex layers.  
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Figure 6-3 CNN filters 
(Image from https://github.com/vdumoulin/conv_arithmetic) 
The architecture of Convolution Neural Networks is composed of three types of 
layers: convolutional, pooling, and fully connected layers. In order to identify 
deep and sophisticated features, the architecture is extendable with multiple 
convolutional layers along with pooling layers. Convolutional layers are 
functioned as feature identifiers that continuously extract features by strides and 
generate high-dimensional feature maps (Figure 6-3). First convolutional layer 
identifies all local features, such as lines, edges and contours from the original 
images. Second convolutional layer filters activated features such as recognisable 
shapes from the first layer. Moreover, higher convolutional layers will be trained 
to learn filters that activate when they see some visual feature. Along with each 
convolutional layer, it has pooling (or down-sampling) layers that apply for 
reducing the dimension of feature maps by eliminating the areas that don’t match 
any features. The fully connected layer is the final output layer to decide that the 
image is belonged to which predefined classes based on classification algorithms.  
Adaption of Convolution Neural Networks to Apparel (sign) feature extractions 
and meanings classifications  
Recently, deep learning based feature extraction as a dominant approach has been 
widely applied for practical applications in visual recognition. Based on the idea 
of training a giant model using thousands of classes with millions of images, such 
a pre-trained model has proven to have excellent generality. Since the training 
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stage has involved the most common classes of the world, many new tasks can 
directly use the pre-trained model to extract visual features that can often 
outperform or even double the performance of conventional heuristic features. 
Therefore, the most straightforward approach is to extract features using the pre-
trained model that are then followed by a classifier, which is denoted as 
PM+SVM. 
Table 6-19 Predictability of Pre-trained Models 
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
PM+SVM 58.7 62.8 59.4 55.2 69.4 64.8 60.5 57.2 59.1 64.4 67.9 61.8 
PM+LKF 62.6 69.4 67.5 68.2 74.2 70.7 68.2 62.3 62.1 70.4 70.5 67.8 
However, the result shows that the performance of using a pre-trained feature 
recognition model is not satisfied. As shown in Table 6-19, many prediction rates 
are just above the random guess (50%). The main reason is that the supervision of 
the pre-trained model consists of thousands of general classes, e.g. cars, horses.  
The extracted features are not discriminative to clothing styles. It is targeted to 
recognise an object from images, but the task in this study is predicting the 
meanings or feelings that the recognised object is trying to express. In order to 
extract task-sensitive features, a trimmed deep CNN structure is proposed which 
serves as a multi-task model considering all of the three levels of predictions, i.e. 
style genres, denotation attributes, and body shapes. 
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Figure 6-4 Key configurations of the proposed deep learning model. Conv: 
convolution layers; Fc: fully connection layers. 
The key configurations of the proposed deep model are summarised in Figure 6-4. 
The proposed CNN model is composed of five convolutional layers, five pooling 
layers and two fully connected layers. The design from the first convolutional 
layer to the last pooling layer serves for the feature learning. Each convolution 
level has two layers in the same size, e.g. Conv1 has Conv1_1 and Conv1_2 in the 
size of 160 ×128. The max-pooling layers between two levels make the size 
shrink to half of the original size. After Conv5, all of the patches are concatenated 
and mapped to two layers of fully connection, Fc6 and Fc7. The resultant feature 
space is in X(apparel) = [xn] ∈ ℝ𝑁×4096, where 1, …, n, …N  indexes the training 
samples.  
The design from fully connected layers to the final outputs serves for 
classifications. There are two types of objective functions. For style genre and 
body shape predictions, the supervision is discrete values. Therefore, a binary 
vector is adopted to represent these labels: Y(style genre) = [yn] ∈ 𝔹𝑁×9 , and 
Y(body shape) = [yn] ∈ 𝔹𝑁×5. Suppose Mutual Information loss does not differ 
Y(style genre) and Y(body shape),  the objective function, Cross Entropy for 
Y(style genre) also applies for Y(body shape). For clothing attributes, however, it 
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is a non-linear regression problem. For example, the clothes ‘has three buttons’ 
are highly correlated to ‘has four buttons’ compared to ‘has ten buttons’. Its 
objective function is based on the Norm-2 distance.  
Table 6-20 Predictability of Pre-trained vs Trimmed CNN Models 
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
PM+SVM 58.7 62.8 59.4 55.2 69.4 64.8 60.5 57.2 59.1 64.4 67.9 61.8 
PM+LKF 62.6 69.4 67.5 68.2 74.2 70.7 68.2 62.3 62.1 70.4 70.5 67.8 
TM-Output 72.8 74.5 69.4 75.8 80.5 72.2 76.4 71.8 67.7 79.6 82.8 74.9 
 
In the end, the entire trimmed model denoted as TM-Output is constructed to 
simultaneously predict multi-tasks, the apparel attributes, style genres and body 
shapes. Prediction result in table 6-20 shows that proposed trimmed model could 
improve the accuracy of some classes but not as good as expected. For instance, 
the accuracy of class “Slim” increased dramatically from the pre-trained model 
(PM+LKF, 70.5%) to trimmed output (TM-Output, 82.8%). However, some 
classes only received micro improvements such as the “Classic”, from 70.7% to 
72.2%. Since TM model is based on a multi-task loss, empirically, the 
performance of each individual task may have been sacrificed for the sake of 
balanced overall loss. The possible solution is to keep the structure of feature 
learning parts and replace the loss functions in fully connected layers by other 
separate classification models.  
Adaption of Convolution Neural Networks to Apparel (sign) feature extractions 
and separate classifiers to meanings classifications  
For any types of machine learning, we could separate the learning procedure into 
two major stages, to extract features and train classification model. The earlier 
adopted machine-learning methods, SVM and LKF are greater algorithms to train 
classifiers but less discriminative in feature extractions. The proposed CNN 
method could train feature extractors to effectively discriminate visual features 
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with apparel attributes, style genres and body shapes, while, the performance of 
classification algorithms is average due to multi-task loss problem.  To adopt the 
advantages of two methods, an improved model is introduced with separate 
learning approaches. First, extracted visual features (apparel signs) are gained 
from the proposed CNN model. Then, a conventional classifier, Support Vector 
Machine is used to train two separate prediction model of style genre and body 
shape. This method is denoted as TM+SVM. Alternatively, an optimised 
classification algorithm, Later Kernel Fusion is also applied for comparisons. This 
method is denoted as TM+ LKF.  
Results  
Table 6-21 Predictability of CNNs classifier vs CNNs feature extractor with 
SVM/LKF classifier  
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
PM+SVM 58.7 62.8 59.4 55.2 69.4 64.8 60.5 57.2 59.1 64.4 67.9 61.8 
PM+LKF 62.6 69.4 67.5 68.2 74.2 70.7 68.2 62.3 62.1 70.4 70.5 67.8 
TM-Output 72.8 74.5 69.4 75.8 80.5 72.2 76.4 71.8 67.7 79.6 82.8 74.9 
             
TM+SVM 72.9 72.6 70.1 76.2 77.5 70.7 75.8 69.5 64.4 79.7 79.2 73.5 
TM+LKF 82.4 83.8 77.9 84.6 91.2 85.7 84.4 82.5 79.6 86.4 89.2 84.3 
The original apparel Image dataset as training inputs and the MEANING label 
dataset as training outputs are fed into training model C, a hybrid model with 
CNN feature extractor and separate classifiers SVM and LKF. For comparisons, 
the training results by pre-trained model, trimmed CNNs classifier and CNNs with 
separate classifiers are all demonstrated in table 6-21.  As can be seen, the 
performance improves gradually in particular by applying LKF classifier to the 
deep models, with average predictability from 67.8% (PM+LKF), 74.9% (TM-
Output) to 84.3% (TM+LKF). Therefore, the best approach for tackling this 
image-based apparel meaning prediction task is the CNN feature extractor 
following by the separate classifier LKF.  
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Table 6-22 Predictability of Model B vs Model C 
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
Attr+SVM 79.1 85.2 76.5 83.2 91.2 86.4 88.1 83.8 82.8 90.9 93.0 85.5 
Attr+LKF 83.4 85.2 79.8 86.6 92.3 86.9 89.5 85.6 84.9 91.7 93.4 87.2 
             
TM+SVM 72.9 72.6 70.1 76.2 77.5 70.7 75.8 69.5 64.4 79.7 79.2 73.5 
TM+LKF 82.4 83.8 77.9 84.6 91.2 85.7 84.4 82.5 79.6 86.4 89.2 84.3 
Secondly, the performance of model C is compared with model B (Table 6-22). It 
is observed that the Image-based prediction model is less effective than the 
ATTRIBUTE-based prediction model in all classes of meanings. However, the 
new proposed LKF algorithm in the image-based model makes the average 
prediction rate increased (10.8%) more dramatically than in attribute-based model 
(1.7%). That is to say, the ATTRIBUTE-based feature data are more precise than 
the Image-based feature data so that the predictability is better. In  terms of the 
training algorithms, the Image-based deep learning model (TM) combined with 
the separate LKF classifier has more powerful algorithms to optimise the 
prediction model. The next model will collaborate ATTRIBUTE-based data, 
Image-based data and the learning algorithms in model B and model C. 
6.4.3 Apparel meaning prediction based on ATTRIBUTE and Image 
collaborated features (Model D) 
The third prediction model is intended to improve the performance by adopting 
collaborated features of joining original apparel images data and encoded 
attributes data. On the one hand, if automatically extracted image features could 
assist human identified apparel features in apparel meanings measurements, the 
communication code between specific clothing signs and meanings will be 
materialised. On the other hand, if the encoded apparel feature attributes could 
assist image data in visual recognition of apparel, not only semantic attributes but 
more implicit information carried by the objects, such as feelings or associations 
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will become predictable. It could lead the application of image-based apparel 
recommendation system to another level, with such human-liked visual 
recognition technique.  
Apparel ATTRIBUTE learning via proposed CNN model 
Given two datasets, visual images and encoded apparel attributes, the first stage is 
to train the feature extractors to recognise features that are discriminative to 
encoded apparel attributes from visual images, and then train classifiers to output 
apparel attributes based on extracted features. This procedure is called semantic 
attributes learning in visual recognition. It usually learns obvious or literal 
attributes of apparel such as the shape of the collar. The challenging part of this 
study is to allow high dimensional apparel attributes, including literal and design 
attributes to be predictable. In fact, the earlier proposed CNN model has involved 
with attributes learning in a multi-task feature extraction and deep classification 
model. Two classification tasks, style genres and body shapes were discussed. 
This section is going to examine the performance of the third classification task, 
attributes classifications and output the predicted attributes which are denoted as 
TM2Attr.  
Apparel MEANING prediction via trained apparel ATTRIBUTEs  
The next stage is to train apparel meaning prediction model based on predicted 
apparel attributes from the outputs of CNN model. Since CNN feature is obtained 
by learning the multi-task loss, among style genres, body shapes and encoded 
apparel attributes, the predicted attributes may have been adjusted for the loss of 
style genres and body shapes prediction. Therefore, using the predicted attributes 
from the output of CNN model could further benefit the style genres and body 
shapes prediction, i.e. better than that of adopting original image or encoded 
attribute data separately. Eventually, to feed the predicted attributes to separate 
classifiers, SVM and LKF is the completion of the third prediction model of 
apparel meanings, which are denoted as TM2Attr+SVM and TM2Attr+LKF. 
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Results  
 
Figure 6-5 Mean squared errors (MSE) of predicted attributes 
The first prediction model, apparel attributes prediction is based on proposed 
CNN deep networks in section 6.4.2 in addition with two parallel predictions, 
style genres and body shapes.  The prediction of apparel attributes is made by the 
regression output of the trimmed deep model. Figure 6-5 illustrates the Mean 
Squared Errors (MSE) of overall predicted attributes, which estimate the average 
of the squares of the prediction errors. This is an important parameter to measure 
the performance of regression model. The value of MSE closer to zero means the 
higher predictability of apparel attributes. In result, the majority apparel attributes 
are predictable with small errors (MSE<1.5). A small number of attributes due to 
lack of observing samples received the relatively lower accuracy, such as the 
‘jacket pattern’ with only five samples in ‘vertical stripes’. Overall, the 
performance of CNN attribute prediction model is acceptable for learning the 
small size of data.  
The second stage of training adopts predicted apparel ATTRIBUTEs as training 
inputs and MEANING dataset as training outputs. These data are fed into SVM 
and LKF classifiers. Table 6-23 shows the predictability of the final outputs of 
model D and compares the results with previous two models.  By introducing 
TM2Attr as feature data, the performance further improved compared to those 
classes with lower rate by previously introduced models. For instance, 
TM2Attr+LKF achieves 87.8% recognition rate for the class of “Triangle”, while 
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Attr+LKF was 84.9% and TM+LKF was only 79.6%. The increases of 
TM2Attr+SVM method to compare with Attr+SVM are less than 1.1%, but it 
improved TM+SVM method remarkably in some classes such as “Trendy” from 
77.5% to 91.8%.  
Table 6-23 Predictability of Model B vs Model C vs Model D 
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
Attr+SVM 79.1 85.2 76.5 83.2 91.2 86.4 88.1 83.8 82.8 90.9 93.0 85.5 
Attr+LKF 83.4 85.2 79.8 86.6 92.3 86.9 89.5 85.6 84.9 91.7 93.4 87.2 
             
TM+SVM 72.9 72.6 70.1 76.2 77.5 70.7 75.8 69.5 64.4 79.7 79.2 73.5 
TM+LKF 82.4 83.8 77.9 84.6 91.2 85.7 84.4 82.5 79.6 86.4 89.2 84.3 
             
TM2Attr+SVM 79.6 85.1 76.9 84.3 91.8 86.9 88.4 84.5 83.8 91.4 93.2 86.0 
TM2Attr+LKF 84.5 85.4 80.1 88.5 92.4 87.1 90.4 86.3 87.8 92.6 93.5 88.1 
 
That is to say, firstly, apparel attributes are recognisable from images through 
deep learning method, and secondly recognised apparel attributes is the most 
effective feature attributes to adapt the tasks of apparel meaning classifications. 
For classification algorithms, the proposed LKF is more effective than the 
baseline model SVM particular on model C (TM) with 10.8% higher prediction 
rates. To compare with the six methods in model B, C and D, if a prediction rate 
of 80% deserves a good model, then all proposed methods are highly effective 
with one exception of TM+SVM which was below 80% in all classes as 
highlighted. Moreover, model D is the most applicable model for prototyping 
apparel recommendation system. The method of TM2Attr+LKF reached the best 
performance with an average prediction accuracy of 88.1%.  The full testing 
results of model D with the TM2Attr+LKF method are available in Appendix 4. 
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6.4.4 Summary  
In this section, the assumption is that proposed attribute and meaning data exist 
nonparametric statistic correlations. Therefore, machine-learning based methods 
are applied to train apparel data and predict the output data of apparel meanings. 
This chapter developed three MEANING prediction models based on Image and 
ATTRIBUTE data, with CNN deep learning, SVM and LKF classification 
methods. Table 6-24 lists all the results of model testing in predictions of eleven 
classes of apparel meanings. 
Table 6-24 Overall results  
 Predictability of Classes (style genres &body shapes) (%) 
 Casual Elegant Playful 
Professi
onal 
Trendy Classic Circle 
Invert 
triangle 
Triangle Square Slim Mean 
Attr+SVM 79.1 85.2 76.5 83.2 91.2 86.4 88.1 83.8 82.8 90.9 93.0 85.5 
Attr+LKF 83.4 85.2 79.8 86.6 92.3 86.9 89.5 85.6 84.9 91.7 93.4 87.2 
             
PM+SVM 58.7 62.8 59.4 55.2 69.4 64.8 60.5 57.2 59.1 64.4 67.9 61.8 
PM+LKF 62.6 69.4 67.5 68.2 74.2 70.7 68.2 62.3 62.1 70.4 70.5 67.8 
TM-Output 72.8 74.5 69.4 75.8 80.5 72.2 76.4 71.8 67.7 79.6 82.8 74.9 
TM+SVM 72.9 72.6 70.1 76.2 77.5 70.7 75.8 69.5 64.4 79.7 79.2 73.5 
TM+LKF 82.4 83.8 77.9 84.6 91.2 85.7 84.4 82.5 79.6 86.4 89.2 84.3 
             
TM2Attr+SVM 79.6 85.1 76.9 84.3 91.8 86.9 88.4 84.5 83.8 91.4 93.2 86.0 
TM2Attr+LKF 84.5 85.4 80.1 88.5 92.4 87.1 90.4 86.3 87.8 92.6 93.5 88.1 
 
The important results are summarised as follows: 
• The Attribute-based apparel learning model is more accurate than the Image-
based model because the ATTRIBUTE data are composed of deep apparel 
features that are more discriminative to the meaning classifications.  
• The method of TM2Attr+LKF in the third apparel learning model with 
collaborated data of images and attributes could precisely predict meanings, 
with prediction rate above 80% on all eleven classes. The proposed methods 
of using Convolutional Neural Networks on apparel feature extractions and 
Later Kernel Fusion on classifications are adequate for developing 
knowledge-based apparel learning models. 
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• The testing result of the third training model indicated that the automatic 
predicted ATTRIBUTEs and MEANINGs could highly approach the clothes 
experts’ judgments. That is, the usefulness of the proposed model in 
developing apparel style recommendation systems is also positive.  
Consequently, nonparametric correlations do exist between ATTRIBUTE and 
MEANING datasets. Proposed machine learning and deep learning approaches 
could build train models to predict apparel meaning effectively. The most active 
model could firstly learn ATTRIBUTEs from images, and secondly using learned 
attributes to predict MEANINGs with prediction rate from 80.1% to 93.5% on 
eleven classes.  The next section will examine the most effective model for 
developing apparel style recommendation systems.  
6.5 Feasibility evaluation of a novel apparel style recommendation 
system based on a prototyping system   
6.5.1 Menswear advanced search system 
An advanced style searching system is achievable through the proposed deep 
model of apparel attribute prediction. The common idea of visual recognition is 
training the computer to recognise apparent features of an object from clear or 
wild images.  Unlike easily recognisable features, the proposed model is trained to 
be able to identify deep characteristics of apparel for developing more 
knowledgeable systems, such as advanced search of apparel. Since the targeted 
application field is in the online shopping, this study adopted clear photographed 
apparel images as the learning materials in order to train high-level apparel 
characteristics. Figure 6-6 demonstrates some of the predictions of apparel 
attributes by proposed CNN method. Red highlighted attributes are error 
predictions. Currently, it is based on a small training set, and the results could be 
improved with more data.  
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Figure 6-6 Demonstration of attribute predictions on samples  
The first advantage of the proposed apparel attributes prediction model is the 
depth of feature extractions and learning. Initially, apparel attributes are manually 
encoded based on literal and design denotations of apparel signs. Later, a deep 
model is trained to learning these attributes from images. As shown in figure 6-6, 
besides of lapel, pocket types, buttons and other apparent features, it could predict 
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visual design, such as shape, volume, colour, pattern material and design 
organisations, as well as mix and match features, such as colours contrast and 
harmony.   
Secondly, predicted attributes are based on a comprehensive feature space to 
represent the differences of apparel signs as many as possible. Vertically, the 
output of predicted apparel attributes contains three-level of features, the Objects, 
Supports and Variants. For example, the jacket is recognised as one of the Objects 
in apparel image; the pattern is the Support of jacket; ‘large size’, ‘high 
contrasting’ and ‘check’ are the Variants of the pattern. Meantime, ‘lapel’ is also 
the Support of jacket; ‘wide’ and ‘peak’ are the Variants of the lapel. Also, it 
allows horizontal differentiations to be identified crossing categories. The Objects 
are expanded to not only the jacket but also the shirt, tie and pocket square 
followed by their Supports and Variants so that a wide range of sign 
characteristics from separate clothes to the coordination has been counted for the 
deep investigation of apparel communication system.  
Most importantly, this practical model could efficiently be applied to advanced 
style search to tackle searching difficulty caused by the overload of online styles. 
For instance, results of searching at shopstyle.co.uk were Blazers & Sports jacket 
(10,000+ Products), Dress Shirt (7030 Products) and Tie (10,000+ Products). By 
introducing proposed deep model, the optimized searching engine could do 
customized search like ‘blazer’ with ‘wide peak lapel’ and/or ‘high gorge’ and/or 
‘wearing with shirt and tie’ and/or ‘light and dull colour’ and/or ‘small check 
pattern’ and/or ‘high contrasting pattern’ etc. In total, there are 45 adjustable 
attributes for advanced search.  
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6.5.2 Menswear style recommendation system 
On the bases of successful predicted apparel attributes, the final learning model of 
apparel meanings have been confirmed with high accuracy of measuring feelings 
or associations, such as style genres and body shapes caused by visual apparel. 
That is to say, it could match online clothes with specific meanings or perceptual 
concepts given by people, which is a kind of smart recommendation engine for 
apparel products. The testing result of meaning predictions is demonstrated in 
figure 6-7. Red highlighted apparel images are error predictions from testing 
samples.  
The significant advantage of meaning prediction models for developing 
recommendation system is to recognise the implicit meanings behind the visual 
signs of clothes that request professional knowledge and experiences on the 
Menswear. Instead of a wide range of clothing categories with easily recognisable 
tasks by common sense, the learning challenge of the proposed model is to 
distinguish closer features or looks of apparel samples that are even hard to be 
achieved by general public except trained style professionals. The solution is to 
mimic human visual perception of perceiving apparel meanings in apparel 
communication system. Based on the theory of apparel signs, denotation and 
connotation meanings. A step-by-step method is introduced which is to recognise 
obvious and deep apparel features from a sign, and then to predict meanings from 
these features. For example, a combination of lines (sign) is recognised to be a 
plaid pattern, and plaid pattern is more discriminative to classic style than other 
patterns.  
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Figure 6-7 Demonstration of meaning predictions on samples  
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Overall, the proposed meaning prediction model could support apparel 
recommendation on eleven classes of apparel-associated meanings including style 
genres and body shape corrections, with average 88.1% of recommendation 
results are in accordance with actual results given by real style professionals. 
Unless apparel attribute predictions, Additional errors may affect the real 
performance since the ground truth meanings from style professionals may not 
thoroughly agreeable. Regarding the prediction of occasions, it is suggested by 
stylists that specific occasions are affected by specific style genres, such as classic 
style for racing, elegant for opera, working dinner etc., playful for a stag party or 
going out and so on. These correlations could be tested by feeding occasion label 
data into the proposed model in future work.  
6.6 Summary  
This chapter investigated the technical feasibility of prototyping intelligent 
apparel style recommendation systems based on proposed apparel datasets. Four 
types of models have been designed with statistics analytical methods and 
machine-learning methods. The first model tried to use MNL and CCA regression 
method build up linear models that interpret the correlation between apparel 
attribute and meaning datasets. The result found a small part of apparel data that 
are significantly linear describable. The calculated linear models (A) could reveal 
some of the interplays under attributes. However, the general statistics based 
methods are insufficient to handle the complex apparel data that are beyond the 
capability of probability distribution based statistic methods.  
The remaining three models chose new methods that could cope with nonlinear 
and nonparametric data relations. The methods are based on machine learning 
algorithms, especially the deep learning model. The three apparel MEANING 
learning models were designed based on three distinctive learning datasets, 
including ATTRIBUTEs, raw apparel images and trained ATTRIBUTEs by 
images. A multi-task CNN deep model, SVM and a newly proposed LKF 
classifier were introduced to train datasets. The model testing results confirmed 
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that the secondly proposed methods based on machine learning could effectively 
predict apparel MENINGs through the newly proposed apparel datasets.  
Above all, the apparel MEANING prediction models are also useful models for 
prototyping apparel style recommendation systems. The last of the three proposed 
models could estimate eleven classes of apparel meanings with high accuracy of 
80.1%-93.5% to the clothes experts’ judgments. It contains two training models. 
The ATTRIBUTE prediction model can be used for Menswear advanced search 
system that allows filtering not only the natural but deep design features. The 
MEANING prediction model can be used as a Menswear style recommendation 
engine that distinguishes online clothes by specific style genres or body shapes.  
Overall, the adequate methods for prototyping apparel style recommendation 
systems have been found, which are based on CNN deep learning and LKF 
classification models. The advantage of prototyped models is that it can recognise 
in-depth clothes features and connotative meanings such as trained style 
professionals.  
The research in this chapter has led to the following peer-reviewed publication: 
Guan, Congying and Qin, Sheng-feng (2018) Apparel-based deep learning system 
design for apparel style recommendation. International Journal of Clothing 
Science and Technology. (Under review)
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CHAPTER  
( 7 ) 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 
 
7.1 Findings of this study 
This study prototyped an advanced knowledge-based apparel style 
recommendation system. It focused on three gradually proposed questions:  
• What is the unique function of clothing as a consumable product? 
• How clothes are used to communicate meanings as visual signs? 
• Can the automatic apparel recommendation be achieved through the learning 
model of visual design and style meanings? 
These questions have been answered in chapter 4, 5, and 6. The study concluded 
that apparel is a kind of visual language for communication purpose, and such 
experience is explainable by sign system in semiotics that was mentioned in early 
theories. This study developed an ATTRIBUTE dataset and a MEANING dataset 
based on the apparel signs and style meanings identified through clothes and 
fashion theories. For data modelling, this study found that the statistics analytical 
methods could interpret partial correlations existed in two datasets using linear 
regression models, but it was constrained in MEANING predictions since the 
complex data correlations. And then, this study introduced three machine learn 
and deep learning combined approaches to learning MEANINGs from 
ATTRIBUTE data and Image data. The results verified that developing a style 
recommendation system is technically feasible, with the newly proposed apparel 
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datasets and training models. Also, the last approach proofed the usefulness of the 
developed recommendation model. The model testing showed that it could make 
accurate predictions on design attributes and men’s style meanings.  
7.1.1 Answering question ‘what is the unique function of clothing as a 
consumable product?’ 
Apparel is distinctive from other online commodities in form, material, and 
functionality. It is essential to understand the unique function of apparel in order 
to make the apparel-oriented recommendation system more knowledgeable. This 
study found the answer to the first research question.  Apart from the original and 
humanity needs of clothes, such as protection, modesty and attraction, 
communication is another crucial function of clothes. It is based on the early 
theories of clothes language for communication in the 20th century, which 
claimed that firstly, apparel is a kind of visual language and secondly, the visual 
communication of apparel is based on the semiotic theory of signs and meaning. 
Through the investigation of these theories, the substance of apparel 
communication function is summarised and adapted to the targeted category, the 
Menswear.    
Apparel as a kind of visual language  
Apparel is a kind of visual language to convey semantics. Similar to other 
language systems, the visual clothing has the alphabet (design elements), word 
(the clothes), sentence (the outfit) and grammar (the rule of dress). The book 
‘Fashion as Communication’ (Barnard, 2002) stated that clothing is a non-verbal 
communication medium where one person as the wearer intends to send messages 
and another person as the spectator/viewer receives the messages. Such messages 
are the semantics which could be wide ranged from age, body, sex, time, place, 
personal taste, to social and economic status, social role, political symbol, social 
ritual, recreation and so on. Like painting, another visual language, semantics are 
composed by visual elements including structural units of line, shape, colour, 
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texture, pattern and the compositions of these units such as scale, angle and 
proportion.  
Visual communication of apparel based on the theory of signs and meanings  
The insights of apparel visual communication system are well explained in 
chapter 4 based on semiotic theory. It involves three aspects, the signifier of signs, 
the signified of meanings, and the code of signification system. First, the physical 
forms of apparel are referred to ‘SIGNs’ which could be identified through the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic elements in Barnard’s theory, or by the object, 
support and variant in Barthes’s fashion system. Second, the feelings and 
associations of visual apparel are referred to MEANINGs, which could be 
produced inside of apparel (lines, shapes, colours, patterns and materials) or 
outside of apparel (designer, wearer and viewer). MEANINGs have two orders. 
The first order is obvious, literal and indicative, which is called ‘denotation 
meanings’. The second order is mental concept based on rhetoric, which is called 
‘connotation meanings’. Overall, the code of communication between SIGNs and 
MEANINGs is the key in apparel communication system. Meanwhile, it is the 
research dilemma because of the arbitrariness of their relationship.  
Interpretation of the communication of Menswear 
The signs of menswear are embodied through the visual design of line and shape, 
colour, pattern, material, mix and match (the ensemble of clothes), and the unique 
characteristics of apparel, including drape, movement, the way of dressing and 
visual illusion. For example, a specific sign could be the geometry, silhouette or 
proportion of arbitrary scheme and so on.  These elements are considered as 
features of apparel signs. Signs have basic-level features (e.g. shape of lapel) and 
deep-level features (e.g. proportion of lapel shape). Chapter 4 explained the 
potential meanings of above features, and found that signs with basic-level 
features will lead to denotation meanings (e.g. peak lapel), whereas, the 
connotation meanings may cause by either signs in basic-level feature (e.g. angled 
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shape feels classic) and deep-level feature (e.g. wide lapel feels classic) or 
denotation meanings (e.g. peak lapel feels classic).  
7.1.2 Answering question ‘how clothes are used to communicate 
meanings as visual signs?’ 
Referring to social scientists’ arguments (De Saussure, 1974, Barnard, 2002), the 
communications between apparel signs and meanings are arbitrary since no 
natural connections exist between them. It is often formed based on kinds of 
social agreements, such as wearing pink or blue clothes tell the sex of a baby. 
Instead, this study found the quantifiable interpretations of the relationships 
between causes of apparel signs and effects of apparel meanings by constructing 
apparel data and statistics analytical methods. The first layer of relationships is in 
between each feature and each meaning. Significant correlations are captured with 
regression results of fitting real data into the Multinomial Logistic regression 
model.  The second layer is regarding overall relationships with multiple features 
and multiple meanings. The internal structure also came up with significant 
variates influenced by a number of features and meanings according to Canonical 
Correlation Analysis.  
A novel apparel data coding approach 
A novel apparel data coding system was constructed according to apparel sign 
system. Basic and deep-level features are extracted based on Barthes’s fashion 
system with objects, supports and variants. A high dimensional apparel attribute 
dataset could represent visual apparel with high consistency thereby avoiding 
heavy loss of features during the transition. It is worthy since in statistics the 
sensitiveness of apparel data decides the results of correlation analysis. As a result, 
the proposed coding approach allows an apparel attribute dataset with 45-
dimensional feature space to be constructed. The reliability and validity of data 
are tested by internal consistency and content reliability, exploratory and 
confirmatory factor analysis. Validation results confirmed that the correlations of 
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features in statistics are consistent with real connections. Therefore, it is adequate 
for this research purpose.  
Effects of each feature of signs on each association of meanings 
The separate relationships are measured by Multinomial Logistic (MNL) 
regression since the two-side variables of apparel attributes and meanings are 
categorical. This method is commonly used in psychology studies for tackling 
single nominal dependent variable with more than two categories. Significant tests 
reported that firstly, apparel signs have selective effects on the style meanings. 
For instance, jacket’s ratio and silhouette are sensitive to style genres; Jackets’ 
drape and pattern contrast are sensitive to body shapes; Jacket’s colour saturation 
and pattern size are responsive to both.  
The fitting results of regression models further interpret the significant 
correlations based on the coefficient (B) from logit function and Exp (B) which is 
the exponentiation of coefficient (odds ratio). It reveals the category level of 
correlations. For example, a model received B value of -3.045 and Exp (B) value 
of 0.048 for plain and printed fabrics against trendy and elegant style genres. It 
explains the probability that plain to compare with the printed pattern is less likely 
(0.048 times less chance) to be trendy than elegant. Such significant models are 
also found between style genres and colour saturation, lapel width, pattern size, 
and between body shapes and lapel width, pattern size, mix-and-match. Overall, 
deep features achieved better results in explaining category correlations than basic 
features.  
Effects of multiple apparel features on multiple associations of meanings 
To examine singular causes and effects separately may not able to explain the 
whole experience of visual communication. Hence the overall relationships 
between two sets are measured by Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) that 
observes the internal structure of correlations influenced by multi-signs and multi-
meanings. This method creates synthetic variables to interpret canonical 
correlations in overall relationships. Two important parameters, standardised 
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canonical coefficients indicate the degree, positive or negative of the correlation 
in synthetic variables. Structure coefficients decide which signs and meanings are 
confident in contributing the synthetic variable. 
Three significant internal relationships are found. First is occurred in between 
mix-and-match features such as tie, pocket square, outfit pairing and slim body. 
Second is in between jacket’s fabrics such as colour, pattern, material and elegant, 
trendy style and triangle body. Third is in between all colour attributes such as 
colour type, hue, light, saturation and elegant, classic style. In a word, fabric-
oriented visual features, especially the fabric colour have more substantial impacts 
than shape-oriented visual features on the internal structure. That is to say, the 
visual signs of fabrics are more discriminative than shapes for targeted menswear 
categories.  
7.1.3 Answering question ‘can the automatic apparel recommendation 
be achieved through the learning model of visual design and style 
meanings?’ 
In addition to the investigation of relationships between signs and meanings, the 
final research outcomes are well-performed prediction models of apparel 
meanings by signs features. Statistics methods have limited computational 
capabilities for predictions on high-dimensional data with complex correlations. 
The machine learning especial deep learning is the dominant method for learning 
complex experiences and making accurate predictions for real-world applications.  
Not only statistics data but also visual images can be used as learning data, so that 
the apparel image data representing the original signs may also contributable for 
apparel meaning predictions. To verify the assumption, three models are designed 
against attribute data, image data and collaborated data, with training methods of 
Support Vector Machine, Later Kernel Fusion and Convolutional Neural 
Networks. The best performance came up with the last model which is a two-step 
training strategy, attribute predictions by CNNs and meaning predictions by LKF. 
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Such practical model could be placed on style searching and recommendation 
engines. 
Measuring meanings of apparel signs by deep learning methods 
One of the essential conclusions is the applicability of different machine learning 
methods for each proposed apparel data. For ATTRIBUTE data, the performance 
of conventional SVM classifier suffered degradation due to the small training size 
and unbalanced distribution of samples. Instead of learning the class boundaries, 
new proposed LKF, a distribution based classification algorithm focuses on 
maximising the likelihood function improved the results on partial classes. For 
image data, through a multi-task CNN model, some classes are improved, some 
even decreased slightly. This is because of the multi-task loss function of CNN 
model. The best approach for tackling this image-based apparel prediction task is 
keeping CNN feature extractor and replacing loss function by separate classifier 
LKF.  
For the collaborated data, proposed CNN model could predict apparel attributes as 
CNN image feature extractors are trainable to adapt attribute classification tasks. 
LKF once again is achieved the classification task of meanings based on the 
predicted attribute. To compare with the three kinds of learning data, 
ATTRIBUTE and image joined prediction task has better performance than any 
singular tasks, either image-based or attribute-based predictions. In another word, 
both ATTRIBUTE data and original image data are discriminative to apparel 
meanings. Only processing apparel images are less effective for visual perception-
based prediction, since apparel meanings as mental concepts are hardly 
recognisable.   
Two kinds of prototypes of advanced apparel systems 
Previously, the third proposed training model reached the best performance with 
attribute predictions and meaning predictions.  The most beneficial advantage of 
such machine-learning model is the feasibility of tackling real-world problems. 
The attribute prediction model could recognise both natural and profound (visual 
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design and clothes matching) denotations of apparel from online apparel images, 
which can realise an advanced style searching system to avoid searching difficulty 
facing tens of thousands of online clothes. The final meaning prediction model 
mimics apparel visual communication system from recognising the first order of 
meanings (denotation) from signs to estimate the second order of meanings 
(connotation). Such recommendation engine based on apparel connotation 
meanings is more knowledgeable and suggestive for people with a weak sense of 
clothes.  
7.2 Contribution to new knowledge 
Contribution to new understandings of clothes language and communication 
The research fills the knowledge gap in fashion theory regarding clothes language 
and communication. Referring to the interpretation of sign system, the meanings 
of apparel are formulated from internal and external. People from wearer, designer 
or viewer give the outer meanings. The fundamental theories of clothes language 
and communication were formed in the 20th century. The widely discussed was 
people and outer meanings through the view of culture and history. However, the 
inner meanings, which are caused by lines, shapes, colours, patterns etc. were not 
investigated thoroughly. Fashion magazines and blogs occasionally describe the 
expressions of particular colour, shape or pattern of clothes. Practitioners study it 
for conducting clothes design. However, as Barnard stated, academic focuses of it 
are still challenging to find.  
This profound study investigated the code in apparel communication, in particular, 
the inner meanings of apparel affected by visual elements of physical signs. The 
new understandings of the relationships between visual elements and meanings 
are based on explicit and scientific interpretations via quantitative methods driven 
by data and statistics. Apparel data formulations are referred by apparel signs 
system from early theories. The broader investigation found that the crucial 
apparel meanings associated with body and design are largely measurable by 
well-designed deep learning models, which is such a breakthrough for the 
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explanations of apparel as communication. It has great practical value to guide 
people in making clothes meaningful and communicative.  
Contribution to Knowledge-encoded apparel recommendation system 
development 
The second contribution is given to the developments of advanced apparel 
recommendation systems. The advantage of superior recommendation is able to 
encode domain knowledge to the recommendation engine. For apparel product, it 
could be outfit mix-and-matches, dress for bodies or occasions, so that the 
advance apparel recommendation system could function as a robotic stylist. 
Traditional product recommendation relayed on historical records and product 
similarity is less advisable since clothes as fashion products are always looked for 
style changes and even revamp. The concept of smart apparel recommendation 
appeared in recent ten years. Lack of foundation of apparel theory, profound study 
of apparel features and systematic learning models, are the main research 
shortages.    
The novelty of this study is embedding the apparel visual communication as a 
deep function into advance apparel recommendation system developments. 
Apparel feature extractions and learning models are based on apparel sign system 
in semiotics. The proposed system has two functions: recognising design 
characteristics of visual clothes and making recommendations based on in-depth 
connotation meanings, such as clothes or outfits with certain style genre or could 
set off particular body shape to meet up the wearer’s intentions of expressing 
meanings through the visuals of clothes. Such a practical recommendation model 
is in demand with current online apparel retailing in the UK according to the 
market review.  
Contribution to Apparel-oriented deep learning approaches  
The methodology and data are new for apparel-oriented smart systems and visual 
recognition study. Proposed apparel data are involved with a broad scope of data 
format and apparel knowledge, including three datasets: a semantic attribute 
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dataset representing natural and visual design features, a visual image dataset 
from real shopping platforms and a proficient labelled dataset by clothes experts. 
In terms of the training model, this study challenges the dominant method of deep 
learning, Convolutional Neural Networks on a particular visual recognition task 
which is the visual perceptions of internal apparel meanings, not only the natural 
recognisable visual appearances.  For these particular data and classification tasks, 
the proposed methodology is based on the collaboration of semantic attribute and 
visual image datasets as complementary learning data, and the collaboration of 
conventional machine learning and deep learning algorithms for each advantage 
on classifications and feature extractions.  
To compare with current smart apparel systems, proposed CNN and LKF joint 
model could significantly improve the performances regarding apparel attribute 
extraction and apparel recommendation. The multi-task CNN model could 
recognise 45 valuable semantic attributes associated with literal and visual design. 
Using CNN predicted attributes as feature data with new proposed Later Kernel 
Fusion classifier, the predictability of internal apparel meanings is higher than the 
separate image-based CNN model and the separate attribute-based SVM or LKF 
model. Proposed data and methodology is an exploratory test of knowledge-based 
apparel learning model, which could enlighten related machine learning based 
apparel research to develop a more accurate smart system to satisfy consumers.     
7.3 Future work 
Examination of extended apparel categories 
In the future, the targeted apparel could be extended to other categories, e.g. 
women’s dresses, not only the investigated menswear categories. The aim will be 
to examine the usability of newly proposed methods in apparel data coding, data 
constructions and collections, correlation analyses, attribute and meaning 
prediction models. Womenswear has more variations of visual signs and 
accordingly more associations of meanings than menswear, which will increase 
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the dimension of apparel learning data, and this could affect the performance of 
prediction models. Adjustments to models and methods may be requested.  
Improvements of the performances of attribute and meaning prediction models 
The performances of apparel attribute and meaning prediction models are 
improvable by increasing the size of data and balancing the distribution of data. 
Currently, in apparel attribute dataset, each apparel sample has high-dimensional 
semantic feature representations (45s). However, the size of overall observing 
samples is relatively small which is challenging for training models. In the future, 
sample selections will extend to a wide variety of style looks. The sophisticated 
attributes encoding task could be assisted by a large number of online 
crowdsourcers with clothes design background. Double inspection is necessary 
since the quality of skilled online crowdsourcers and task completion is not well 
guaranteed. The data will be screened in order to balance the distributions of 
samples of each attribute category in every predefined class.  
Improvements of the functions of apparel recommendation system 
The functions of apparel recommendation systems are decided by the learning 
outputs of apparel meaning prediction model which is the labels of meaning 
classes. Hence, the improvements are achievable by introducing more predefined 
classes of apparel meanings, e.g. dandy, understated style or body, hair colours 
and collecting more labelled data accordingly. As well as occasion 
recommendations, there is no doubt that apparel signs are associated with social 
occasions. According to stylists’ experiences, apparel meanings on occasions are 
dominated by the meanings on style genres, such as classic style with racing, 
elegant with opera or working dinner, playful with stag party or going out and so 
on. Further study could examine above occasion classes as a parallel task in 
prediction models. More tasks such as age and sex could be trained in the future.  
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Further verification through real-world data 
Further verification of model performances on real-world data will be needed 
since additional errors may occur in the predictability of real unseen data. The 
criteria for selecting real unseen data will be firstly based on true facts and 
secondly with highly reliable data particular in labels of inner meanings. In 
current training and testing data, the learning outputs are given by human stylists 
including class labels on style genres and body shapes, as the ground truth. By 
contrast, the real world learning data are the actual existed labels of inner 
meanings. For instance, the image samples could be celebrities’ style looks, and 
the meaning labels of samples could be the true body shapes of celebrities. 
Therefore, the performance of proposed models on real body meaning predictions 
could be examined. However, the new growing difficulty will be the adaptability 
of proposed CNN model on wild images samples.  
Addressing the increasing influence of gender fluidity and gender neutrality  
With the increasing influence of gender fluidity and gender neutrality on societies, 
the proposed novel apparel recommendation system needs to consider the gender 
neutral clothing which is not belong to either the menswear or womenswear. The 
solution is to identify the ideology of being gender-neutral or gender-fluid, to 
construct databases based on unisex designer collections (e.g. Launch One DNA) 
and eventually use the proposed model to learn the connections between the 
design attributes of gender neutral clothing and the identified meanings. 
7.4 Conclusion 
This study investigated the technical feasibility of embedding the deep knowledge 
into smart apparel recommendation systems. The early clothes and semiotics 
theories claimed that clothing is a kind of visual communication medium for 
people that could convey meanings related to the clothes, body, contextual and 
social meanings. This study aims to explicit and predict the connotative meanings 
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of clothes through the visual design of lines, shapes, patterns, colours, materials 
and clothes mix-and-matches.  
Three apparel datasets regarding the images, ATTRIBUTEs, and MEANINGs 
have been developed based on the profound theories on clothes communications, 
semiotics and Barthes’s fashion system. Then, this study built up four apparel 
models based on statistics and machine-learning methods in order to evaluate the 
feasibility of prototyping intelligent apparel style recommendation systems. 
Statistic regression models can only describe few data, therefore it is inappropriate. 
On the contrary, the deep Convolutional Neural Networks with conventional 
machine learning classifiers are effective methods to achieved apparel learning 
models and style recommendation prototypes. The most contributive data to the 
apparel MEANING prediction model are the collaborated data of apparel Images 
and ATTRIBUTEs.  
The proposed system is currently limited by its applicability in the menswear 
categories, the relatively small example size, unbalanced distribution of training 
samples, as well as the apparel meanings classes.  In the future, improvements 
could consider these aspects, expanding apparel category to womenswear, 
increasing attribute data with skilled online crowdsourcers, extending meaning 
classes to occasion, age and sex etc. and further verification on real-world apparel 
data.  
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1: Questionnaire Form 
 
 
 
1	/	16
Menswear	survey
Page	1
This	invest igat ion	is	being	conducted	by	Congying	Guan	as	part	of	a	doctoral	research	project	at	Northum bria	University.	The	purpose	of	this	invest igat ion	is	to
understand	how	people	receive	product	inform at ion	and	m ake	judgem ents	through	online	shopping	in	term s	of	m enswear.
If	you	decide	to	part icipate	in	this	study,	you	will	be	asked	to	com plete	a	quest ionnaire	which	takes	10-15	m inutes	to	be	com pleted.	The	copies	of	feedback	will	be
available	on	August	2015.	And	the	results	m ay	be	published	to	journals	or	conferences.	If	you	start	answering	the	quest ions,	it	will	be	assum ed	that	you	agree	to	the
above	and	are	happy	to	take	part .	For	m ore	inform at ion,	please	em ail	congying.guan@northum bria.ac.uk																	
Male 	 Female
1 	What	is	your	gender?
12-18	years 	 19-25	years 	 26-35	years
36-55	years 	 55	years	plus
2 	What	is	your	age?
YES 	 NO
3 	Do	you	live	in	the	United	Kingdom?
A	student 	 Employed 	 Self-employed
Out	of	work 	 Ret ired 	 None	of	above
4 	Are	you	current ly	?
5 	Do	you	work/study	in	the	field	of	fashion?	
5.a 	If	you	selected	Other,	please	specify:
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2	/	16
Page	2
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
High	arousal Low	arousal
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
6 	What	would	you	rat e	t he	emot ional	at t r ibut es	of	t ext ile	(T1 )?													
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
High	arousal Low	arousal
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
7 	What	would	you	rat e	t he	emot ional	at t r ibut es	of	t ext ile	(T2 )?														
8 	What	would	you	rat e	t he	emot ional	at t r ibut es	of	t ext ile	(T3 )?													
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3	/	16
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
High	arousal Low	arousal
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
High	arousal Low	arousal
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
9 	What	would	you	rat e	t he	emot ional	at t r ibut es	of	t ext ile	(T4 )?													
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
High	arousal Low	arousal
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
10 	What	would	you	rat e	t he	emot ional	at t r ibut es	of	t ext ile	(T5 )?													
Color Patterns/Pr ints Mater ial
Tex t ile	(T1)
Tex t ile	(T2)
Tex t ile	(T3)
Tex t ile	(T4)
11 	In	above	t ext iles	(T1 -T5 ),	which	at t r ibut es	did	you	focus	on?	(*	multiple	choice)
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4	/	16
Tex t ile	(T5)
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5	/	16
Page	3
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
Masculine Feminine
Like Dislike
12 	What	would	you	rat e	st yle	(S1 )?																																																									
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
Masculine Feminine
Like Dislike
13 	What	would	you	rat e	st yle	(S2 )?																																																									
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6	/	16
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
Masculine Feminine
Like Dislike
14 	What	would	you	rat e	st yle	(S3 )?																																																									
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
Masculine Feminine
Like Dislike
15 	What	would	you	rat e	st yle	(S4 )?																																																									
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7	/	16
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
Masculine Feminine
Like Dislike
16 	What	would	you	rat e	st yle	(S5 )?																																																									
Collar
shape
Pocket	(s)
Number	of
But tons
Single/Double
Breast
Contours
Clothes
Length
Sleeves
length
Style	(S1)
Style	(S2)
Style	(S3)
Style	(S4)
Style	(S5)
17 	In	above	st yles	(S1 -S5 ) ,	which	at t r ibut es	did	you	focus	on?	(*	multiple	choice)
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8	/	16
Page	4
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
18 	What	would	you	rat e	clot hes	(C1 )?																																																									
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
19 	What	would	you	rat e	clot hes	(C2 )?																																																							
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9	/	16
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
20 	What	would	you	rat e	clot hes	(C3 )?																																																							
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
21 	What	would	you	rat e	clot hes	(C4 )?																																																							
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10	/	16
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
22 	What	would	you	rat e	clot hes	(C5 )?																																																							
Collar
shape
Pocket
(s)
Number
of
Buttons
Single/Double
Breast
Contours
Clothes
Length
Sleeves
length
Color	(s) Pat terns/Pr ints
Mater ial
(s)
Clothes	(C1)
Clothes	(C2)
Clothes	(C3)
Clothes	(C4)
Clothes	(C5)
23 	In	above	clot hes	(C1 -C5),	which	at t r ibut es	did	you	focus	on?	(*	mult iple	choice)
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11	/	16
Page	5
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
24 	What	would	you	rat e	be low	suit /blazer	from	the	video	(V1)?			
	
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
25 	What	would	you	rat e	be low	suit /blazer	from	the	video	(V2)?			
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12	/	16
	
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
26 	What	would	you	rat e	be low	suit /blazer	from	the	video	(V3)?			
	
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
27 	What	would	you	rat e	be low	suit /blazer	from	the	video	(V4)?			
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13	/	16
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
	
+ 3 + 2 + 1 0 -1 -2 -3
Formal Casual
Mature Young
Fashionable Tradit ional
High	arousal Low	arousal
Masculine Feminine
Refined Bold
Like Dislike
28 	What	would	you	rat e	be low	suit /blazer	from	the	video	(V5)?			
	
29 	In	above	videos	(V1-V5 ),	which	at t r ibut es	did	you	focus	on?	(*	mult ip le	choice )
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14	/	16
Collar
shape
Pocket
(s)
Number
of
But tons
Single/Double
Breast
Contours
Clothes
Length
Sleeves
length
Color
(s)
Pat terns/Pr ints
Mater ial
(s)
Body
Attract iveness
Body
Movements
Video	(V1)
Video	(V2)
Video	(V3)
Video	(V4)
Video	(V5)
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15	/	16
Page	6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Color (s)
Patterns/Pr ints
Mater ial(s)
Collar	Shape
Number	of	Button(s)
Single/Double	Breast
Pocket(s)
Contours
Clothes	Length
Sleeves	Length
30 	What	would	you	rat e	t he	import ance	of	t he	at t r ibut es	of	t he	suit s/blazers?
31 	If	there	is	anything	else	you	would	like	to	tell	us	please	do	so	in	the	space	provided	below.	
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Appendix 2: Apparel feature extraction notebook 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	<	Lines	and	shapes	>
		
Propor' ons	
	<	Pa- erns	>
Pa+ ern	Colours	Contrast	
<	Colours	>
	Satura' on	
	<	Materials	>		
	
	<	Mix	and	Match	>		
>> DESIGN	FEATURES	EXTRACTIONS	
(Menswear)	
>>
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 246 
 
 
 
 
	Lines	and	shapes		>>	ProporBon	(Jacket	Width/Length)
Wide/	Short Narrow	/	Short Narrow	/	Long Wide	/	Long
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 248 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 249 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 250 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 251 
 
 
 
 
	<	Lines	and	shapes	>
Notch	lapel,	Patch	pockets,	Single	breast		
Two	bu1ons,	Double	vent	
Structured	volume	
Narrow/Long	propor' on	
	<	Pa- erns	>
Plaid	pa1ern	
Regular	size	
Medium	colour	contrast	
	<	Colours	>
AchromaBc	hue	
Medium	light	
Dull	satura' on	
	<	Materials	>		
Wool	material	
Smooth	surface	
	<	Mix	and	Match	>		
Jacket	+	Shirt	
Jacket	+	Shirt	+	Tie	
Jacket	+	Shirt	+	Pocket	Square	
Jacket	+	Shirt		+	Tie	+	Pocket	Square		
An	Example	>>
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 253 
 
 
 
<	Lines	&Shapes	Propor9on	>
Jacket	Lapel	>>	slim/regular/bold	
Shirt	Collar			>>	slim/regular/bold	
Neck' e									>>	slim/regular/bold	
<	Colours	Contrast	>
Hue	contrast/Light	contrast/SaturaBon	contrast	
<	Pa- erns	Complexity	>		
Pa1erned	Jacket/Pa1erned	Shirt/Pa1erned	Tie/Pa1erned	Pocket	Square	
Mix	and	Match	>>
<	Colours	Illusion>
Increase	shape	(	Intense,	Light,	Warm	colours)	
Decrease	shape	(Dull,	Dark,	Cool	colours)	
No	(Grey	colour)	
<	Any	design	features	missed?	>
<	Any	Improvements	in	each	features?	>
Your	Feedback
-Thank	you	-	
>
>
<	Others	>
Congying	Guan	/	PhD	Student	/	Northumbria	School	of	Design	/	Congying.guan@Northumbria.ac.uk
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Appendix 3: Apparel ATTRIBUTE and MEANING data 
The ATTRIBUTE Dataset 
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The MEANING Dataset 
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Appendix 4: Apparel MEANING prediction model testing results 
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Robotic Stylist: A design oriented apparel 
recommendation system 
Congying Guan, School of Design, Northumbria University, 
congying.guan@northumbria.ac.uk  
Shengfeng Qin, School of Design, Northumbria University,  
sheng-feng.qin@northumbria.ac.uk 
Abstract   
This paper aims to prototype a design-oriented apparel recommendation system based on 
Artificial Intelligence technology. The Robotic Stylist recommends appropriate clothes to 
match up with the wearer’s body images and occasions according to the design features of 
apparel in terms of lines, colors, patterns, prints and textures. Such a system deals with web-
based recommendation with real-time results from huge online apparel market to improve 
users’ experiences while shopping online.  A large design evaluation dataset is collected 
from both fashion experts and peer groups of users via crowdsourcing platform.  Artificial 
Neural Networks are adopted to simulate product judgments process of human brain by 
training the dataset. The optimization of predicted evaluation results from networks is the 
solution of recommendations. 
apparel recommendation; design evaluation; artificial intelligence; neural networks; crowdsourcing 
 
 
With the developments of e-commerce markets, novel recommendation technologies are 
becoming an essential part of many online retailers’ economic models to help drive online 
sales. Recommendation technology has been widely integrated into e-commerce web site in 
order to recommend book, music CD, movie and news articles et al., such as amazon.com 
(Amazon, 1996) and the Netflix DVD-rental (NETFLIX, 1997). The main function of a 
recommendation system is to predict products that potential consumers might want to buy 
based on their stated preferences, online shopping choices, and purchases of people with 
similar tastes or demographics (Leavitt, 2006). These systems recommend products on the 
basis of prediction of users’ preferences by analyzing a large scalable database from users’ 
activities recorded through purchase or browse history, click rate, products questionnaire and 
user profiles.  
In apparel products recommendations, users not only need recommended products to satisfy 
their style preferences, but also styling knowledge which supports them to wear successfully. 
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Styling is a way of assembling clothing and accessories to complete a dress in their most 
desirable or attractive way (Jacqueline McAssey, 2011). Except of accessories, this research 
only discuss the clothes styling process which involves selecting and experimenting with 
many alternative clothes to establish the prefect composition. Generally speaking, those 
people who work as stylist have professional styling knowledge with their intuitive views, 
visions and tastes. To some extent, some unprofessional people are also accepted to give 
styling advices. For instance, a consumer may refer his/her accompanists’ opinions during 
shopping. The distinctive function of apparel recommendation is to recommend appropriate 
style or style coordination for people who lack of styling knowledge.   
There are various styling recommendation formats in current market. Personal styling 
consultancy and tailoring shop are the two classic forms of services providing face to face 
styling suggestions, e.g. John Lewis (Lewis, 2001) and Be Styled UK (Bestyleduk, 2014). 
However, these services are costly and not applicable for e-business market. Some pioneered 
online retailers could provide with free online personal styling recommendations. For 
instance, Baukjen (BAUKJEN, 2014) and ASOS (ASOS, 2014) offer real-time online chats 
with real-life stylists by Skype, and multi-brand servicers of Style Nibble (Nibble, 2012) and 
Dressipi  (dressipi, 2011) provide detailed questionnaires to predict customer’s preferred 
styles. While, facing the huge volume of data and customers from online shopping, it is 
challenging to hand-pick clothing from thousands of styles to match up with each customer 
on request of live responses in a very short period of time. Also, the recommending results 
highly depend on a stylist’s personal knowledge and practical experiences which may 
contain subjectivity and uncertainty.  
Instead of the real-life stylists, computer based styling agents have been integrated into 
expert based recommendation systems. Expert recommendation systems provide with styling 
knowledge based on rules mined from trained stylists with computer intelligence technology. 
A recommendation technology vendor, ExpertMaker’s CEO indicated that some vendors add 
encoded knowledge into their system to reflect the expertise of a skilled salesperson (Leavitt, 
2006). Such rule-based systems are hard to avoid subjective judgments of the rules of styling 
by either stylists or salesperson. For instance, a client may not accept the styling results 
although the system has encoded with experts knowledge, instead, he/she may ask advices 
from friends, classmates, colleagues and others from the peer groups.   
This research will study the feasibility of prototyping a novel system, design-oriented 
apparel recommendation.  To combine with machine learning technology, a Robotic Stylist is 
designed to learn styling knowledge from both apparel experts and peer groups of users. 
From design prospective, it refers to product aesthetic evaluation from forms to cognitions. 
Our system will be established by employing with appropriate neural networks to simulate 
apparel evaluation process by the two groups of people. The proposed system will be 
suitable for web-based recommendation in e-shopping. 
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Literature review 
At present, many studies proposed various apparel recommendation systems based on e-
commence. The core research questions in such a research domain were divided into apparel 
feature study, user impacts study, and rules modeling. Image processing, sensory 
engineering, mathematical algorithms and artificial intelligence methods were extensively 
adopted to tackle the above research questions.  
APPAREL FEATURE STUDY
(System Parameters)
USER FEATURE STUDY
(System Variables)
RULES MODELLING
(Weights Analysis)
APPAREL RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM 
Wearing Contextual features
Apparel essentials distributions
Feature recognition
Feature extraction
Feature description
Occasions
Weather & Temperature 
Social networks
Wearers physical features
Body shape
Face features
Skin colour 
Wearers tastes 
Individual characteristics
Fashion engagements  
Combined approaches 
Matching Rules- Artificial Intelligence
Expertise knowledge
Human cognition analysis
User Preference Rules- tracking behaviours
Brought/worn history records
Eye movements records 
Apparel feature descriptions
Colours
Lines 
Pattern / Prints
Texture
Expertise knowledge & sales data 
 
Figure 1: Apparel recommendation system operation structure  
Based on the existing research, the operation structure of apparel recommendation systems 
can be described in Figure 1. It shows a range of research topics classified by apparel 
features, user impact factors and rules modeling. Initially, system parameters are defined as 
apparel essentials and acquired by automatic apparel features recognition, extraction and 
description. For a personalized apparel recommendation system, the user impacts are 
analyzed as system variables. All the variables are clustered according to the factors in terms 
of the wearer’s tastes, physical features and wearing contexts. The key research questions are 
concentrated on rules modeling of matching a set of apparel features to a user profile. The 
established rule models by researchers are classified into two aspects: user preference model 
by tracking the wearer’s buying history (Au, Choi, & Yu, 2008; Sekozawa, Mitsuhashi, & 
Ozawa, 2011; Yu-Chu, Kawakita, Suzuki, & Ichikawa, 2012) or eye movements (Jung et al., 
2013); and apparel matching model via expertise knowledge (Liu, Choi, Yuen, & Ng, 2009; 
Vogiatzis, Pierrakos, Paliouras, Jenkyn-Jones, & Possen, 2012; Wong, Zeng, & Au, 2009; 
Wong, Zeng, Au, Mok, & Leung, 2009).  
Apparel Feature Study 
Apparel essentials refer to style design elements including lines, colors, patterns, prints, and 
textures of fabric, which describe apparel aesthetic features. Users’ impression of apparel 
style is affected by each separate element or the combination of elements. Table 1 shows the 
distribution of related researches on each apparel essentials of existing apparel 
recommendation systems. Lines as an initial element consisting of contours (e.g. side seam, 
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hemline), structure lines (e.g. yoke, dart), and decoration lines (e.g. pleat, gathers, and 
layers) have been discussed widely (Jung et al., 2013; Tu & Dong, 2010; Wang, Chen, & 
Chen, 2008). Color also occupied significant proportion due to the correlations with the 
user’s color images, such as skin tone, hair color, and eye color. Researchers (Vogiatzis et al., 
2012) classified these colors into groups of four seasons namely spring, summer, autumn, 
and winter, to describe the user’s color image and analyze the impacts of style’s color or 
color combinations. Among these design elements, style surface features of pattern, prints 
and texture were seldom mentioned in existing research, thus there is still an open research 
question on how to effectively utilize them in a recommendation system.   
Table 1: Research distributions in apparel essentials 
Apparel essentials Number of Publications References 
Line 13 
(Cheng & Liu, 2008; Jung et al., 2013; H. S. Kim & Cho, 
2000; Li & Li, 2012; Mok et al., 2013; Sekozawa et al., 
2011; Shen, Lieberman, & Lam, 2007; Tu & Dong, 2010; 
Vogiatzis et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2008; Wong, Zeng, & 
Au, 2009; Wong, Zeng, Au, et al., 2009; Zeng, Koehl, 
Wang, & Chen, 2013) 
Color 9 
(Cheng & Liu, 2008; Jung et al., 2013; D. Kim, Kwon, & 
Park, 2013; Tokumaru, Muranaka, & Imanishi, 2003; Tu 
& Dong, 2010; Vogiatzis et al., 2012; Wong, Zeng, & Au, 
2009; Wong, Zeng, Au, et al., 2009; Yu-Chu et al., 2012) 
Pattern 5 
(Cheng & Liu, 2008; D. Kim et al., 2013; Wong, Zeng, & 
Au, 2009; Wong, Zeng, Au, et al., 2009; Yu-Chu et al., 
2012) 
Prints 2 (Cheng & Liu, 2008; D. Kim et al., 2013) 
Texture 4 
(Cheng & Liu, 2008; Vogiatzis et al., 2012; Wong, Zeng, 
& Au, 2009; Wong, Zeng, Au, et al., 2009) 
User Feature Study 
In existing systems, user features are considered in terms of the wearer’s tastes, physical 
features, as well as wearing contextual features. Wearers’ taste studies are classified as 
demographic profiles (e.g. age, sex, occupation, and ethnicity), and fashion trend 
engagements. Some researches focus on the wearer’s physical feature effects on apparel 
styling, such as body shape, face type and skin color (Grogan, Gill, Brownbridge, Kilgariff, 
& Whalley, 2013; Jones & Giddings, 2010; H. Kim & Damhorst, 2010; Lee, Istook, Nam, & 
Park, 2007; Park, Nam, Choi, Lee, & Lee, 2009). Wearing context features also play a vital 
role in contributing to apparel wearing success. The main factors consist of wear occasions 
and events, geographical environment (e.g. weather, temperature, season, and region et al.), 
and social environments (e.g. social networks effects).  
Rules Modeling  
There are three types of matching rules in apparel recommendation. The basic way is to 
match up new clothes with the user’s previous clothes within a same clothing category.  To 
combine with styling expertise, the second type of rule is to match upper with bottom clothes 
to create an outfit. It is also called Apparel Coordination/Pairing  which means to combine in 
a harmonious or interesting way, as articles of clothing in an ensemble (Wong, Zeng, & Au, 
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2009); Taking the user’s impacts into consideration, the third type is matching a single style 
or an outfit with the user’s personal images and occasions. As shown in Table 2, user 
preference models mainly focused on the basic rules by tracking statistical data of either 
buying history records or eye movement records. Research on expert models aimed to 
understand the relationships among styles, personal image features, and occasions from 
domain expertise knowledge via machine learning methods, such as Expert System, Neural 
Networks et al.  
Table 2: Models classification  
Model types 
Matching Rules 
(functions) 
Methods References 
User preference model 
New Style  &  Previous style                                                 
 
Collaborative Filtering  
RFID 
Marker Basket Analysis 
analytical hierarchy process 
Bayesian Network 
Interactive Evolutionary Algorithm 
(Au et al., 2008; Jung et al., 
2013; Sekozawa et al., 2011; 
Vogiatzis et al., 2012; Yu-
Chu et al., 2012) 
Expert model 
Upper Style &  Bottom  style 
Style &  User image 
Style &  Occasions 
 
Expert system 
Rule-based system 
Fuzzy screening  
Neural networks  
Fashion Ontology 
Shape analytical method 
Cognitive maps 
Decision tree  
Genetic Algorithm 
(D. Kim et al., 2013; Tu & 
Dong, 2010; Vogiatzis et al., 
2012; Wong, Zeng, & Au, 
2009; Wong, Zeng, Au, et al., 
2009) 
Design-oriented apparel recommendation system 
The basic apparel recommendation systems provide a function of recommending styles to 
meet users’ preferences relied on data mining from users’ buying history. Apparently, this 
function cannot satisfy ordinary people who lack fashion tastes and styling knowledge. 
Therefore, the experts-based recommendation systems have been proposed with the function 
of advising styles which are suitable for wearers’ body features and occasional requirements, 
as well as matching up with other clothing items according to stylists’ practical skills. 
Because of each individual stylist has his/her personal styling knowledge, the individuality 
of a stylist’s personal tastes may be accepted by a certain user group which prefers his/her 
style.  
Are there any measurable rules or knowledge of styling practices which could be universally 
accepted by general public? This research is going to explore the feasibility of developing an 
intelligent recommendation system which uses machine agent (robotic stylist) to simulate 
human agent (real life stylist) in the apparel styling recommendation process. The purpose of 
this research is to understand design communications between product forms and human 
cognitions, as well as its impacts on styling practice, and eventually develop a prototype of 
smart recommendation system so as to examine the feasibility of new technology applied for 
design aesthetics evaluation in apparel styling process. Such a system is designed for online 
apparel shopping.  
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According to the review of “Artificial Intelligence application in the apparel industry” (Guo, 
Wong, Leung, & Li, 2011), AI-based methods have been widely applied for apparel 
manufacture, while, researches on fashion coordination and recommendation of apparel 
retailing only occupied 4.2% of publication by 2010. We found that computer intelligence 
methods have raised significant attentions in apparel recommendation research from 2011 to 
2013. Based on the advantages of neural networks in computation and learning abilities, our 
aim is to quantitatively explore styling rules which may reflect the experts’ experiences and 
the peer groups’ opinions, or generate new rules distinguished with human brains. The 
perspective outcome is the generated new knowledge regarding to the understandings of 
apparel aesthetics measurements and its perceptive evaluations.  
The key elements of research into such a system are discussed as follows: 
Data Attributes Definition  
Both experts and peer groups are qualified as styling knowledge carriers. The initial work is 
to identify people who are eligible as domain experts or peer groups. The probable outcomes 
are the understandings of social community impacts on aesthetics judgments of apparel 
products from social media, blogs, books, celebrity stylists, designers, fashion magazines, 
and other related media.  
The first part of data is from domain experts. It is necessary to qualify people who belong to 
the experts from commercial styling consultants, celebrities’ stylists, still-life stylists, shop 
assistants, designers, magazine editors, styling bloggers et al. Focus group with practitioners 
and peer researchers will be conducted to collect valuable information and suggestions. 
Regarding to the recruitment of various stylists, the standard could be defined by work with 
HR people who deal with stylists cases from business perspective. Eventually, the recruiting 
standards of experts are formulated with a series of conditions among age, occupation, 
educational background, work experiences, trained skills, blog hit, social media followers, 
and other related conditions.    
Another part of data is from peer groups who are in the same social community with the 
user, and considered as important target audiences. They have large uniformities in lifestyle, 
cultural and educational background. In the proposed research, the user group is male 
university students in the UK at the age between 19 and 25. Hence, the peer groups are 
defined as both female and male students in the UK at the age between 19 and 25.   
Data Collection-The fashion experts’ and peer groups’ knowledge acquisition 
Initially, it is required to identify rules of matching ‘style-style’, and ‘styles-body features’ 
based on fashion stylists and designers professional knowledge. The secondary data is 
acquired from blogs, books, and magazines et al. An experiment is designed for collecting 
first set of data with a large number of style samples. A number of 200 participants who 
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work as stylist, fashion designer, fashion buyer and visual merchandiser in the UK will be 
recruited in a designed questionnaire survey with structured style sample questions.  
The insights of the human perceptions on design elements organizations (spatial/2D view 
layouts) would require the articulation of the relationships among style designs, human 
perceptions and occasion features. Peer groups’ knowledge is highly required to understand 
individual reflections on various style designs. It will be collected by organizing 
Crowdsourcing tasks in order to construct apparel semantic networks and bridge the 
conjunctions between semantic networks with product features, with Crowdsourcers of 500 
university female and male students in the UK at the age between 19 and 25. The wearing 
occasions will be limited to 2-3 such as dating and birthday party.  
Data Collection - The product profiles and user profiles data extraction   
Apparel style profiles consist of lines and shapes, colors, patterns, prints, and textures. While 
the user profiles are defined as body shape, skin color, and face shape. These descriptors are 
able to extract and describe through both linguistic and symbolic methods. Linguistic 
method represents apparel features by semantic words only, such as slim build, normal, and 
plump build of silhouette (Sekozawa et al., 2011).  This method is generally used as manual 
feature recognition, e.g. labeling of fabric texture (Cheng & Liu, 2008). This research will 
initially develop a feature extraction method for manually obtaining style data from existing 
clothing samples. In the future research, an automated image extraction method could be 
adopted in terms of features recognition, extraction, and description (e.g. encoding process) 
of style lines, shapes, colors, patterns, prints and textures with Linear Support Vector 
Machines.   
Data Analysis and Training 
Firstly, the acquired knowledge dataset is analyzed from theoretical perspective. The experts’ 
knowledge regards to the utilizations of design aesthetic and Gestalt principles in style 
suggestions. Design aesthetic principles explain design elements organization, e.g. rhythm, 
balance, proportion and emphasis (Fiore, 2010). Gestalt principles describe the arrangements 
of design units’ cohesion. Peer groups’ knowledge of apparel style judgments reflects the 
human cognition principles which represent the relationship between design elements and 
users’ impressions or feelings using semantic space and product elements space mapping 
based on Sensory Engineering knowledge. These principles are referred so as to clarify data 
features and associations, and define variables. 
After theoretical analysis, statistical methods are employed to measure the impacts 
quantitatively. The data will be learned via the Neural Network (NN) method with aesthetic 
unit and cognition unit. Neural Networks (Aksoy, Ozturk, & Sucky, 2012; Wong, Zeng, & 
Au, 2009; Wong, Zeng, Au, et al., 2009), have been incorporated to simulate the decision 
making process of human brain with main functions of classification and forecasting. It has 
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Recommendation System Design 
Neural Networks
evaluation
Style Aesthetics Coefficient    “Style-Body”  Index      “Style-Occasion”  Index
Matching Engine
Neural Networks Optimization: 
Style 
A,B,C,D…
User A
Candidate style
 from style database
(S1, S2, S3...)
S1
S2
S3
...
SA1 SB1 SO1
SA2
SA3
SB2
SB3
SO2
SO3
S(max)
BEST STYLE
Figure 3: Proposed neural network model 
A mapping engine is designed (figure 3) and aimed to match ideal style for the individual 
user with a large volume of real style data recruited from real apparel database. The 
established neural networks model could facilitate evaluation of the matching results 
between an individual user and a candidate apparel style. In order to recommend the best 
style from a large number of style databases, the optimal solution could be found by a style 
evaluation matrix. Eventually, the real apparel styles are recommended to users with 
personal styling tips according to physical analysis of the user body, fashion coordination 
suggestions, styles with preferred feelings, and occasion wears. 
Effectiveness Evaluation of the Prototype 
Data collections ll i
Training modeli i  l
System Results  l  
Stage lt  l
Stage llt  ll
Stage lllt  lll
Data effectiveness
Feasibility of NN model 
Prototype reliability 
test
test
test
Data set l NN
Model
Data set ll
training
testing
Accuracy 
assessment 
Crowdsourcing 
data
Questionnaire data
Face-to-face focus group 
Data  
assessment 
System recommendation 
Reliability 
assessment
Crowd
sourcingPurchase simulation trials
Results 
Machine 
Learning 
 
Figure 4: system effectiveness tests  
The effectiveness of the proposed prototype and method highly depends on above 3 stages, 
called the quality of collected data, the accuracy of neural network training model and the 
reliability of the system prototype (figure 4). In data collections, the quality of data via 
crowdsourcing platform is tested by comparing with other data acquisition approaches of 
questionnaire and focus group. Crowdsourcing has been applied for academic research in 
terms of data collection, evaluation as well as user studies. Both training and testing data are 
collected in order to validate the feasibility of the proposed NN model. The accuracy is 
assessable through comparisons between the output results from NN and the crowdsourcing 
data via human being. In system prototype evaluation, real market clothing databases are 
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employed instead of collected data in NN learning. The evaluation data are collected from 
the target user group via Amazon Mechanical Turk (Turk, 2005) as a Crowd sourcing 
internet platform. It will be employed to perform HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks) of 
collecting results from the selected style items that users prefer to purchase. The reliability is 
measureable through the results between system computations and purchase simulations.  
Discussion  
Based on previous studies, most researchers are from computer science, engineering, 
information system or marketing, apparel design knowledge has seldom been addressed in 
existing recommendation systems research. Hence, a novel apparel recommendation system 
is proposed from design perspective in conjunction with styling knowledge. It is expected to 
generate new knowledge of aesthetics evaluation of apparel products with objective and 
rational methods. 
The apparel recommendations are closely associated with the understandings of apparel 
aesthetic judgments from design perspective. Whilst, the aesthetics judgements are generally 
recognised as very complex decision making process of human brains due to the factors 
from many things, such as personality, fashion trend, culture background, education, social 
classes, personal taste, lifestyle, bodily features, etc. Because of such uncertainties, this 
research is defined as a feasibility study. It is expected that this research will contribute to 
the development of artificial intelligence based apparel recommendation models which could 
benefit apparel styling practices in e-commerce market.  
Conclusion  
The paper proposed a new design-oriented apparel recommendation system with a novel 
method to collect data from crowdsourcing-based peer groups and fashion experts so as to 
extract apparel styling knowledge that have not been taken into account by existing online 
apparel recommendation technology. Neural Networks have been used for sales forecasting 
with previous purchases data. Therefore, they are utilized for the feasibility study, taking the 
advantages of machine learning with a large volume of surpassed data computations than 
human brains. The key research elements of prototyping such a recommendation system in 
conjunction with computational aesthetic measurements with apparel styles, the wearer’s 
profile and the use occasions is originally proposed. Eventually, the effectiveness evaluation 
methods have been developed at three levels for assessing the feasibility of this unique 
apparel recommendation system, which could operate online as a Robotic Stylist helping 
individual customers in style searching and selection from the mass online market.  
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Feature-Based Human Model for Digital Apparel Design
Shuxia Wang, Member, IEEE, Shengfeng Qin, Member, IEEE, and
Congying Guan
Abstract—Three-dimensional (3D) body scanning technology opens op-
portunities for virtual try-on and automatic made-to-measure apparel de-
sign. This paper proposes a new feature-based parametric method for mod-
eling human body shape from scanned point clouds of a 3D body scanner
. The human body model consists of two layers: the skeleton and the
cross sections of each body part. First, a simple skeleton model from the
body scanner system has been improved by adding and adjusting
the position of joints in order to better address some fit issues related to
body shape changes such as spinal bending. Second, an automatic approach
to extracting semantic features for cross sections has been developed based
on the body hierarchy. For each cross section, it is described by a set of
key points which can be fit with a closed cardinal spline. According to the
point distribution in point clouds, an extraction method of key points on
cross sections has been studied and developed. Third, this paper presents
an interpolation approach to fitting the key points on a cross section to a
cardinal spline, in which different tension parameters are tested and opti-
mized to represent simple deformations of body shape. Finally, a connec-
tion approach of body parts is proposed by sharing a boundary curve. The
proposed method has been tested with the developed virtual human model
(VHM) system which is robust and easier to use. The model can also be im-
ported in a CAD environment for other applications.
Note to Practitioners—Automatic made-to-measure for mass customiza-
tion has become one of the important developments for the apparel in-
dustry. 3D body scanning technologies are used to capture a virtual clone of
an individual human body model for mass customization. However, these
methods have failed to overcome two critical problems. First, the extremely
expensive cost of the equipment prevents it from wide applications in gar-
ment industry. Second, the data format either in the original point clouds
or simplified mesh models is not easily to be linked to a parametric model,
which can be automatically modified to different shapes by the user pa-
rameter inputs. For this reason, this paper intended to build a parametric
human body model, which can represent an individual body by inputting
some key dimensions which is more than the traditional manual measures
but drastically fewer than the 3D body scanner data.
Index Terms—Apparel design, apparel-fit-to-body issues, human body
modeling, parametric modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, there is an increasing demand for the involvement of com-
puter-aided design in apparel and entertainment industries. The auto-
matic made-to-measure for mass customization has become one of the
important developments for the apparel industry. Anthropometry, body
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model analysis, garment style selection, clothing design, clothing or-
dered, and production can be organically integrated by using 3D scan-
ning technology, computing, and Internet technology in order to realize
fast and efficient digital apparel production chain [1]. From the above
developments, it can be easily observed that digital human body re-
search is an essential part for any further apparel design application,
which provides garment designers with a virtual clone to design, to
try on and to show their production in a whole virtual environment. It
concerns the 3D representation of an individual human body, that is, to
build up a virtual human body to match an individual body. This is crit-
ical for the apparel industry which is not the same as the entertainment
industry that is contented with realistic appearance and efficiency. The
purposes of constructing the human body are threefold: first, designer
would like to design clothing for supporting custom-made garment on
individual human body; second, designer/customers would like to eval-
uate design clothing without the need for actually producing it; finally,
for online shopping, the apparel industry would like to develop virtual
try-on applications allowing consumers to see how designed clothing
fit on their individual body. Furthermore, the virtual human body not
only can be used in the apparel industry, but also can be used in the
other domains [2], [3].
In recent decade, 3D body scanning technologies are used to cap-
ture a virtual clone of an individual human body model. 3D scanning
techniques can capture body shapes accurately and the final output is a
single static mesh with a few million vertices. Generally, the raw data
resulting from a scanning process cannot be used in its original format
because it is not convenient to store and, therefore, it is not widely ac-
cepted by commercially available CAD systems. Thus, some scanning
systems have provided with standard software and interface for data
editing. In some application environments such as the virtual-try-on
and MTM, it is not possible or efficient to use such large amounts of
data, e.g., the full body model corresponds to about 5 Mbytes of data,
since it needs a very powerful hardware for processing. Therefore, data
compression or modeling plays an important role for reducing prob-
lems in data transfer and storing. Moreover, once a different sized body
is required, a real human body of that specific size has to be scanned and
the whole body model building process has to start over again [4], [5].
Some researchers have been working on the parametric body model [4]
for new approaches to build the 3D body model from a 3D body scan
data, which can integrate with CAD and CAM software.
However, the 3D scanning methods have failed to overcome two crit-
ical problems. First, the extremely expensive cost of the equipment [6]
prevent it from wide applications in garment industry. Second, the data
format either in the original point clouds or simplified mesh models is
not easily linked to a parametric model, which can be automatically
modified to different shapes by the user parameter inputs [7], [8]. It
supports too many dimensions so that the tailor sometimes feels puz-
zled because for traditional custom-made clothing based to the manual
measurements, the tailor usually only needs to measure a set of key
dimensions.
For this reason, this paper intended to build a parametric human
body model, which can represent an individual body by inputting some
key dimensions which is more than the traditional manual measures
but drastically fewer than the 3D body scanner data. This paper ad-
dresses the following research problems: (1) What parameters are used
to describe a human body shape effectively? (2) How to construct a
body model based on these parameters? This parametric human body
model is fundamental for the downstream digital apparel product de-
sign and evaluation such as virtual try-on and automatic made-to-mea-
sure. The human body model consists of two layers: the skeleton and
1545-5955 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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the cross sections of each body part. The contributions of this paper
are as follows. First, a simple skeleton model with the body scanner
system has been improved through adding and adjusting the po-
sition of joints in order to better address some fit issues related to body
shape changes such as spinal bending. Second, an automatic approach
to extracting semantic features for cross sections has been developed
based on the body hierarchy. For each cross section, it is described by
a set of key points which fit a closed cardinal spline to the cross sec-
tion for each body part. According to the unique distribution of cloud
points for each cross section of each body part, the extraction method of
key points on the cross section has been studied and developed. Third,
an interpolation approach is presented to fit the key points on a cross
section to a cardinal spline, in which different tension parameters are
tested and optimized to represent simple deformations of body shape.
Finally, a connection approach of body parts is proposed by sharing a
boundary curve. The created human body model in the virtual human
model (VHM) system can be imported in CAD environments for a wide
variety of ergonomic analysis applications.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, the related
works on virtual human body modeling and methods are discussed.
The human body model is defined in the Section III and the de-
tail method for constructing a human body model is presented in
Section IV. Section V reports the implementation of the algorithm and
shows some examples before the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Along with the evolution of human-centered product design pro-
cesses, there have been many techniques for human body modeling
in the literature. These models can be typically classified into five cat-
egories: 1) soft tissue model; 2) 3D body scanning model; 3) implicit
model; 4) statistics-based model; and 5) parametric body model.
1) Creative Soft Tissue Model: The goal of anatomy-based method
[9], [10] is to build a human model that is as accurate as possible. These
models can simulate underlying muscles, bones, and tissues, which are
proved to be effective in simulating human body dynamics and com-
plex collisions. However, these methods are not suitable for using in
garment CAD systems because they require too much knowledge on
human body structures and expertise in computer graphics [6] when
modeling the inner structures, which are not of interest.
2) 3D Body Scanning Model: D’Apuzzo [3] reviewed the existing
market usage of 3D human body scanning and proposed that virtual-
try-on and virtual-make-over have become possible for fashion and ap-
parel industry. In anthropometric sizing surveys and predictions that
need collecting of a lot of body measurements from thousands of sam-
ples, 3D body scanner systems is prior to the traditional manual mea-
surement because of its short scanning time, high measuring accuracy,
and high measuring consistency. Moreover, it offers the reusability of
data because the scan data actually replaces the 3D human body, which
is convenient to gather other additional information. There is no doubt
that 3D body scanning methods [7], [11], [12] are very accurate ways
of obtaining a human body model. Based on a subdivision surface rep-
resentation, an effective body modeling algorithm is presented which is
for a two-view body scanner. In general, current 3D scanning methods
have failed to overcome two critical problems: the extremely expen-
sive cost of the equipment [6] and uneasy to be linked to a parametric
model.
3) Implicit Model: The implicit surface methods describe human
models as level sets of a scalar field. Xiao and Siebert [13] proposed
a modeling scheme, in which each human body part is fitted into a
quadric primitive. The method is fully automatic and involves the HBS
data segmentation reported in [14]. However, because of their consid-
erable requirements in human interventions and calculations, implicit
surface is difficult to model and animate interactively [15]. Further-
more, they cannot deal with human shape details accurately.
4) Statistics-Based Synthesis Model: Statistics-based synthesis
methods build human body models based on the study of the body
shape distribution [16]. They collect 3D human face scan data and cap-
ture the shape variation by analyzing them with principal component
analysis. Some researchers [17]–[19] applied this approach to a set of
3D human body scan data by fitting template meshes to the target raw
data for ensuring a consistent mesh topology. However, these methods
cannot make the synthesis model as a true parametric one to support
an interactive human body modeling [4] for the apparel industry.
5) Parametric Body Model: The parametric modeling method
can be typically classified as two classes: example-based parametric
body modeling and feature-based parametric body modeling. The
example-based parametric body modeling technique [8], [11], [16],
which fit parametric surfaces to the point cloud, is a good alternative to
tackle these shortages of creative soft tissue model and implicit model.
Cordier et al. [20] reviewed the body of research work undertaken
in the area of example-based modeling and innovative applications
in the online clothing design system. NURBS surfaces are most
usually adopted, which are best suited for describing body shapes
with prescribed topological type [21]. However, this is created at the
expense of the computational cost. In the feature-based parametric
modeling domain, object semantic features can be systematically
described for a given application domain [22]. In apparel design,
building semantic features on a human model is paid more and more
attention [23]. A method [24] extended the example-based parametric
modeling to the feature-based parametric modeling. They proposed
a more advanced technique for modeling human body by finding the
correlations between the body sizes and the body models. Following
the feature recognition approach, which recognizes various features
from a geometric model of an object according to the feature templates
defined in a feature library, Wang [22] proposed an angle-based
method to sample key points on a cross section. In their approach,
angels are equal, which consists of a contour center and other two end
points on a cross section. However, it is easy to conclude that some
sampling problems can come up on the curves with high curvature.
An automatic approach to match correspondences on 3D human
bodies in various postures was presented, so that feature points can
be automatically extracted [25]. This method can further shorten the
time of product design and fabrication cycle as a preprocessing step of
volumetric parameterization for design automation.
In summary, for supporting virtual garment design, creation of a
parametric human body model is necessary. However, current para-
metric human body models either from example-based or feature-based
methods still lack good links to hand measurable body sizes. They are
good for virtual-try-on and other applications, but still not very good
for evaluation of individual fitness. There is a need for a better para-
metric human body model. On the one hand, it can describe the indi-
vidual body accurately and, on the other hand, it has a few parameters
which are not only able to describe a human body based on main body
dimensions but also able to describe some small changes of each body
part. In addition, these parameters can be easily linked to a small set
of hand measurable body sizes. This will enable a better virtual-try-on
and a better fitness evaluation based on an individualized body model
from a customer’s input.
III. NEW HUMAN BODY MODEL
Our purpose of constructing a parametric virtual body model is to
meet the above application requirements. Creating a parametric model
based on key body dimensions is a similar process to traditional tai-
lors’. They imagine their customers’ body shape by some sizes ob-
tained from manual measurements on their body and then design a gar-
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Fig. 3. Skeleton constructions. (a) Body scanner method. (b) Side of spinal
column. (c) Improved method.
Fig. 3(b), it is not difficult to see the spinal column obtained by our
method is better to approach the human body skeleton construction,
allowing body bending around point 2 in Fig. 3(b). The improved joint
construction is very important for virtual garment design, and very
convenient to describe the upper body shapes associated with the spine
structure. A bone is finally obtained by linking two specified joints, in
other words, two adjacent bones are linked on a joint. Fig. 3(a) and (c)
shows the two skeleton constructions from the 3D body scanner and
the improved method, respectively.
B. Cross-Section Construction
Generally, human animation or deformation methods require a
human model to be segmented into head, torso, arms and legs, and so
on. Therefore, a wire frame of each part is constructed separately, then
joined together with constraints. For each body part, its wire frame
model is built in four steps: 1) determine the positions of cross sections
on each part; 2) extract key points on cross sections; 3) interpolate the
key points into contour curve; and 4) connect each body part into a
whole body wireframe structure.
1) Semantic Determination of Positions of Cross Sections: The
approach for automatic determination of the positions of cross sec-
tions is hierarchy-based and can be summarized in the following three
steps. First, extract three key joints: the vertebra joint, wrist joints, and
ankle joints, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (c), and then insert three hori-
zontal planes through these joints to separate the human model into six
major portions: head, arm-torso-leg, two hands, and feet, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The intersections between these planes and the scanned body
result in five category I cross sections [shown in pink in Fig. 4(a)]. The
key portion (arm-torso-leg) bounded by these cross sections consists
of the arms without hands, the torso and the legs without feet. It is the
most important portion for us to develop the automatic made-to-mea-
sure model.
Second, in the arm-torso-leg portion, extract the following joints:
bust joint, waist joint, hip joints, knee joints, and elbow joints, as shown
in Fig. 4(a) and (c). Inserting corresponding horizontal planes through
those joints can further subdivide the human body into several subparts
by 11 category II cross sections [shown in red in Fig. 4(b)]. Finally, 25
category III cross sections [shown in blue in Fig. 4(c)] are located in
subparts with anthropometric semantics, including crotch point, mid-
thigh point, calf point, neck point, under bust point, and so on. These
feature points reflect the major surface change in their corresponding
subparts.
For garment design, some cross sections are selected from the three
categorized cross sections to separate the human model into six major
parts: neck, torso, arms, and legs, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The leg and
torso parts are connected at the cross section through crotch point; the
Fig. 4. Semantic feature cross-section. (a) Category I. (b) Category II.
(c) Category III.
torso part and the neck part are connected at the cross section through
the neck point. Because the shoulder complex involving the arm and
the torso parts is very difficult to segment by a single cross section, so
a new strategy is adopted based on some key points to slice it which
will be detailed in the Section IV-C.
2) Key Points: From Fig. 4(c), it can be seen that a human body
can be simply represented by the set of cross sections. But each cross
section still contains a mass of raw data. In order to create a controllable
human body model, some key points on each cross section needs to be
extracted to further compress these raw data, and then fit these key
points to a spline curve for preferably controlling these cross sections.
To approximate cross sections well and simultaneously create high-
quality triangulation meshes of a body model, this paper extracts key
points on cross sections for interpolating curves as follows. The key
points of each cross section excluding torso’s and neck’s sections are
defined as the extreme points which represents the highest point A,
lowest point C, the far left point D, and far right point B in the raw
data, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). It is complicated for setting out
rules to extract the key points on the torso and neck parts and therefore,
the key points on these parts are identified from their index in scanned
data, which are based on observation and statistics. First, according to
the near symmetry of torso and neck parts, the first point and the
middle point in the raw data list on each cross
section are defined as key points, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d). They
segment a cross section into two subparts. Next, according to the same
distribution of raw data on cross sections, points ( , , , ,
and ) and points ( , , , , and ) are defined as key
points. Fig. 5 shows the key points extracted on some cross sections.
Our method can obtain well-proportioned key points on each cross
section, as shown in Fig. 5. The statistic knowledge is adopted to ex-
tract the key points based on the regular distribution of raw data on
the cross sections, and then to determine the ordinal numbers of key
points in the sequence of raw data, Compared to angle-based method
and length-based method for decomposing a cross section, this method
avoids the problem of under sampling on the parts with high curvature,
and improves the shape quality of triangular meshes formed with these
key points.
3) Interpolation and Optimization: We interpolate more points,
which are called as interpolation points, between two adjacent key
points on a cross section to approximate the raw data, and meanwhile
make the human model more controllable. The number of interpola-
tion points is controllable and can determine the body surface quality.
A cardinal spline, a sequence of individual curves joined to form a
larger curve, is used to represent each cross section in the interpolation
method. If takes (u) as the representation of the th cross section,
the (u) to represents a segment between key point and ,
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Fig. 5. Extracted key points on cross sections for female.
as shown in (1). The four control key points from to are
used to set the boundary condition for a cardinal spline section as in (2)
(1)
where the cardinal matrix is
with . Parameter is called the tension parameter that
can reflect the body shape of plump and lean. The boundary conditions
that define the cardinal spline section are
(2)
Cardinal spline is used in interpolating human body model for three
reasons. First, this spline is specified by an array of key points on a
cross section with one or more tension parameters. It passes smoothly
through each key point in the array so that there are no sharp corners
and no abrupt changes in the tightness of the curve. Second, cardinal
splines do not need input of the values for the endpoint tangents and
its slope at each key point is calculated from the coordinates of two
adjacent key points. Thereby, this attribute can ensure that two adjacent
interpolation curve sections are correlation. Finally, different values for
the tension parameter will produce different curves through the same
set of key points. Fig. 6 shows four cardinal splines passing through the
same set of key points with different tension parameters. It is obvious
that a tension parameter of 0.4 is better to approximate the raw point
on the cross section, and the tension of 0.8 changes the body to more
lean and the tension of 1.6 creates the body model to more plump.
In the same way, this paper interpolates more points between two
corresponding key points on the adjacent feature cross sections along
the skeleton in each part to construct the wireframe of each body part,
and to make the human model more controllable. Those points can
form a set of new cross sections called as assistant cross sections. The
number of interpolation points is also controllable and can determine
Fig. 6. Interpolation curve in different tension parameters: the raw data (red
circle); ; ; .
Fig. 7. Key points of the sharing boundary curve for legs and torso.
the body surface quality. The cardinal spline is used to represent the
body shape along the skeleton as well.
In this paper, a least squares method for optimizing interpolation
curve by tension parameters is proposed. Expanding matrix (1) into
polynomial form, the following equation can be obtained:
(3)
where , and the is the number of subparts on the th
cross section.
To control the fitting error, the user can initialize the tension param-
eters and then the system can automatically compute the optimal fitting
curve by minimizing the following equation with a tension parameter:
(4)
where is the coordinate position of a raw point nearest to the inter-
polation curve and is the tension parameter in (1).
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Fig. 8. Key points of the sharing boundary curve for arms and torso. (a) . (b) . (c) . (d) Allocation plan of key points.
C. Part Connection
After creating the interpolation curves on each body part, it is easy
to construct a wireframe model for each body part. However, one
technical challenge is to properly connect the neighbor parts to torso
including arm, neck and leg, where the cross sections with different
shapes meet together. This paper handles this problem by sharing a
boundary curve between two neighbor parts. This approach of sharing
a boundary curve can be divided into two steps: the reselection of
key points on the correlated cross sections and the construction of the
sharing boundary curves.
It is obvious to find that the boundary curves between the neck and
the torso parts are identical because the key points are selected in the
same rule. For constructing the sharing curve linking the leg (right or
left) with the torso, their boundary curves around the hip are similar.
Therefore, the key points (see Fig. 7) on the cross sections of two legs
are selected as the sharing boundary points of torso; however, they need
to be rearranged according to the distribution of the key points on the
torso part. Fig. 7 shows three sections. and are the lower sections
for right and left legs, and are the middle sections near to the
hip position, and is the upper section for the torso. Modifying
and into will make it easier to connect with . Because of the
different numbers of key points on and , adjusting the number of
interpolating points for each cross section is needed to make them with
the same number of key points for connection.
It is the most difficult to obtain the sharing boundary curves for
combing the arm part and torso part because they are not on the same
plane. The key points need to be reselected for interpolating a sharing
boundary curve which belongs to both the arm part and torso part.
The constructing method is discussed as follows. First, the position of
key point (p) on the cross-section is adjusted to the position (A)
which is the average of the neighbor key points (o and q) of key point
(p), as shown in blue star in Fig. 8(a). The key point (A) is selected
as a key point of the sharing boundary curve. Second, other two key
points (B, C) on the cross-section of torso part are selected as
the key points of their sharing boundary curve, and the key point
is adjusted to the position which is the average of the neighbor
key points (B and C), as shown in Fig. 8(b). In this way, the key point
(D) on the cross-section of torso part is selected as a key point
for their sharing boundary curve, as shown in Fig. 8(c). Finally, these
new key points are sorted in accordance with the sequence of the key
points on the cross section of the arm part. For avoiding model intersec-
tion between torso and arm parts, the boundary condition of cardinal
curve on these adjusted key points is revised so that the related cardinal
curves become line segments across the section, as show in Fig. 8(d).
The new cardinal curves (shown in black) are fitted by the new key
points on the cross-sections of the torso part with ad-
justed boundary conditions and the cardinal curves (shown in red) are
the boundary curve of the arm part, as shown in Fig. 8(d).
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATIONS
This VHM system has been implemented on Windows XP by
using MATLAB (R2011a). The input data is from the NX-12 3D
body scanner by . First, it extracts the joint data from the point
cloud and then improves the joint data and compresses the scanned
body point cloud into the parametric virtual body model presentation.
Finally, this system obtains the wireframe construction by interpola-
tion. It is easy to describe a human body model with small variations
on each part by modeling each cross sections of the body part with
difference tension parameters, as shown in Fig. 9. The body mesh
model can be saved in the STL format. Therefore, it is convenient to
export the human model to other CAD systems.
At least two direct applications might benefit from the technology
including dimension extraction and 3D apparel design. First, the di-
mensions of the human model and made-to-measures can be obtained
easily from the feature cross sections on the virtual human body model.
Table I gives a comparison of some dimensions extracted from a 3D
body scanner and the VHM. Second, the virtual human body model
can allow garment designers to design patterns directly on a virtual
3D human body model [26]. This model has parameters linked with
clothing design related body sizes, which enables this model not only
for simulation of 3D garment result such as a virtual try-on, but also
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Abstract—In this paper we propose a framework of a 
virtual clothing shop which meets the mass 
customization based on virtual garment design model. 
To incorporate the respective merits both online and 
custom-tailoring shops, the framework will be used to 
establish a new interactive model which consists of 
virtual human, virtual clothing and virtual 
interaction. Among this model, virtual interaction 
plays a pivotal role in transferring formation between 
client and designer. Furthermore, we explore various 
interactive approaches and user interface which is 
based on user-friendly, identifiable, state-of-the-art 
technique, comprehensive service and human-
centered design. Ultimately, building this model will 
lay the foundation for latter commercialization at the 
end.
Keywords- Interactive design; virtual clothing; mass 
customization; online shopping; user interface 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, consumers desire to personalize the 
style, fit and color of the clothes they buy, and 
require high-quality customized products at low 
prices with faster delivery [1]. In order to meet 
customers’ requirements, the mass customization, 
uses information technology, flexible processes, and 
organizational structures to deliver a wide range of 
products and services that meet specific needs of 
individual customers but on a mass scale [2], is 
presented at apparel manufacture. Mass 
customization has expanded greatly with the 
continued development of electronically linked body 
measuring, pattern making, single-ply cutting, and 
production technology [3]. Online shopping as a 
carrier, demonstrates a new trend which is internet-
based online customization and provided with 3D 
digital apparel design technique and virtual try-on 
system.  
The custom-tailoring shop seems able to supply 
well-fit clothing by using Made-to-Measure mode, 
but it has higher cost and lower productivity. Instead 
of manual measurements, body scan technology is 
being used to directly extract body measurements 
(e.g. Tailor Made London) [4]. However, such high-
cost equipment is unaffordable especially in ordinary 
enterprises. The obvious limitation is the privacy of 
client’s body information. In addition, despite the 
recent efforts devoted to the use of 3D body 
scanners, limiting factors lies in the inability to 
electronically and automatically integrated body scan 
data to application software [5].  
By contrast, in the current online shopping mode, 
Opinion Research Corporation found that the main 
reason consumers are not purchasing online is 
because they cannot try on clothing (73% of 
respondents report) [6]. The study of Holsuha (1996) 
reported at [TC]
2
 said that about 50% of all 
Americans cannot find well-fitting clothes in the 
current sizing system. Apparently, fitting issue is one 
of the main influence factors of customer 
satisfaction. Even though online customization is 
launching by few web-based corporations, limited 
style are available to order online, e.g. Brooks 
Brothers [7], only shirt could be operated online. 
II. THE PROPOSED NEW FRAMEWORK
A. The framework of the virtual shop 
The proposed virtual shop, as shown in the Fig. 1, 
is based on the running mode of mass customization. 
In this context, to compare current online shop with 
custom-tailoring shop, some of the respective factors 
can be absorbed and improved by the proposed 
scheme. Specifically, online shop has two features 
which can be incorporated into the proposed virtual 
mode, one of which is the convenient and efficient 
Internet based interactive mode, and the other one is 
the mass production strategy which relies on short 
product life cycles. Simultaneously, custom-tailoring 
shop can provide personal customization for clients 
by using of the Made-To-Measure approach via 
manual measurement or body scanning technique. 
This composes to my virtual model as the core 
feature. 
By having notice to the Fig. 1, the middle part of 
the figure shows the environment and process of 
creating a virtual shop. It consists of three modules: 
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standard sizes. Balancing the manual measurement 
and the body scan technology is feasible on this 
occasion. Our virtual human model reference the 
superiority of [TC]2 Body Scanning equipment that 
can extract a substantial amount of point cloud to 
describe body characters. Finding the regularity and 
relevance from the point cloud is also useful to 
compress the data, and then parametric human model 
is established thereby extracting full body 
dimensions through the couple of manual 
dimensions provided. Psychological issues are 
generally recognized as quite difficult to control due 
to the subjectivity of individual thinking, especially 
in style, collocation, occasion, individual preference, 
culture, esthetic, etc. Except of the above mentioned 
factors, the Dynamical impacts should be also taken 
into consideration in terms of motions and postures. 
2) Interaction Issues 
A well-designed interface is an essential 
parameter for implementation. From the perspective 
of clients, it tends to play a vitally important role in 
the textile and apparel manufacture. The client’s 
demands are individualized and unpredictable for 
designers, for instance, if they are familiar with the 
size by themselves or what kind of body dimensions 
they can provide; whilst the designer from different 
company may adopt diverse experiences and 
approaches for apparel design as well. Therefore, 
furnishing a platform for Imported and exported 
information between clients and designers is the key 
issue of my virtual interaction, which will be 
demonstrated on the next sections. 
III. USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
FIG. 2 INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT
A. Client Interface 
1) Body dimensions  
Body dimensions are basically divided into two 
parts consisting of primary and secondary 
dimensions. These body measurements provide the 
basis for the designation of clothing size, 
independently from the product itself, for garment 
types as diverse as jackets, skirt, underwear, corsetry 
and head wear [8].Primary dimension shall be used 
to designate the size of a garment for the consumer 
[9]. Secondary dimension may additionally be used 
to designate the size of a garment for the consumer 
[9].  
Fig. 3 Survey of primary dimensions 
The first assignment is to filter few representative 
body measurements as primary dimension. With a 
series of correlative surveys, as shown in the Fig. 3, 
from British Standard, expert tailors, online retailers 
and existing size of clothes labels, primary 
dimensions are fixed as follow: height, neck-base 
girth, bust (chest) girth, waist girth, hips girth, arm 
length and leg length. 
2) Body shape 
Apart from dimensions provided, a detailed 
description of body shape is necessary for the 
subsequent task of virtual human model and apparel 
design. Whatever the showing way of body details it 
is, it will be divided into a specific classification of 
various body shapes with reference to the indexes of 
arm length, leg length, pending of spinal column, 
shoulder slope, ratio of bust(chest)-waist-hips and 
protuberant abdomen . 
3) Aspirations and Requirements  
To meet the customer’s demands, custom-
tailoring shop is superior to ordinary ready-to-wear 
shops. HACKETT, being one of the Personal 
Tailoring servers in London, supplies comprehensive 
services including the personal tailoring, bespoke 
tailoring, monogram ties, personalized cufflinks, 
mail order, gift card and barber service[10]. On my 
virtual shop, a web-based exchange platform is 
indispensable via social media or developing a new 
user server with style proposal like what to wear on a 
prescribed Party code. 
B. Designer interface 
Designer interface is essentially, as depicted on 
Fig. 4, the designer convert body database to design 
database with empirical formulation into the 2D 
pattern design module and then 2D pattern is 
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generated. With changing of the sizes or formulas, 
the 2D pattern will be updated automatically, which 
is the significant part of parametric clothing model. 
Fig. 4 Designer Interface 
C. Exploration of Interactive approach and media 
1) Manual measurements 
If manual measurement is acceptable, then an 
assistance tool of video or simple sketch guidance 
enables client s to measure them precisely. 
2) Indirect acquisitions 
By contrast, if manual measurement is deemed as 
time-consuming or tough, there are alternative 
options through existing size. First is underwear size, 
for example, bra size can approximately describe 
bust girth and under bust girth. Moreover, it is 
potential that pick a satisfying close-fitting clothes 
(e.g. shirts) with its details regarding label size, fit 
and brand. Because under the consistent size of label 
premise, the tailored size of different brands is 
discriminating, even the same brand has couple of 
tailored size standard as the different fit degree. For 
instance, the Table 1 shows the shirts size details of 
DUCMAMP [11]. 
3) Uploading photos 
Dramatically, the precision of body feature client 
provided determines the avatar’s similarity. By 
uploading front and side view of photos we can 
analyze people’s body feature directly. Then 
designer allocates it into the most appropriate body 
shape interval which is a gradient classification of 
typical body parts based on statistics and 
investigation according to the index of arm length, 
leg length, bending of spinal column, shoulder slope, 
ratio of bust(chest)-waist-hips. However, the privacy 
issue has to be taken into account on this occasion.   
4) Diagram of body shape interval provided 
To compare with uploading photos, it seems easy 
to handle that merely select a diagram matched your 
body while the clients can recognize their body 
feature objectively could not been guaranteed. 
Consequently, how to segment the body shape 
interval plays a crucial role on picking up body 
information.  
5) Phonetic description 
The neglected should be concerned 
corresponding with Human-centered design 
environment. Phonetic description is user-friendly 
for Senior citizens and the disabled. Meanwhile, with 
the state-of-the-art techniques, some of the captured 
equipment can be incorporated to collect clients’ 
information.   
IV. CONCLUSION 
A significant number of apparel sold over the 
Internet only represents less than 1% of all apparel 
sold in the United States and significantly lags 
Internet penetration in other consumer goods 
markets (e.g. books and music)[12]. The causes for 
online shoppers’ hesitancy are attributed to poor fit, 
confusable size, showing defect and no try-on. My 
virtual shop is superior to current online shop in 
terms of fitting and showing issues and thereby 
diminishing inventory time and return rate. 
Therefore, it is beneficial to eliminate of risk, waste 
and cost, and efficiency enhancement and 
productivity.  
We could conclude that the influencing factors of 
fitting and sizing issues root are in body dimensions 
and subdivision of body shape. An individual body 
description is involved in virtual human model to 
ameliorate these issues. Further, with the increasing 
training of parametric clothing module, system will 
improve the design database automatically instead of 
empirical formula by tailors which promotes the 
precision of 2D virtual pattern. Finally, to construct a 
considerate interactive approach and legible user 
interface, it can effectively avoid the misjudgments 
and mishandlings during the whole running 
environment.  
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Further research could also be extended to the 
fitting and functional issues, directed on special 
operating environment (e.g. fireman uniform). The 
other remarkable respect is the research of pattern 
design methodology based on fitting and aesthetics. 
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TABLE 1 SHIRTS SIZE DETAILS OF DUCHAMP 
Fit Degree Table Size 
Tailored Size 
Neck Girth Chest Girth Sleeve Length Back Length Waist Girth 
Slim Fit UK15”/EUR38 38 99 88.5 78 93 
Tailored Fit UK15”/EUR38 38 109 88.5 78.5 95 
Regular Fit UK15”/EUR38 38 109 88 82 102 
